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FOREWORD C018R IlLHS^flYfO?!* 3
The organization of this progress report Is designed to emphasize (l) the
' 4
Integrated approach which our group Is using 'n the study of ec.-rth resources !
In the State of California by means of remote sensing, and (2) the concentrated -
i
effort that our group is i n i t i a l l y making on one of the most significant com- 5
i
ponents of California's earth resource complex, viz., the California Water
i
Project. ]
i
It is recognized that most of the decisions required both in conceiving I
and in developing the California Water Project had already been made before j
our study was begun. This we regard as a major strength rather than a weakness
in our Study. Our objective is not to criticize either the concept that resulted
In the California Water Project or the steps being taken to implement it. •
j
Instead, we seek to use in our Study the valuable experiences gained and o-ound !i]
truth acquired by those who have worked for many years on the California Water
<,
Project. We would find it prohibitively costly and time consuming to acquire i
this same kind of "input" independently. Therefore, we are doubly grateful to 1
those in the California Resources Agency and elsewhere who have so freely 1
cooperated with us in tnis Study. j
Viewing such information in the light of recent developments in the making '
i
of both remote sensing inventories and socio-economic studies our group seeks I
-i
to develop a "model" approach to this type of resource development problem
wherever it may occur in analogous areas throughout the globe.
r
«*
Mindful of these considerations and after an introductory chapter, our i
progress report begins with a study (Chapter 2) of some of the complex socio- ,
i
economic factors involved in the California Water Project. IP this section we j
consider: *
(1) the potential users of the various water resources that wi 1 1 be ^
si ."
provided by the California Water Project with special emphasis on their •
attitudes, prejudices and needs for Infoi.nation relative to that project. J
We are v i t a l l y interested in better understanding these segments of society, j
whether they are agriculturists or nrbanites, recreationists or industrial-
ists, conservationists or exploitationists.
1
(2) the potential managers of water resources that w i l l be provided j
I
by the California Water Project, with special emphasis on their informational % j
I
requirements in terms of format, frequency, rapioity and accuracy. >
A second section of our progress report (Chapter 3) deals with a defining '
of tne parameters that govern (l) the yield of water, especially in the source
or headwaters area of the California Water Project, (2) the surface and sub-
surface f_low of that water, and (3) the consumpt ion of that water by plants |
and animals. j
i
The third and largest section of our report (Chapters b through 9) deals j
i
with our efforts to determine the extent to which remote sensing can be used to i
measure hydrologic parameters in the "source", "central" and "sjnk" areas of i
the California Water Project.
A fourth section of our report (Chapter 10) reflects our desire in this j
Integrated project to begin remote sensing studies on a second majoi segment !
of the California resource complex, viz., the Coastal and R/ver Delta -j
1
resources. This interest is occasioned in part by the fact that approxi- 1
mately 75 percent of California's population lives in the Coastal zone. We ]
consider it oesirable to implement this new phase of the Integrated study ,
I
next year even while bringing to a conclusion our studies of the California
1
Water Project. j
II
.. ---^- -•» '-" .'- .3
ii!
The fifth and conclusive section of our report (Chapter 11) provides j
some examples of the dynamics of earth resource management in Cali fornia ]
j
and elsewhere. Such problems as monitoring 0) compliance to laws governing j
sewage disposal and industrial haste discharge; (2) pollution and eutro- '
phication in Lakes and streams; and (3) industrial development and the j
i
resultant change in land use anc environment, wi l l *urely provide additional i
challenges for the use of our remote sensing technology. ;
Forward
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INTRODUCTION
Robert N. Colwel1
, The wise management of earth resources (timber, forage, soils, water,
minerals, agricultural crops, etc.) is rapidly becoming one of man's most rrgent
responsibilities. Much of the urgency results because the supply or quality of
cer'ain of these resources is dwindling rapidly at the very time when the demand
for them is incieasing prodigiously. Only through wise management w i l l earth
resource managers be able to meet this every-increasing demrnd.
Human demands for earth resources are rising at an even greater rate than
Is suggested by the term "population explosion", because the per capita
demand also is increasing, Soth in developed and developing countries. Several
studies indicate that there w i l l be a greater demand for earth resources in the
next 30 years than in all prior periods combined.
This urgent need to manage earth resources wisely generates, in turn, a
need <.o inventory them accurately. As a prerequisite to intelligent management,
the earth resource manager must know, for each component of the earth resource
"complex", how much of it is located in each portion of the area which he seeks
to fna'iage, i.e., he must have an "integrated" inventory. And since nny compo-
nent', of thft earth resource complex in a given area are dynamic rather than
static, it is necessary for these resources to be inventoried frequently and
rapidly — frequently so that resource trends can be followed — rap idly so
that r source management decisions can be made and implemented while the Inven-
tory data art st i l l current.
Up to the present time, the means for obtaining earth resource inventories
that could satisfy such exacting requirements have been decidedly ina^eauate. ]
However, during the past decade such important developments have taken place ! jj
in three related fields of technology as to prompt many observers to believe - j
that "remote sensing"-v w i l l soon provide that means. These three fields of
 t
4
 I
development are: : \
s,
(1) The development of improved remote sensing devices whether they be
aeriol cameras of higher spatial resolution than heretofore or therma1 infrared :
sensors, gamma ray spectrometers, multispectral scanners and imaging radar \ \
I
devices, all of which can provide information heretofore unattainable about !
earth resources. -, j
! i
(2) The development of improved vehicles for the transport of these ! j
remote sensing devices. Not only has there been the development of remote -j- t
3 j
sensing aircraft which can fly higher, faster and farther than ~ver •before. "" j
Since the dawning of the space age l i t t l e more than a decade ago, earth ] j
orbiting spacecraft equipped with suitable remote sensing quipment, also have - ••
been developed. Through the use of such earth orbiting vehicles one can 1 ;
i
obtain the overall syroptic view from which certain earth resource features / j
} I
can be discerned for the first time. The use of both types of vehicles (high i (
altitude aircraft and spacecraft) in concert with conventional aircraft and .i }
helicopters, permits the earth resource analyst to use highly efficient
"multistage sampling techniques" to a degree that v.as virtually unthinkable
until very recently.
(3) The development of automatic data processing equipment and tech-
niques to facilitate the rapid and accurate analysis of remote sensing data.
* The term "remote sensing" pertains to the acquiring of information about
earth resource', or other features, through the use of aerial cameras or~other
sensing devices that are not in contact with the features of interest, but
situated at a substantial distance from them.
i
t
Recent progress in this area has fsen so impressive as to prompt some
scientists to make the following prediction We soon w i l f be able to make,
and periodically update, earth resource inventories at a rate so rapid that
it w i l l be able to match even the phenomenal rate at which we w i 1 1 then be
collecting the remote sensing data. They make this claim even though they
fully realize that the data-collecting process of the future mav employ
multispectral scanners operating simultaneously in 20 or more wavelength
bands, while covering swath widths of 100 miles or more, and while exhibit-
ing ^ forward rate of travel of nea.ly 20,000 mi'es per hour.
Even with these remarkable advances, however, the wrong decisions could
easily be made by the earth resources manager if certain socio-economic
factors were ignored It would not be the first time that technological
advances had exceeded man's ab i l i t y to cope with those advances, but it
could easily be one of the most serious in this respect. Alternately stated,
human needs and emotions cannot be overlooked (particularly in these deys
of the environment "crusaders") as we seek better to manipulate earth
resources, whether on a local, regional, national or global basis.
The foregoing considerations were of primary importance in developing
the rationale for our research project entitled "An Integrated Study of Earth
Resources in the State of California Using Remote Sensing Tecnniques" as
deylt with in the remainder of this rsport.
1.1 FRAMEWORK WITHIN WHICH TO VIEW THE MULT I-CAMPUS UNIVERSITY OF CALIFOR-
NIA RESEARCH PROJECT ENTITLED "AN INTEGRATED STUDY OF EARTH RESOURCES IN
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA USMG REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES"
A key word H the title of this project, which serves to differentiate
it from other research projects funded under the NASA Ecrtn Resources Survey
and University Aff?irs Programs is the word "integrated". According to the
dictionary, tne term "integrate" means "to form into r> whole; to unite with
J-3.
Hsomething else; or to incorporate into a larger unit". In oroer to appreci- . 1
' \
ate how such a concept might best apply to the individual and collective i
efforts under this multi-campus project, let us consider the desires of two • j
groups that are certain to be interested in this project and its findings. , ,
On the one haiid, there are those who need to make major policy decisions ; <1
with respect to the ecrth resources in a particular geographic area and then > \
to develop management plans that w i l l permit those decisions to be implemented - -
in an efficient manner. " 1
.. i
Ci the other hand, there are data acquisition and data processing special- j
ists who are interested in knowing (a) what package of remote sensing devices I
(and the associated aircraft and spacecraft for transporting these devices) < J
might best be used to collect meaningful earth resource data on a global j
basis, and (b) what techniques and equipment should be used in extracting
 rl
useful information from the acquired data. }
" \
The interest of both groups in having research done in the State of \\
California results primarily from the fact that the findings made there by '
 4
a competent group of scientists might be applied, with only slight modifica- M
, !
tion, to vast parts of the globe which are to varying cegrees, analogous to -.\
the State of California in terms of the complex of earth resources exhibited " •
• i
and earth resource management decisions to be made.
The links of a chain which might serve to tie these two groups together
are indicated in the diagram in Figure 1.1. Areas of research emphasis of - j
the different campuses responsive to these different links are Illustrated
In Figure 1.2. 'f
An additional way in which to view the links by means of which remote
sensing techniques can be used to satisfy the informational «-equirements of
various resource management groups appears in Figure 1.3. The "flow" sug-
gested by that diagram has served to govern in large measure the sequence in
\
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Figure 1.3. Diagram illustrating the structure of the integrated project and
Its relation to other critical resource problems in California.
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which contributions to this progress report appear in the pages which follow. j
It is to be emphasized that our i n i t i a l efforts, as suggested by the central
portion of this diagram have dealt with only one resource — the water
resource -- and furthermore have been quite specific in dealing almost
j
entirely wi th one excmple of that resource and the management problems j
associated witu it, viz., the California Water Project. 1
1
1.2 BRIEF REVIEW AND SYNOPSIS OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE WATER PROJECT
Because of the emphasis that we have placed In this first year of study
on the California Water Project, it is deemed appropriate to conclude this
I
introductory chapter with a brief historical review and synopsis of that
project.
The California Water Project is the first major water resource develop-
i
ment under the California Water Plan. The masterplan was published by the i
Department of Water Resources (Bulletin 3) and approved by the State Legis- I
)
lature n 1959. It is the outgrowth of studies in the 1950's of the ultimate j
>
potential land use and the water resources of the state as per Bulletins 1 ,
and 2 of the DWR. '
i
The State Water Project v / i 1 1 deliver ,^320,000 acre feet of water annually j
to Central and Southern California. The major supply of water comes from the j
Feather River and is impounded by the Oroville 0am for subsequent release j
i
through the Sacramento River and the Delta pool to pumps on the south side ]
of the Delta. Water is pump lifted to the South Bay Aqueduct and the California 1
1
Aqueduct (2k1* feet). |
The California Aqueduct, which w i l l deliver the water to Southern
i
California, carries the flow to the joint federal-state utility, San Luis j
Reservoir, the second major storage reservoir of the Project. Deliveries are 1
1-8
made from the San Luis Reservoir to the federal Central Valley Project In the
California Aqueduct for delivery to the southern ban Joaauin Valley and Southern
California. At the south end of the Centra) Volley, Project water is-pump
lifted nearly two thousand feet through the Tehachapl Mountains. South of
the Tehachapl's the system divides Into a West Branch for delivery to the
MWD and a number of smaller contractors,and an East Branch for delivery to
Antelope Valley-Mojavc Desert water agencies and the balance of the HVD
commitments. The terminal reservoirs for the project are Castnic in the West
and Lake Pcrris in the souiheast. The Project Is the largest single water
resource development undertaken in the United States. In addition to tie trans-
—
fer of J»,230.0C>> acre feet annually through 684 nllcs of aqueducts it provide*
?• storage capacity of nearly 7 million acre feet. The project facilities w i l l
generate 5.3 nil lion kilo-wstt hours of electricity annually and conswwe IJ.*»
million kilo-watt hours annually at full development.
A number of essential features of the California Water Project are
s t i l l In various stages of study and litigation. Future water supplies to
augment the California Aqueduct and the Dal to Pool f&sy be needed before the
project can operate at full capacity. A Peripheral Canal around the Delta
has been proposed to protect the ecology of the San Francisco Bay and Delta
areas as well es to provide for en adcquote flow of fresh wator. The Central
Valley Master Drain to prevent soil salts from accuanjlatIng i» s t i l l !n abeyance
until ojrcemcnt is readied on repayment of Its cost.
In total, the State Water Project Is over S5t ce*tplete<J or u^ .de' construe-
tlon. As of late I9&9 It was operational to northern Kern County. The tunnels
through the Te.iochapl Nocntolns are completed and construction on the pumping
plants Is nearly completed. The equedi/ct.t, of both the West or-d East Braitchas
•5
1-9 j
Of the system are under construction as well as the four major rec,-»rvoi rs, -
Pyramid Lake, C-rstalc Lake, Silverwood Lake and Lake Perris. !
»
The DWR expects to begin dead storage of water in Castaic Lake in June j
next year, looking toward water delivery in December 1971. This Anticipated j
delivery of water to Los Angeles County w i l l be followed by delivery of water
to both San Bernardino and Riverside Counties in the first months of 1972. j
Water deliveries fron Castaic Lake w i l l be made to three water contractors. !i
The principal user, Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, w i l l i
i
receive more than I k m i l l i o n acre feet per year from that facility ;fter 1990.
t
Water delivery at the Devil Canyon Powerplant near San Bernardino w i l l i
Include service to all the 3o" Bernardino-Riverside area. When the terminus ]
ii
reservoir. Lake Perris, is completed, it w i l l serve this area as well as the ;
,<
extensive water market which Includes San Diego and Orange Counties. Water '
a
delivery from the Perris Reservoir is expected in the early ii-jnths of 1973- "'
Financing for the State Water °roject has been a problem area almost
from Its inception. At the time of its authorization ir I960 the cost was ;
i
estimated ot 1.75 billion dollars. Today the conservative costs estimates of j
the DWR amount to 2 8 b i l l i o n dollars, while more liberal estimates project
a cost of 4.0 billion dollars. Project customers will repay those amounts <
allocated to water supply, hydroelectric power and agricultural waste disposal j
3"»untin<j to 90?. The regaining 10? v.-J II be repaid by federal flood conttoJ j
funds and state tide'.and oil and gas revenues. i
(i
The California Water Project is only one of a number of large inputs i
4
into the Southern Coastal Kydrographic Unit. The local safe yield supplies i
i
and the imported water from Owens Valley and the Colorado River exceed the 1
i
projected Inport of Project waters. The problems associated with water '
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resources and water importation art. numerous. The Project w i l l alleviate such ,i
j!'
situations as sporadic water runoff, maldistribution of water supply, ground j
water overdraft and the intrusion of sea water. On the other hand, it raises !]
and contributes to s t i l l other problems such as inadequate drainage, disputed i
water rights, wafer pricing polic'es of agencies such as the MWD and Ihe ,{
T
general efficacy of water redistribution and the efficiency of water use. ^
Ij
Chapter 2
DEFINITION OF EARTH RESOURCE POLICY
AND MANAGEMENT PROBLEM? IN CALIFORNIA
Co-Investigator: C. West Churchman
Contributors Ida Hoos and Ibrohim Clark
Social Sciences Group, Berkeley and Irvine Campuses
2.1 INTRODUCTION |\
The major efforts of the Social Sciences Group of the Integrated
Study have been spent in the following activities: j
)
1. extensive use of interviews and questionnaires of potential ,
i
users of satellite information especially in the California State Govern-
ment in order to ascertain their needs and to explain the potentials of
i
the satellite information system, J
2. evaluation in-depth of cost benefit analysis applied to satel- ,'
^lite inform?tion with the conclusion that within budgetary constraints .,
j
this method is not applicable, '
i
3. the development of a large-scale regicial linear programming I
model which could supply the basis for measuring the economic value of j
satellite resource information, ]
'
*». deve'oping the bases for policy analysis of national efforts >
in the future to collect information about earth resources both within j
the United States and within other countries, especially the developing |
countries, and
5. attempting to complete a history of tne six-campus integrated
project and to evaluate its experience. \
2-1
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2.2 HISTORY £ND EVALUATION OF THE SIX-CAMPUS INTEGRATED PROJECT ' !
^.}
Beginning vith the )ast of these items, the interest has been in the j
T
integrative process taking place as distinct and perhaps only tenuously . i
• ti \
related disciplines have (1) developed linkages among themselves through \
' i
their focus on common problems; and (2) established communication lines ' j
with the potential user community. The Social bciences Group nab, to
some extent, served as catalyst in and has generally participated in ooth , ,ii
these phases and has observed and implemented the endeavor — the ultimate <
',
objective of which is the attainment of knowledge of how remote sensing ;
t
technology can best be used to improve management of the environment. j
i
The integrated nature of vhe project has been and v v i 1 1 continue to Le j
the focus of special research because the experience of the six-campus, •
i
many-disciplined coordinated effort is a necessary experiment in,and a - j
!
worthwhile demonstration of,the desirable trend, sponsored \ -.re and ' j
I
elsewhere by NASA, away from fragmentation and specialization IP scien- " '
t t f i c research. The dynamics of the integrative process have been |
, i
observed especially carefully because of the experimental nature of the } I
^ 1
California project. In every important respect, this has been recog- *-!
: i
ni/ed as a test flight, preliminary to more ambitious missions for earth ', J
orbiting satellites, In which more disciplines, more and varied streams,
of data and mo i and disparate categories of users v / 1 1 1 ultimately
participate. The test case in California has begun to show how a
I"mi ted number of scientific and technical gro :ps can be so welded
together that they function for the conrnon purpose of developing and
applying new technological concepts and in so doing can establish unpre-
cedented reciprocal relationships with decision r-akers in government and 1
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in the private sector. It is confidently expected that as thr State of "I
Ji
California becomes more closely arfiliatcJ with the University of Cali- ;j
;!
fornia's ongoing project through the exp l i c i t user arrangements now i'
i{
under way, this aspect of the social science research w i l l be expanded ,
<o
meaningfully. '
An interesting dimension in the process of the integrated approach 7
has been added by the involvement of some of the NASA-Ames sections. 5
75
The Advunced Concepts and Missions Group has begun exploring with the f
o
Social Sciences Group at the University of California seminars of the ;
type regularly held under earlier NASA grants. The main objective would ;
be to provide NASA with useful guidelines for defining and clarifying its j
public service role. ',
2.3 ASSESSMENT OF ECOf.'OM : AND SOCl-.L VALUE OF REMOTE SINS ING INFORM- 'I
TION I-
Another specific focus of research attention has been the assess- i
i
ment of the economic and social value of the information thar might be J
amas'ed through remote sensing. Consideration has been given to the J
various methods by which the data could br evaluated. The first was •"}
!J
cost/benefit analysis. The standard procedure here Is to calculate ,*
k\
total economic benefits of the techno log/ and subtract cost outlays, -j
j
with the usual discounting for time and uncertainty. Critical review
end oppralsal of the feasibility of the cost/l.enefIt approach was made. j
«i
Very expensive and actually prohibitive under current budgetary res- li
«>
tralnts, analysis of this type proved Inaporoprlatc and Inadequate !i
l!
becciusc It forced unwarranted assumpt-ons about the system, failed to ''j
take Into account the impact of a system like the California Water ''
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Project on other resources of the State, and could not address the ;
1
i
redesign of social policies that might be relevant. The research indi- I
it
cated that, just as earth resources satellite technology had rendered '
I
obsolete traditional demarcations between disciplines, and just as it ",
had already begun to reveal the artificiality of some geographical and _!
jurisdictional boundaries, so also it was calling for new management |
'i
approaches. Instead of the conventional cost/benefit exercise that is j
I
limited in focus and so structured as to perpetuate arbitrary divisions, ;
what has emerged as necessary is a much more comprehensive concep-
t
tualization of resources, their interrelatedness, and their optimal j
»
usage. ;i
In the ongoing attempt to assess ;<e value of resource information,
i
the Social Science Group recognized the centrality of the role of the J
recipients of earth resource data. It became important to identify the
persons who make policy decisions about earth resources, what type of " ]
decisions these officials make, what sort of information available through ]j
remote sensing devices they would find useful, and how to translate and
•j
transmit the data gathered by the satellite in such fashion c-s to insure \
a meaningful product. Definitive answers to such questions as these ;
nust s t i l l be sought, but important beginnings have been made. I
i
Having identified as potential ultimate recipients of data the mana-
gers, i.e., agency heads and administrators in government, the Social ?
Sciences Group directed its attention to this sector in order (1) to
ascertain their view of their data needs; (?) to determine what they
might be w i l l i n g to pay for such information; and (3) to learn how they j
think they could best utilize the information in performing their tasks t
2-4
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in a more exoedittous, efficient and beneficial fashion. Interviews with
a large nurruer of managers uncovered a considerable lack of knowledge j
- i
about the earth resources satellite technology and its potential uses.
The first major step was that of educating managers so as to help them ,
acquire an understanding of how data derived from remote sensing would i
fit into their administrative function. The Social Sciences Group con- I
t
ducted a survey of user interest through distribution of some one thousand j
questionnaires. The responses are being analyzed, and reports of the <
findings w i l l be forthcoming in the near future. The Social Sciences i
Group then organized a week-long seminar at Lake Arrowhead, California,
j
where assorted representatives of government agencies and interested j
private corporations met with the members of the Integrated Study for ;
orientation, exposure to the new technology and interchange of ideas.
S
The session was divided into sub-seminars, in each of which a member of
tne Integrated Study explained a particular application of satellite
sensing, the five main topics being forestry, water, agriculture, and i
urban and general land use. Question-and-answer periods followed each \
presentation, with discussions centered on the specific data needs of ti
administrators and the potential of the available technology for meeting
them.
The theme of the seminar centered around the California Water Pro-
ject, but the discussion, of course, was not restricted to that topic
alone. For example, since one of the attendees was responsible for ii
much of the resource development of Alaska, a small group of the seminar j
l
participants discussed the way in which remote sensing information could j
i
be used for integrated planning of Alaskan resources. Of special ^ " }
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interest in this part of the seninar was the way in which one might assess
the ultimate benefits for the public in the State of Alaska. Summaries
of the proposed use of ERTS data which resulted| from the Lake Arrowhead
Symposium appear in Tables 2.1 through 2.k.
With the interest thus generated as a guide to possible users and
the problem areas of interpretation, application ar.d implementation some-
what clearer, the Social Sciences Group carried forward the research.
Follow-on interviews were cairied out as, for example, with the State of
California Resources Agency, Stat>, Department ofAgriculture and the
U. S. Geodetic Survey in Washington. Special user group discussions were
held to further the understanding of the Project's intent and, where j
possible, to help Tnanagement re-think their own tasks in such a way as j
to clarify the structure and contents of the decisions they were called !
upon to make and possibly co review them in light of the possible aid i
from advanced technology. It became apparent that, while public resource j
management could be described as a set of "decision nodes", the compo-
sition of these, the management level involved and their viability with
respect to the intake of information varied enorrrously. Many of the
specific insights derived from the formal sessions and workshops and
from further discussion with individual representatives of government
^genv-ies indicate that identification (and certification) of "the user"
is in itself an important exercise in organization structure and bureau-
cratic behav.or. The CGmosnson between the expectations and needs of
managers or public resources as against those of planners, the difference
between government and private industry's conceptions of their needs,
the variations in receptivity as, for example, between federal and state
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or state anc county: these are but a few of the many dimensions charac-
terlzlng the assessment of information usage.
Heightened participation of the usors, who are encouraged to clarify
and specify their needs, has cheated the feedback mechanism so earnestly
solicited bv administrators of the satellite program. Alieady, for exam-
pie, the Interest expressed by government officials in remote sensing for
marine and coastal resource management has directed some of the research
activity to the coastal region of Southern California.
2. 4 DEVELOPMENT OP A LARGE-SCALE REGIONAL LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL J
, 1
It was decided that a feasible method for evaluating the use of jj
Earth Resources Technology Satellite information is to analyze the resource «,
X
manage-ient dec'sions influenced by It. In the process of development now ?•
I
is a generalized resource decision model, in which resources are viewed y
?
from the standpoint of the functions or operations which they perform, |
and &re taken to be highly interrelated and interdependent. With the pur-
pose of the resource r-J<$« I to develop a generalized formulation of resource
management snd decision processes in order to explore the interrelationships
afitong resource decisions, the model k.'il't se^ve as a basis for identifying
resource data requirements. Earth Resources Technology Satellites and other
Information sources can be evaluated In t*>« context of the irodel and i*
g-ildeliies for futyre Ea^th Resources Technology Satellite specifications fii
can be derived. <
f
In Its -urrent stage of development, the model Is a multi-regional, |
multi-tins ^erJod (I.e., decomposed, multi-stage) linear programming model Ij!
In which each region 1$ divided Into five sub-models: Land Use, Water and j
Air, Population, Products end By-Products, and Import-Export. Since it
r
2-11 j
is ultimately intended that fhe model provide broad, general guidelines for
regional resource management and a framework within which more detailed ^
t
decision models can be developed, the land use sub-model serves as the basic 1
starting point. ;
|
2.5 DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMATION USEFUL FOR ADVANCED MISSION PLANNING I
Another important area of research has to do with the development
tn the social sphere of concepts as forward-looking as those of NASA in '
the technical sphere. This is consistent with NASA's express policy of 1
interpreting "advance concepts" broadly, to include not only the state- *
t
of-the-art in strictly technical terms but also to encourage future-oriented
 f
thinking about the way technology is likely to affect the social order.
\
r
Just as remote sensing experimentation has forced us to transcend traditional
boundaries between disciplines, so the capabilities of operating satellites '
t
force us to abandon geographical and jurisdictional lines, and think in !
global terms. j
I
This portion of the research has had as its focus the Identification ]i
of problems likely to be generated as satellites of various kinds, for
multifarious purposes, and under a multiplicity of auspices, proliferate. \
[
This is, in an important sense, technology assessment of the highest order !
4
and imperative in a world in which satellite technology might not be unl- '
f
versally regarded as an unmitigated blessing. If, (to quote from the United ]
Nation's objective for the use of outer space), "Service in the common
interest of mankind" is to l-e furthered by NASA:s satellite capability,
then there is much to be studied and much to be learned. Systematic review !
i
has begun on the national and international policy decisions and regulations j
bearing on the development and use of the technology, including channeling
2-12
Ifltl
and utilization of the information it generates, the social, economic, and \]
political mechanisms which affect this utilization, and, above a l l , the ^
I
social dimensions and consequences of the use of satellite technology. li
This technology rot only bears on environment management, its immediate
; I
task, but also on the wider, and, at present, only dimly appreciated, ,1
^
implications for the quality of life on this planet. ^
It has become clear as we nave reviewed the national and international ]\
scene that the emerging and increasing uses of space call for creation of h1 1»
channels for international cooperation in assessing the social, cultural, ij
and economic consequences. The environmental and social costs as well as ''!
benefits w i l l require explicit recognition if we are to avoid strengthening •!
the anti-technological, anti-scientific syndrome that is welling up here '•' i
and abroad. The Earth Resources Technology Satellite program may, if uti- J,
?!1 ized as a learning experience, through its embrace of science, technology, -j
economic, and social policy and their vital interactions, help create an ]\
I
 t
environment of confidence in which technological advances may be utilized. ^
t \
The research under way has begun an exploration of the real-life conditions 'i'\
affecting achievement of that objective. f ji
I!
'i
J -
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Chapter 3
DEFINITION OF .HE INFORMATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
OF HYDROLOCIC RESOURCE MANAGERS
Co-investIgator: Robert H. Burgy
Contributors; David R. Storm
Maurice L. Norton
OepC. of Water Science and Engineering, Davis
3.' INTRODUCTION
The objectives of this portion of the Integrated study are (I) to
delineate the pararrcters Involved In hydrologic systems,(2) to outline the
conventional means used in acquiring Information relative to tho*o parameters,
and (3) to consider the potential usefulns s of modern remote sensing
technioues for acquiring certain parts of this information.
In the past f ive to ten years, many assessments have been made of the
potential for use of re rote sensing data, both supple.K-rtary to current
methods of data acquisit ion and as alternative sources." Most hyd»-o legists
have recognized t iat , for certain speci f ic tasks, there are significant
advantages Inherent In ihe concepts of remote sensing. Hany have Indicated
possible applications In a wide v j r l c ty of hydrologically Important functions.
In this developing "state of the art" framework, some have noted the trend
toward over-optimism in predicting the feasibi l i ty and usefulness of rcnxitc
sensing In hydrology, suggesting In-depth research to explore the potential
cppl(cations.
Recent experience of project members engaged In evaluating, for the
Nations; Academy of Sciences, proposed programs for applying satell i te-based
sensors to the measurement of hydrologic parameters has led to the analytical
r *
I approach used in this study. The investigation Is designed to provide a
,.,
i! . . _ , . „_. , ..J
comprehensive review of current methodology. w i t h the u l t i m a t e objective of
de te rmin ing where Inputs which can be acquired via remote sensors m i g h t best
be a p p t l r d . The approach has been programmed as ou t l ined In F i g u r e 3-K as '
"A Logic Network.. . ," to guide tho study tasks and define the paths and j
Inves t iga t ive stages. Inherent in the research sequence arc interface points ,
i
where other groups work ing on various aspects of this Integrated study arc *
br iefed and where feedback informat ion Is generated to insure c o m p a t i b i l i t y f
of analyses and consistency of the interpretations. i
?.7 WORK PERFORMED D U R I N G THE P E R I O D COVERED BY THIS REPORT ;
Several contacts between our group and others have occurred to th is
date and others are planned for tho Immediate fu ture . P a r t i c i p a t i o n IP
the "Users' Seminars." he ld at Lake Arrowhead In December, 1970, provided
valuable i n s i g h t and guidance.
An In tens ive l i t e ra tu re search has been completed. Our review of this l
t
l i t e r a tu re I. y i e l d i n g infonr-at Ion on current remote sensor hardware, {
techniques, R&D prospects and spec i f ica t ions as related to the neasurement J
of s p e c i f i c hydrologlc parameters. 1
The present s tatus of our Work may be suramarUed as e f f e c t i v e l y j
completed through one i te ra t ive cycle of the logic network. P r e l i m i n a r y
outputs have been carried forward to th is annual report. Selected hydrologlc i
funct ions have been de ta i led it both p r e l i m i n a r y c l a s s i f i c a t i o n and in ' i
ref ined form. The major ef for t has been directed toward de l inea t ion of the '
}
primary hydrologlc systems and components. j
A conceptual model of the total hydrologlc system and Its various j
sub-systems Is depicted In Figure 3.2. Included are all of the q u a n t i f i a b l e I
processes and parameters that may be ra t iona l ly judged adaptable to remote
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sensor input. Each of the'telIs" of the model represents subsystems that |
i
are identified by parametric groupings. Measurement methods are being ]
specified, including where possible those basea on remote sensing techniques. j
Logic tests are being applied to each parameter of the subsystem in an j
effort to determine the extent to which user (i.e., earth resource manager) 5
requirements for hydrologic information can be satisfied. Where a parameter I
i
cannot be adapted to al ternat ive measurement, the analytical procedure j
s
redirects the search in an effort to deduce an acceptable substi tute from j
parametric combinations or recombinations. i
Speci f icat ion of th2 parameter measurement requirements w i l l cover j
"acceptable" ranges or tolerances. Tests are being incorporated to evaluate J
the relative accuracy of each type of measurement and its ef fect on the j$
•j
ultimate output. At present it is anticipated that a combinit ion of data
acquisition methods w i l l be needed, using a variety of platforms anu sensors.
The subsystem tabulations for each major unit of the model of Figure |
3.2 are presented in the following listed figures and tables (see appendix): i
'»
J
Subsystem Figure No. Table No. |
Vegetative Subsystem 3.3 3.1
(includes Evaf transpiration)
Rain Subsystem 3.^ 3.2
I
Snow Subsystem 3-5 3.3 I
?
Evaporation Subsystem 3.6 3.^ i
Unsaturated Zone Subsystem 3.7 3.^ f,
c
Lake Subsystem 3.8 3.6. |
Stream Subsystem 3.9 3.7 |
Saturated Zone Subsystem - 3 . JO 3.8 !
3-5
Radiation components are also considered In the analysis and appear !
In the pera<r«ter listings In the appropriate subsystem tabulations. {
1
Radial lor-, components Mill be given additional treatment in the second phase '
of the study. \
\
The parameters listed are grouped together in those instances where
the functions are comron to each. They are generally used in one or more !
corsnon hycYologic user operations. The deduction of a nonaval lable parameter 'j
(s Illustrated, bated on known physical relationships. Where measurement of
o parameter ray not be possible, some acceptable substitute may be developed
or. In uorse esses, the parameter may be eliminated fran consideration if the '
i
output response w i l l permit. Many user applications of the data for pre-
diction and estlrutlng purposes, as well as In planning, may not require
detailed understanding of the subsystems. The mere measurement of gross
phenomena may prove to bo satisfactory for many purposes.
Since there la & significant overlap between subsystem parameters this
procedure serves to Illustrate and ei.iphasiie the close interrelationships of
the subsystems.
3.) ruTUKE PROPOSED W03K
U t i l i z i n g the concept elucidated above, ongoing analysis leads to a
grouping of the significant processes involved and thence to selection of
those «hlch ore readily adaptable to '•emote sensor acquisition. Preliminary
groupings of hyorologlc oarcmeters In terms of direct user applications is
underway. A sample of the definition of the specifications for measurement
and utilisation of typical parameters Is presented in the following format.
3-6
Hydroloqlc Parameter Specification Format
- -- ,-
 1(
- Parameter — Type of measurement or assessment to be made
- Estimated Range -- ' i
- Desired Accuracy — j
i
- Frequency of Acquisition j
- Instantaneous or Time-averaged
- Spatial resolution
1. Linear Resolution
2. Area Tolerance - |
1
- Possible Remote Sensor Application \
i
In this study the conventional units of hydrologic measurement for the
t
parameters have been used, including many English units. Consistent with ,
1
latest accepted practice all units will be specified in the Metric System. \
t
3
Taking the Evaporative Process for illustrative ourposes, the specifi- "
cations assigned to the data acquisition produce this requirement. <
- EVAPORATION — A FLUX (free water surfaces for planning or operations)
- Estimated range — I to 6 centimeters per week i
- Desired accuracy — ± 0.25 cm/wk /
- Frequency — daily a
- Method ~ time averaged s \
' Resolution -- within one kilometer i
- Remote sensor — Since present sensor'* won't permit spatiallv >
Integrate^ measurement directly, a substitute j
t
method is required. Measure surface temperature j
4
using Thermal IR Scanner; or surface reflectanc^ -]
with mult (spectral scanner, and deduce. j
t
Preliminary specifications for all of th-3 parameters identified thus far 1
have been assigned. In accordance with our analytical procedure, these >
3-7 I
t
specifications are being reviewed and revised In consultation with FRSL j
i
personnel at the Berkeley campus. Upon satisfactory completion of this task ,
Ithe parameters M i l l be recombined into operational subsystems, and the j
study will proceed. |
3-8
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3.1«. APPEMDIX
Figure 3.3 The Vegetative Subsystem
' Evapo- I
i transpiration i
~~
Precipitation
Vegetative
system
T
Soi! Moisture Use
Direct transpiration
by vegetation from
ground water
Table 3.1. Vegetative Subsystem Parameters
Area I extent
Compos i t i on
Densi «.y
Size, naturit-/ or age
Depth of rooting
Growth pattern
Ferti l i ty requirements
Plant vigor or turgor
(disease response)
ET rate
Units
area
in., yrs.
inches
in./day
Classic Method
of Acquisi t ton
survey, mapping
survey, mapping
aerial sur/ey
f ield observation
field observation
physiological data
physiological data
field observation
energy balance, mass
transfer, empirical eg.
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Figure 3.k. The Ratn Subsystem
Evaporation
Rain
System
To vegetation,
depression storage,
overland flow,
ocean, take and
stream systems,
and sot I
Table 3.2. Rain Subsystem Parameters
Rainfal l intensity
duration
d'stributlon
Seasonal distribution
Rainfa l l origin
Units
Inches/unit time
unit time
unit area
time of year
Classic Method
of Acquisition
recording ra'n gage
autoniatic rain gage
synoptic mapping
rain gages
synoptic meteorology
I ,J
|
i)
"5 J
1'
" *
•i
I I
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Figure 3.5. The Snow Subsystem
Precipitation Evaporation
1
Snow
(In storage)
melt to soil melt to stream flow,
channel storage, etc.
it
li
!!
Table 3-3 Snow Subsystem Parameters
Area! extent
Depth
Density
Water content
Temperature
Albedo
Precipitation
duration
rate
form
Units
acres
inches
lb/ft5
inches
°C or °F
percent
hours
Inches/hr
Classic
Acquisition
snow survey
energy balance
precipitation gage
field observations
I
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v
Figure 3.6. The Evaporation Subsystem
Evaporation
From depress'on
storage
From overland flow,
lake storage and
stream storage
Table l.b. Evaporation Subsystem Parameters
Net solar radiation
Vapor pressure
Heat flux
Wind velocity
Reiat Iva humidity
Air <%:.'p, water temp
Units
langley/unit time
mm of Hg.
cal/cm
meters per sec.
percent-
°F
Classic Method
of Acquisition
radiometer
calculate for
known temp and
properties of
H.O
calculate
anemometer
wet-dry bt'lb
temperature
thermometer
3-12
Figure 3.7- The Unsaturated Zone Subsystem
Root
Precipitation Zone
Transfer Infiltration
Unsaturated Zone;
Flow and Storage
4
Deep
Percolation
i i
Table 3.5. Unsaturated Zone Sub-system Parameters
KoroiIty
Thickness of zone
SoM-mofsture tension
Capillary conductivity
Water content
Infiltration capacity
Sol) characteristics
Electrical conduct'vlty
of soi1 water
Units
percent voids
Inches
Inches of H.O
Inches/hr
percent H»0
Inches/hr
2
mmhos/cfn
from and to
lake storage
from and to
•stream flow and
channel storage
to ocean
Classic Method of
Acquisltion
undisturbed soi1
sample, lab
auger; well log
tensiometer or "r" blocks
soil sample, lab
field analysis
neutron meter etc.
soil sample, lab
soil sample, lab
soil-water sample, lab
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Figure 3.8. The Lake Subsystem
Preclp
Over-and
f I ow ~
To and ^
From
Unsaturated
Zone
Evaporation
\
Lake
systems
From and to
G/W basins
(saturated zone)
From and
to Stream
Systems
Table 3-6. Lake Subsystsm Pdrameters
Surface rate
Surface temperature
ThermocIine
Water chemistry vs.
depth (stratification)
Sedimentation rate
Outflow rate
Phytoplankton density
Dissolved oxygen
Primary productivity
Classic Method
Units
acres
°F
°F/ft depth
mg/1 (ea ion)
tons/yr
cfs (cubic
ft/sec)
orgs/100 ml
mg/1
2
gm C/m /unit-.
time
of Acquisition
-
survey
T
thermometer
bathythermograph
'•
Lunz sampler
;
fathometer or lead
I Ine soundings
stage discharge
recorder/flow [
meter • •i
sampl Ing 6 lab :
analysis
'•
sampling & lab
analysis ;
14 'CIM testing
•;
Perlphyton qualitatlve field mapping
Figure 3-9- The Stream Subsystem
Lake Storage
Precipitation
Overland
Flow
To and _
Unsaturated
Zone
To and
( Evaporation1
Stream System
I f .
Saturated Zone
Table 3-7. Stream Subsystem Parameters
Units
Classic Method of
Acquisition
Stream discharge cfs.
Instantaneous stream velocity fps.
noneStream bottom roughrjss
coefficient (Manning's "n")
Suspended sediment
Chemical water quality
(selected ions)
Temperature
Bed material load
Flood, stage-discharge
Freeze/thaw period and
ice depth
Waste assimilat ive capacity
Reaeratlon constant
BOD rate constant
mg/1
tng/1
°F
tons/unit time
ft. or cfs.
unit time and
Inches
Ib. BOD/ unit
time
per day
per day
storage-discharge recorder
current meter
laboratory model
sampling and laooratory analysis
sampling and laboratory analysis
thermograph
bed load sampler
(same as 1 and 2 above)
field observation and
ice boring
calculate
lighc and dark bottle tests
calculate
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Figure 3.10. The Saturated Zone Subsystem
Rising g/w and
artesian systems,
pumpage A
Cap!1iary
rise
t
Saturated Zone. Flow and Storage
Groundwater system
Dpep percolation,
artificial recharge
S
to and from
lake systems
to and from
stream systems
to ocean
Table 3-8 Saturated Zone Subsystem Parameters
Depth to water table
Un i t s
ft
Classic Method
of ftcqu i s i t i on
elec probe,
lead line
Piezometric level
Aquifer dimensions
(hypervolume determination)
Specific yield/specific
retention (porosity)
Penr^ability coefficient
Soil moisture tension
Groundwater temperature
^viscosity determination)
Slope of hydraulic gradient
Electrical cond. of g/w (E.G.)
Groundwater pumpage
ft
ft
percent
gal/day/ft
? 60° F.
(1 ft of head)
inches of H.O
ft/ft
2
m/mhos/cm
gal/unit time
exploratory
drilling, well logs
undisturbed soil
sampling e lab analysis
undisturbed soil
sampling & lab analysis
tensiometer or
"r" blocks
thermometer,
thermocouple
from depth to g/w
determination
g/w sample of analysis
flow meter
3-16
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Chapter ^
MEASUREMENT OF HYDROLOGIC RESOURCE PARAMETERS THROUGH REMOTE
SENSING IN THE FEATHER RIVER HEAD^ATEKS AREA
Co- Invest! jdtor: Gene A. Thorley j
Contributors. W i l l i a m Draeger, Donald Lauer, ! j
Jerry Lent, Edwin Roberts - |
Forestry Remote Sensing Laboratory, Berkeley Campus !
i».l INTRODUCTION i
During the period covered by this report, the program of our Forestry
Remote Sensing Laboratory has attempted to assess the usefulness of remote j
sensing techniques for acquiring information of importance to resource > |
1
managers, especially those responsible for the water resource. Our exper- '
 4
ience to date has convinced us of the necessity to use a systems concept -. \
' i
and team approach to define the role of remote sensing. With a view to j
using this approach, four units of our Laboratory are working on studies , j
in the Feather River Headwaters area. These u.-.its address themselves to „,/ i
the most important problems which must be solved if a remote sensing system j
is to be employed successfully for earth resources inventory purposes. T^e ', \
; \
four problem areas being investigated under this team concept are as follows: '
! '(.) determination of the feasibility of providing the resource mana- j i
ger with operationally useful information through \.he use of remote sensing j j
techniques; j ]
] 1
(2) definition of the spectral characteristics " sarth resources < '
hi
and the optimum procedures for calibrating the tj>ne and color characteris- f i
i Jtics of multispectral imagery of those resources; ^ >i ' '
(3) determination of the extent to which humans can extract useful * j
i i
earth resource information through a study cf remote sensing Imagery in . ]
either original form or when enhanced by various means;
(4) determination of the extent to which automatic c lassi f icat ion
and data processing equipment can extract useful eorth resource", information
from remof- sensing do to.
The units of our Forestry P.amote Sensing laboratory which are engaged
In these four problem areas are respective!/, (I) the Operational Feasi-
bi l i ty Unit, (?) the S(.«ctral Character ist ics Unit, (j, the Image Enhance-
to servo os ca l i t rAt ion tista for this Jnve'-i I gallon In tf^c Feather River area.
In addition to tr-o 'iA.SA Invest 1 5-31 Ion: , tho Ouc^s Lake region has
and Interpretation Unit, and (M the Automatic lru,qe Classi f icat ion ,
1
and Data Processing Unit. Subsequent sections of thK chapter are devoted, 1
<
respect ively, to the a c t i v i t i e s of these four units. j
5j
U.l.l Previous Studio* I
• *
During the post si* yc<sri», the 8uc*-i take area within the Feather i
River Watershed ha* byen the s i te of extensive KAS A -sponsored research by j
personnel of our Labcrator •. This research has been designed to Invest!- '
gale the possible ^pp! icot !ort* of hicjh at t i tude and space in^gcry to wild-
Iflntf re&ourcc proi»lc«i. Kur*rous overtli^tits of t'ie crca havo b«en made by I
J
vjrlous JJA3A alrcrdft , thereby providir«j co/eraoe w« ih a »l<Je range of image J
type 4, Including cotoi* and L»lacl.-r'>d-nh! te niultlband photographs, mults-
spoctrfil icainer dstd, jnd therewil Infrsred and radar h.ugery. Much of
tne r<'ul tffcar.d and color photogrjphy h^» J^een obtained l>y very high altitude J
/ilrcroft, pr»vfdlr*n a»trec«l\ 6BVf>M scale photo'iraptiy «hicr» in Sec* cases j
"tlnulatea" that v,hic>i fnight be expected froc future spacecraft photography. - 3
Thus, an Impressive totklog of aerial phonographic coverage, grcuih truth j
1
Information, end dat-3 rutndllnq and interpretation tcchn!(;oc* is available •?
•II
served as a test s i te for various wildland resource research projects )
undertaken by the University of Cal i fornia School of Forestry and Conser-
vation for more than 30 years. Hence, much of the area familiarization anc' j
gathering of basic resource data which would ordinarily be necessary to j
sat isfactor i ly carry out an experiment has already been accomplished. The
exist ing aerial photography of the NASA Bucks Lake Test Site, some of which
was taken as early as 19^*1 and provides coverage of the entire Feather River
Headwaters region, serves both as a secondary source of groind truth data,
and as a basis for extrapolations from the conclus;ons of this experiment
to Include an evaluation of the usefulness of long term sequential Imagery
(I.e., imagery obtained peiiodical ly over a number of years) in water \
resource ranagement.
iii
^4.1.2 The Feather River Headwaters Area j
<
In audition to the obvious advcntages stemming from t! 2 previous J
research a c t i v i t i e s which have been carried out i r. the Feather River region, I
a number of chjractcrliiics of the area furthe; enhano. Its value as o test <
s i te for this integrated stody. ^
The C*>'?forn'a State water Project Is one of the most extensive Jnd j
I
airbltious v.ater resource developments ever attempted. The source of water
i
for this vast project is the Feather River Headwaters '•egion, which drains \
4
into Lake OrovlHe, the kcvstone of the project In terms of flood control •
1
end rcgulotlon of downstream water delivery (sc^ Figure *#.!). <
i
Thus, the Feather Rlvor Is an Important component of zn actual resource j
development operation. As such, conclusions >«hlcn Are reached regarding the <
u'll ity of remote ,ens ing data can be evaluated not oily on a purely thcorct- ]
leal ha&is, but also on decisions thai have been made, and In ecrrparlson to ]
11
I I
Flgv/ro <«.! Feather River Watershed
n
conventional techniques which have been and are being used to gather needed }
data. In addition to its importance in the California Water Project, the j
: I
Feather River area contains an extensive system of hydroelectric reservoirs j
i
which are operated by a public uti l i ty company in conjunction wi th the i j
state weter project fac i l i t ies. i |
i \
Most of the actual watershed lands of the region are c-dministered by ,' i
the U. S. Forest Service, which is charged with the responsibi l i ty of mul- ,1 i
tiple-use management of the resources of the area. Although water storage 'J \
I i
and power-generation fac i l i t ies have been highly developed, in many cases ' j
the management of tr'ie actual watershed lands themselves (to provide an ' j
I I
optimum mix of resot rces including wood, l ivestock forage, recreational -. I
opportunities, f ish and w i ld l i f e , and water) ;» not currently highly advanced, !
due pr imari ly to an incomplete understanding of the complex man-resource ~-\
interaction, and a lack of basic data regarding the physical parameters of J•
* I
the vast, wi ld, and poorly accessible areas Involved. Thus, an opportunity ]
exists not only to compare remote sensing techniques against conventional £j
e
methods of data acquisition, but in many cases to evaluate the potential for ,-'.
providing information that is currently unavailable In the fonr, or wi th Jl
the degree of accuracy, necessary to permit the development of a highly I '
sophisticated broad-scale resource management system. | -,
k.2 REPORT OF THE OPERATION FEASIBILITY UNIT '
! IThe primary arras of responsibility of the Operational Feasibility
 t '
Unit during the i n i t i a l phase of this research project consisted of: (I) ,
i
definit ion of specific problem areas upon which ef for ts of the Forestry
Remote Sewing Laboratory (FRSL) night best be focufed In light of oper- i
ational needs of the prospective data user, (2) Interfacing with other j
investigators to ensure that efforts of the FRSL were complimentary to those j
j
of other investigators in the overall project, and (3) determination of \
i
optimum methods for evaluating remote sensing techniques as employed in (
this integrated study. ]
I
4.2.1 Work Performed During the Period Covered by This Report
i
problem Definition
Initial efforts at defining those primary areas of investigation in |
which the Laboratory should focus its work consisted of an extensive liter- '
I
ature review and discussions wi th persons in the f ields of hydrology and
I
watershed management. Our goal was to ascertain (through efforts compli- ,
j
mentary to these of Professor Burgy at the Davis Campus) those physical param- >
etcrs of the watershed environment of interest to management planners, and to
4
compile a l ist of previous remote sensing research aimed at supplying their '
needs. In addition, questions were posed in those discuss ons to determine
ust.» to which various types of remote sensing data relative '.o hydrologic i
resources might be put in an operational context. [
Ac a result of these discussions, it appeared that a definite immediate j
need for data of the type that remote sensing might provide did rut exist.
When asked, for example, if a vegetation map would bo put tn Immediate use,
the potential user would say, "no, v»e aren't currently using that kind of
information, but we should." In many cases research has shown that various
environmental parameters could be used for rorc effect ive management plan-
ning, but for a number of reasons (includiig polit ics, lack of tronoy and
time, shortage of personnel and bureaucratic snarls) operations! practices
often lag far behind research findings. \
Thus, while It was found that it would be diff icult to tie our studies j
1
i
directly to actual current practice, it see-ned feasible, and quite useful, «- \
tc attempt to help f i l l M.P gap between research and practice. We felt f
3
that this could be acccmpl ishc.d L/ concentrating our efforts on certain -*
physical parameters which are obviously important in terms of hydrologic I
t
phenomena and which mignt be used «nort' frequently in the future if o^e could >
demonstrate tha. the data could be c.»ickly and cheaply gathered, pj-thc-r ,
I
uti l i ty <-ould be expected if the data were stored in a "data ^an!"' U fch . '
was f lexible and eff ic ient enouch to permit "withdrawals ' by a variety of -
users in a format w i th which *hey were familiar and coula easily work. ''*>
A l ist of suggested categories to be mapped in the Feather River "• •
Headwaters area was prepared and presented to the technical units in the \
Laboratory. The categories and the sujgesied breakdown for mapping were
as follows: j
A. General Management Zones
1. Valley Pront I
t
2. Vest-sld~ Intermediate '
3. Crest ]
*». East-sfde Intermediate ;
5. 3osln Front
i
B. Vegetation/Terrain Types I
1. Water ]
o. Standing Water >
b. Plowing Water ]
2. Marshes I
3. Grassland j
A. Dry Grassland \
7i
b. Meadow
c. Subalpine Grassland
k. Chaparral
a. Foothill Chaparral /
b. Mountain Chaparral
5. Forest
a. Pine-Oak Forest
b. Mountain Coniferous Forest
c. Subalpine Forest
6. Sagebrush
7. Juniper Woodland
3. Bare and Rocky Areas
9. Urban
10. Agricultural
C. Vegetation Cover (applied cnly to 3,*».5f6 and 7 above)
2. 50-ewY
3. 20-50,i
5. Less Than 5%
0. W'oterihrc; Boundary OeUneatlo; . And Strcjm Channel De l inea t ion
E. Steepness of Slope
J. 0-»0/,
2. 10-20£
3. 2
5. l»
6. 50-60%
7. 60-70;;
F. Aspect
1. Level
2. Norch
3. East
1». South
5. West
G. Geology-Soils
1. I n t r u s i v e Igneous
a. Ac id
b. Basic
2. Volcanic
a. Acid
b. Intermediate
c. Basic
3. Metamorphics
a. Serpentine
b. Other
t. Sedimentary
a. Consolidated
b. Loosely Consolidated
c. Poorly Consolidated
5. Alluvial
6. Gloclal
4.5
I
H. Sequential Snow Area Delineation j!
i\
In terms of priorities for work, it was felt that tests to ascertain jj
U
the relative interpretabi1ity of various types of imagery for mapping the \\
general management zones, vegetation/terrain typss and vegetation density,
geology-soils, and sequential snow area delineations were of highest prior- j
itles. In addit !cn to suggesting categories for mapping studies, we devcl- $i
5,
oped, in cooperation with the Image Interpretation and Enhancement Unit, II
methods for evaluating the mapping results quantitatively and presenting {)
•h
the results in an understandable format. These testing procedures must ^
Ibe established wi th the ultimate user of the mapping information in mind. \\
' j
if
Integration wi th Other Investigators i tj i
A. The categories and procedures discussed above were determined 3(
using the best information available. However, it is hoped that as -.•
Professor Burgy and his colleagues at the Davis Cairpus complete their f irst f,
|
year's studies relating to physical parameters or the watershed and the |
i ti
Importance of these parameters in the determination of hydrologlc pheno- "^
mena, their findings can be ir.corporated into our plans. Vj
1
The responsibi l i t ies of the FRSL in relation to those of the Davis *j
t'J
Campus groups can perhaps best be described by means of the diagram seen fj
II
on the following page. |
In this diagram, each box represents a "hard Information site", f,
while each arrow represents an "Interpretive process" which transforms j
* •
Information of one kind to Information of a different kind further along (
the path that leads to a resource management or policy decision. !
In this study, the priory responsibility of the FRSL Is to ascertain \
the degree to *hich sensor data ran be Interpreted to supply basic
1
*-SI*.~M :j
FRSL
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Censor Data
IT
Envi ronmental
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envi rontrental information to the hydrologist, while the Davis group is
primarily concerned with determining the kinds of environmental information
needed to predict or estimate hydrotogic phenomena by means of earth
science models.
B. The User Seminars on Remote Sensing whi :h were held at Lake
Arrowhead, California, sought to ascertain the uses to which data acquired
by earth resource satel l i tes (such as ERTS-A) might be put by land man-
agers In the State of California, a^d to define the benefits which might
be expected from such sate l l i te systems. The seminars presented en excel-
lent opportunity for representatives of our Operational Feasibil ity unit
to speak wi th various representatives of land management and planning
agencies within the state, ant* to gather additional information ,-elative
to the planned testing of remote sensing system in the Feather River area.
One result of the Lake Arrowhead meeting was a concensus by the j
i
participants t!"3t further meetings wi th representatives of those state 1
and federal agencies charged with monitoring and management of the natural 1
i
resources of Cal i fornia would be useful. In particular, il was felt that j
^
only through further education of user groups as to the capabilities of '
spacecraft and hi^h altitude data acquisition systems (e.g., ERTS-A) . could I
I
a rational and intelligent evaluation of :he potential of remote sensing '
1f
data for contributing to the solution of Cal i fornia 's resource problems be |
made. It was toward this end that a two-day meeting of the Lake Arrowhead \\i
participants was conducted by the FRSL at the NASA-Ames Research Center j
on Feb'-'-'ary 25 3nd 26. Discussions centered around the formulation of a t
1
common mapping criteria which could be used by a variety of resource manage- <
1
mer.t agencies, and which would be amenable to extraction from space data.
k.2.2 Future Proposed Work
During the second funding year of the study, the efforts of the Oper-
ational Feasibi l i ty Unit wi l l be directed toward an evaluation of the
resource (napping and evaluation procedures using remote sensing techniques.
Also closer cooperation with users of resource datct wi l l be attempted in
an effort to mrre accurately ascertain the operational value of remote
sensing techniques. Specifically, contact has been made wi th several Indi-
viduals or organizations which wi l l be active in the Feather River Headwater*
area during the coming year in the fields of hydrology or *<*iers'ieti
mtnt.
Tor example, a private engineering consulting flr.n wi th ewpcrJfi-
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! in the field of hydrology has proposed an operational watershed modeling ;
project to an agency of the federal government, for purposes of flood '
i
forecasting. Their modeling techniques have been proven to be effective !
i
i on major watersheds in the Southern Sierra Nevada, but have yet to be
 1-
applied to an area as diverse as the Feather River Basin. The firm has •
i
! expresseu the desire to cooperate with the FRSL In evaluating remote sensing
techniques in providing Input ddta to the watershed model. '
I . i
Also, the California Cooperative Snow Survey regularly monitors the I
I snowpack of the Feather River Watershed by means of fixed-point snow course j
" (
measurements. The accuracy of precictions of runoff derived from these 1
r iI mcasurenents is limited due to the necessity of extrapolating from a few <
points the entire watersheds. However, It scerrs possible that the use of '
' aerial photography in conji-ictior. with these point measurements could greatly !
i Increase their value. Thus on attempt w i l l be made to *.ork with the Snow ]
Survey to investigate theie possibilities.
r :
I • Finally, the U. S. Forest Service, which administers the bulk of j
the wildlands comprising chc Feather River Watershed Is engaged In a project
f1 designed to ascertain the effects of land-uro soi l Interactions on water 1
f; quality and quantity. Ago In, contacts have bem rcarfe and an ogreerHSnt
t ij
v reached that cooperative studies between the FASL and the Forest ^ervlce ^
i
:< ore desirable. Thus, an excellent opportunity is afforJeJ to dre>w upon the \
expertise of Forest Service personnel in the fields of soil science, hydro-
' logy and land manjgement, in combination with the remote sensing capabilities
f of the FRSL. ^
I <
In summary, each of these opportunities for cooperation with other 1
| organizations w i l l enable the FRSL to evaluate remote sensing procedures 1
In an operational context. Each case represents a situation in whi^h the
desired resource data wi l l continue to be acquired by conventional means
',
unless it can be demonstrated that an innovative technique can provide the -J
kind of information required, at an accuracy necessary for satisfactory <
performance of the job. ,,
, i
4.3 REPORT OF THE IMAGE INTERPRETATION AND ENHANCEMENT UNIT ('
\\
Research being performed by personnel of the Image Interpretation -,]
v i
and Enhancement Unit (II&E) is oriented towards developing image analysis -{
techniques using human photo interpreters. These techniques are being 'j( ii
applied to the entire Feather River Watershed (2^ mi l l ion acres) above -I
t j
Oroville Dam and, in this case, provide resource inventory information of \
'•\
use to the hydrologist cr watershed manager. We are building on our expe- ;'
riences and knowledge previously gained while working within the Bucks Lake j
V
Test Site, NASA Test Site #20, located near the center of the Feather River ^
3
Watershed (see Figure 4.2). This smaller, intensively studied area, is ,1
x<
being used as a calibration site from which we can extend our i-ork to the
adjacent and analogous areas comprising t.ie entire Feather River Watershed.
However, in no way are we duplicating, for this ivuch larger area, work that
has already been completed and reported upon by our group. Instead, we are -2
concentrating our efforts on deriving image analysis techniques applicable $
i
to extremely large areas using mainly synoptic view, small scale imagery.
 ;;
i,
We have found that in many cases we are able to directly apply what we -}j
i\
have already learned frori our studies within t|-e smaller, centrally located 4i
5]
calibration site. This concept of expanding the scope of our work from Jl
nthe Bucks Lake Test Si te to a surrounding larger area certainly conforms |>
^-V-^'-M
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Figure ^.2. A reproJiici ion o>
scale 1/250,000) made from hi uh
parencies is shown hcie Tl>i- o
ing over 2,250,000 cicre-- . - I \ v i l
lay. Note a l so the 1 oca LI on ._ii
as a ca l ib ra t ion S I ! P for i he n
centered, the e n t i r e (C\IL|.>:I Ki
single frame of CRTS -A muyery
tion than the mosaic ;>i_en licit,
continuities in tones caused L,
seen in the mosa'c.
« semi roii i iol lcd photo- mosa i c (original
- f I i cjhL infrared Ekrachrome 9" x 9" trans-
n L i i " l-c'.tln_r H i^cr Waterbhed a rea , compris-
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ver \lc, t.-i i.h td 01120, could be irraged on a
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the' matc l i ing of d i f ferent photo images
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with the "extended test site principal" currently being voiced by NASA •
personnel. j
I
*t.3.1 Work Performed During the Period Covered by This Report '
I
Emphasis Is being placed on developing methods for effectively i
utilizing low resolution, synoptic view imagery, similar to what might be
i
obtainable from ERTS or Skylab vehicles. For the Feather River Watershed
area, we are not primarily interested in making inventories of certain
wilJland resources. Instead, we wish to deri/e a methodology for using •,
"spaceborne imagery, and we w i l l employ either all or portions of the Feather '
i
River Watershed area for purposes of making a case study. Developing a >
methodology which may be applicable for resource surveys not only in differ- 1
ent wildland regions of the United States but also in other pjrts of the >
world, entails: (I) familiarizing personnel with the important resources of
an area and images available for that area, (2) selecting photo interpreters,
j
(3) training photo interpreters, (k) performing photo interpretation tasks,
1
(5) compiling photo interpretation results, (6) compiling ground data infor- ;
mation, (7) evaluating interpretation results, and (9) disseminating results.
Specifically, three kinds of resource survey information within the " i
Feather River Watershed area are being sought with the aid of human image I
analysis techniques. They are (1) vegetation/terrain surveys, (2) snuw ',
.1
surveys, and (3) environmental change surveys. In an effort to thoroughly
\
define these inventor/ objectives, our group is working very closely with ,
*
Professor Burgy and his associates on the Davis Campus and personnel of the ;
Operational Feasibility Unit at the FRSL. A major portion of each of their
contributions to this report, found in preceding sections, dwells on defining |
informational requirements of the hydrologist and environmental perimeters fl
fj
relating to vegetat ion/terrain, snow, and environmental changes that might fj
,1
be measured and evaluated by means of remote sensing. These integrated j!
ef forts have successful ly led to a ser ies-o f wel l defined project objec- •(i
t ives for the IltE Unit, For exanple, for each environmental parameter the !]
fol lowing mapping cr i ter ia have beer, defined: (I) the type of imagery to ,\j;
be used, (2) the extent of the area to ue mapped, (3) the minimum napping *.
i,
size of toe unit, (k) the proposed method of evaluation, and (5) the source |j
of ground truth information. • tj
fi
During this f i rs t reporting period for the project, we have evaluated >j
all ex is t ing remote sensing id ground truth data avai lable for the Feather !!
River Watershed area. As previously mentioned, the Bucks Lake Tesr S i te , j
h
selected as one of the very f i rs t NASA Earth Resources Program test s i te c , J
has been per iodical ly f lown wi th a var ie ty of a i rcraf t capable of procuring :•,
conventional aerial photographs and exotic remote sensing data (e.g., multi- 1
i
band, thermal infrared and act ive microwave - SLAR - imagery). Before, during, *
and for some time fo l lowing each overf l ight, FRSL field crews were actively
collecting supporting image ca l ibrat ion data and resource condition infor-
mation. In addition, f l ights by the NASA RB-57 high alt i tude aircraft |
covering the entire Feather River Watershed area were carried out on July 18, {
#!
1969 and July 25, 1970. As in the past, field crews supported these missions f!
!'by col lect ing ground truth information, during the 1970 flight, terrestrial tf
Iphotographs were taken of representative terrain features and conditions 3J
found throughout the entire Feather R'ver study area. |]
Since vegetation/terrain information is of primary concern to the ;1
fi i
wildland manager, especially when evaluating hydrologic resources, this jji
I
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subject has been givjn highest priority in our work. To accomplish our
objecti'/e of developing a methodology for analyzing wildland vegetation arid
terrain, three types of imagery were selected for study: (1) a degraded semi-
controlled photo-mosaic, scale 1/250,000, made from RB-57 Infrared Ektachrome
copy transparencies, (2) a semi-controlled photo-mosaic, scale 1/250,000,
made from RB-57 Infrared Ektachrome copy transparencies and (3) RB-57 Infrared
Ektachrome copy transparencies, scale 1/120,000 -- viewed in stereo. The
degraded photo-mosaic has been prepared in an attempt to simulate (in
terms of scale and level of image resolution) a s ingle, reconstituted false-
color image that might be obtained ear ly next year by the ERTS-A vehicle.
The photo-mosaic, before being degraded, is a close approximation of the
very best hard copy photography that might be obtainable from spcice sometime
In the nedr future (simi lar to what might be procured during the proposed
Skylab experiment, tenta t ive ly scheduled for launch in late "^972 or early
1973). The stereo RB-57 high f l ight coverage is a true representation of the
quality of imagery obtainable from state-of- the-art high f ly ing aircraft; in
the future, aircraft such as the RB-57 w i l l be used to support spacecraft
overf l ights for the purpose of obtaining high resolution imagery of sample
and subsample geographic locations, i.e., calibration s i tes such as the
Bucks Lake Test Si te.
We are now in the process of del ineat ing and Identifying vegetation
and terrain types using each of the three kinds of imagery described above.
(The portion of this report prepared by the Operational Feasibi l i ty Unit of
the FRSL l ists each vegetation/terra in category and a suggested breakdown
for mapping). Most of our efforts to date have been spent on: (1) acquiring
suitable ima9ery cf the entire study area, (2) preparing the imagery for
' \
Ana lys is , and (3) preparing reference materials and training aids needed by
i
the image analysts. J
The three types of imagery described above were prepared from high-
altitude color infrared transparencies obtained in July 1970 ty the NASA i
*RB«57F aircraft. Nearly 100 photographs (original scale 1/120,000) v.-cre '
used to make the serai-controlled photo-mosaic. Each 9" K 9" transparency
had to be photographically reproduced, using dodging techniques to reduce
hot-spot effects, and made into a mosaic wi th a scale of approximately
1/^50,000 (*• photo reproduction of the mosaic is i l lustrated in Figure ^.2).
The degraded photo-mosaic was then prepared by making a very small scole
\
inter-negative (scale 1/3,000,000) and a large print from the inter-negative •
showing the rnosaic at a scale of 1/250,000. Through this process of pre- i
i
cisicr. photo reproduction, the second generation mosaic was made to exhibit '
a level of ground resolution equal to about 25C-350 feet (as compared to J
50-100 feet on the original mosaic). It had color characteristics quite i
similar to the original photography, however. W i th the aid of these types
i
of high-flight images, we have prepared reference and image interpretation I
key materials which w i l l be used by the imaqe analysts during the mapping •
phase of the project. For each parameter to be mapped, we developed a working i
key which includes (1) a general description of the resource feature, (2) a \
i
description of its image ^aracteristics, (3) terrestrial photographs show!no J
I
representative examples of the feature, and (k) high-flight imagery showing 1
i
representative examples of the feature. J
\
In addition, significant progress has been made in terms of monitor- '
Jng snow pack during the 1970-1971 melt season. For three watersheds within
the Bucks Lake Test Site, sequential, synoptic view photographic coverage,
I-
J
(scale '7100,000) was procured at approximately monthly intervals beginning ;•'
* j
in March and w i l l continue to be acquired until the Sierra Nevada snow pack i
has dissipated. For each photo mission, we have attempted to map, by means >
of human photo interpretation, the area! extent of snow cover (see Figures •'
4.3 and 4.4). Furthermore, discharge rates are being sequentially moni- '
tored at gauging stations within each of the watersheds and, in a few ~'
instances, snovv depth rreasuremenis are being made by periodically observing,
from the air, snow stake markers which are part of the Cooperative Western •'!
Snow Survey System (see Figure 4.5).
I ,
Furthermore, the interpretation tasks relating to mapping envlion- >'
, 1
mental chanqes on low resole.:ion sequential imagery have been completed. ,i
Five sets of imagery (r-ainly conventional photo index sheets), spanning . '
'. I
29 years, were studied. The time intervals between photo coverage were 10 >
years (1941-1951), 5 years (1951-1956), 10 years (1956-1966), a,»d 4 ye.irs •'
(1966-1970). For each of these time oeriods, an interpreter attempted to '<
map not only natural changes caused by fires, floods, erosion, wind and ll
snow but also man-nvde changes caused by urbanization, timber management, V
brush field manipulation, grazing practices, agricultural development, i{
'5
recreational development and mining operations. Interpretation results, v
derived from map sheet overlays, have been tabulated and presented in Table jj
J ^
/I 1 ^ '
' I]
4.3.2 Future Proposed Work ;
; i
The image interpretation tasks for each <..' the three phases of this ',5
i i
project (i.e., vegetation/terrain, snow and environmental change surveys) I-1
t
are either completed or are nearing completion.
In each mapping exercise of the vegetation/terrain survey, we are
II
March 17, 1971
P-''
' 1 ,fe v'
April 19. ?S?r
,••
U
^ <ts xi
Hoy I'*. )97I
Figure 4.3. The photo-mosaics shown here (original scale 1/100,000) illus-
trate snow pack conditions between the North Fork of the feather River on
the west and Bucks Lake on the east. Among the watershed paramete-s being
sequentially mearured die, (1) areal extent of snow from interpretation of
small scale, synoptic v iew imager,, (2) depth of snow f<-om observations made
of snow stake ,,iarkerb, and (3) runoff rates from stream gauging stations.
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Watershed
Spanish Creek
Bucks Lake
Mil l Creek
Land Area
172,000 acres
20,900 acres
2,800 acres
Snow
March \1, 1971
1A6.900 acres
20,900 acres
! ,090 acres
Area
Apr . l 19, 1971
1*5,800 acres
20,900 acres
300 acres
Change in
Snow Cover
101, 1C3 acres
0
790 acres
Figure k.k. The map at the top i l lustrates preliminary photo interpretation results
derived from seouential imagery taken of the Bucks Lake Test S i te . The tablr ot the
bottom shows tabulated results for the March and Apr i l data. If these data arc deter-
mined to be accurate, they w i l l be coupled wi th a miniirum amount of supplemental data
on precipitation rates, snow depths and snow water content. These data can then be
correlated w i t h snow melt rates and vater yield.
L.->t
> L-
""VV- -T^*"*" ' ^
». 1968
~?nft £ ' - "7
f i ^ r .'Vjj v»^
'JU
L
/. -,.
March 28, IS68 June 2, 1971
Figure *».5. A portion of a snow course in the Bucks Lake area is seen on these
three photographs. Tne low altitude oblique photos show, wi th cross bars at
two different times, a ten-foot snow stake (#5*0 . Note that the snow pack was
about 3i feet deep on March 28, 1968 and that it was about I? feet deep on June
2, 1971. These data plus sampled data en water content (note on the left photo
that a snow survey crew has landed by helicopter) are collected periodically
along predetermined courses.
Ji-O?
jj
j
Categories
Fi re
Eros ion
Urbanization
Timber Ma no gene nt
Agricultural Development
Brush Conversion
Mini ng
Water Management
Time Periods
19*41-51
7jO acres
0.0*»8%
-
79.5 acres
0 . 005%
1 1 ,1*00 acres
0.76%
^0 acres
O.C03%
-
50 acres
0.003%
-
1951-56
b25 acres
0.08^%
85 acres
0.011%
-
5560 acres
0.7^/0
-
-
-
-
1956-66
-
-
20 acres
0.001%
22,200 acres
l.'48%
-
1800 .icres
0.12%
-
820 acres
0.055%
1^66-70
-
-
-
*4300 acres
0.716,4
-
315 acres
O.C5%
-
Table **.!. Changos which have taken place on 150,000 acres of landscape at
the Bucks Lake Test S i te over a 29 year period were delineated and identi f ied
on small scale, synoptic view imagery. Prel iminary results have been presented
here, expressed as land area changed during each time period (acres) and per-
centage of land area changed per year during each time period (percent).
t
\ \
J{
attempting to determine the kinds of information that can be extracted from, j
- 1
f irst, low resolution simulated spaceborne imagery, then, high resolution '• j
simulated spaceborne imagery and, lastly, high resolution high-flight photo- ! j
graphy. Furthermore, in each case, we are emphasizing the optimum sampling j ;
M
procedures needed to accomplish a particular survey task -- which often | j
M
include the employment of l imited amounts of small scale photo coverage, j >
large scale photo coverage and on-the-ground observations and measurements. ,
During the second year of this study, which leads off, fortunately,
1
 I
with four months considered to be the prime f ie ld season in the Feather ; i
River Watershed area, our f ie ld crews w i l l collect detailed ground truth j j
i
data about vegetation and terrain on f ie ld plots systematical ly located I
throughout ihe entire study area. New methods for collecting ground data
wi l l have to be devised and perfected. In the past, working in l imited '
< i
areas wi th adequate road networks, we have relied on the use cr f ield vehi- f 1
cles which have provided us with speed and mobil i ty while (.ollecting f ield ,1
data. However, it is unreal ist ic to consider the use of Automobiles when J
working in vast areas, especial ly newly developing areas lacking an ef f ic ient 1
t <I
road system. Consequently, a helicopter w i l l be employed to transport £ ^j
field crew throughout portions of the study area and an attempt w i l l be made ^
to determine the optinum use of such a vehicle for these purposes. Once
 (-
3
this ground truth data is procured this summer, we wi l l be in a position to -«
thoroughly evaluate, wi th the aid of quantitative stat ist ical methods, the ]
interpretation results obtained during the previous year. Delineations on I
each vegetation/terrain survey map made during he previous year wi l l be '•
analyzed and definitive statements wi l l be made concerning their accuracy -j
\ \
and, therefore, usefulness. Likewise, similar analysis w l11 be made of the |_j
V"
interpretation results derived during the snow survey and environmental 3
change survey. In essence, a major part of our Unit 's ac t i v i t i es during I 'j
V i
the second year w i l l center on the evaluation of the survey data collected ! ]
' j
during the previous year. i j
5 J
In addition, there w i l l be increased coordination between our Unit }
and the Spectral Cha-acteristics and Automatic Image Classification and ; ]
Data Frocessing Units of the Forestry Remote Sensing Laboratory. Spectral
i }
data collected from those resource features deemed most important to the , ;
i '
hydrologist w i l l be available and usefui for defining the optimum specifi- j -j
i '
cations for acquiring imagery (i.e., proper spectral bands) and for devel- f "j
oping reliable image interpretation keys in which image characteristics can ' ]
(
be presented as, or supported with, spectral data. Furthermore, the inter- ' ',
pretation results, presented in map form, can be prepared in such a format
that the ADP Unit can incorporate them into a f lex ib le computer operated ' ^
•.'. -t
"data bank", from which key environmental parameters can be not only ef f i - I ,
ci"ntly extracted but withdrawn in a format useful to the land manager. -i ,
Hopefully, the work being performed by IIS-E Unit personnel, along Jj.]
-. i
with the findings of other s taf f members at the FRSL, w i l l result In the f
development of sound resource inventory techniques applicable to enormous ]
land areas. We feel that the key to a successful input to this project from | '
our grt'jp lies in being able to demonstrate tnat meaningful regional resouice
surveys can be rapidly performed wi th the aid of synoptic view remote sensing
imagery.
k.k REPORT OF THE AUTOMATIC IMAGE CLASSIFICATION AND DATA PROCESSING UNIT
The primary function of this Unit, wi thin our Laboratory's total
efforts in extracting useful information from remote sensing data. Is to
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provide a coherent interface between manual and automated interpretation '
t
techniques. Wi th speci f ic reference to this .ntegrated study, we are <t
applying our research efforts to determining the extent to which small j
scale imagery can be handled and analyzed ef fect ively in resource inven- ,
ij
tories that are televant tc Cal i forn ia 's water management needs. The i
following report consists of work performed at the Berkeley Campus, as well
as relevant research performed cooperatively wi th NASA-sponsored researchers •>
I
at other centers. j
ii
i
4.k.1. Work Performed During the Period Covered by this Report j
The varied activities which have been performed to date by our Unit J
as part of this integrated project were confined primarily to the NASA
Forestry Test Site, which is contained in a portion of the Feather River |
Headwaters test area. Our specific contributions have been aimed at inte-
gratin9 a variety of automatic image classification techniques with conven- !
i
tional manual interpretation methods in an overall ef for t to define an opti-
 s
mum resouice analysis system in light of large-scale water management plan- -
ni r j decision requirements. In order to e f fec t ivc - ly accomplish our intended
role in this aspect of the total project ef fort , we have centered our pre-
1
liminary activity upon the modification of our existing FRSL (Forestry ]
'i
Remote Sensing Laboratory) data handling fac i l i t ies. Careful consideration 1
i
was given to (a) the greatest utilization of existing campus computing ij
fac i l i t ies where possible, and (b) the development of a computer terminal j
data handling system which would provide both ease of access and analytical i
f lexib i l i ty for possible use by all project participants — especial ly where
man/machine interactions might best be successfully studied. •
1:27 ___
i t
Coincident wi th our effort to develop a computer terminal data handling
system, we have made r. igni f icant progress in several additional areas of ac t iv i ty j
that are pertinent to our overall project objectives. We have successfully j ]
' j
converted the LARS (Laboratory for Applications in Remote Sensing, Purdue *}
•• t
University) pattern recognition routines to run on the Berkeley Campus CDC <;
I 1
6^ 00 computer, thus providing a proven "automated" recognition system for remote ;J
sensing data here on the west coast. Preliminary input tape format process J|
t ,
is necessary for CDC compatibil i ty, but this step is readily accomplished in •!
a minimum amount of time. We also expect to complete in the near future certain ',
program user revisions as wel l as additions to the basic core of s ta t is t i ca l I
J
algorithms wh :rh w i l l provide greater data dimensionality for decision-rule
classi f icat ion. ' i
In addition, several of our s ta f f members were able to v i s i t other remote 1 j
sensing centers special izing in remote sensor data collection, processing and |
- I
analysis in order to fami l ia r ize ourselves w i th each center's areas of interest and , .
expertise. For example, the partial results of a recently completed joint '
study between the FRSL and University of Michigan of vegetation and related ^i
resources in the Feather River region are included herein as representative of '*]
1]
certain data collection systems of interest to the project. We intend to con- /'
'\ \
tinue ties with these centers in the belief that mutual "cross-talk" of ideas
and techniques for automated image analysis ic beneficial to all parties invol-
ved. We intend to work closely with several groups which exhibit unique hard-
ware faci l i t ies that are too costly to duplicate within the project structure
but which show promise in the analysis of earth resources from an automated i
I 1approach. These canters have already expressed a desire to trade data of mutual ?t
interest for algorithm testing, techniques evaluation, etc. 5
1
IIN
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Our efforts and successes to date regarding development and study of a
"daca bank" using a portion of the Feather River Watershed area for testing
purposes have been such that an even greater portion of time w i l l be devoted to
this area of endeavor in the near future. Our preliminary results indicate \
\ i
our approach, or some modification of it, will be of greet assistance to the '
resource manager in making certain decisions requiring rapid access to ' >
} i
information about a region of interest. Several examples are presented in > I
subsequent parts cf this sectior. As v>2 continue to work more and more t.losely ' j
* ij |
with the users and planning dec!sion-rvaking interfacing at other junctures J }
i '
within the total project, ue wi l l learn additional features about optimizing ' \
I
update procedures and streamlining the system fcr maxinum uti l ization. , J
Several basic research studies were started using the EDP faci l i t ies ! i
! 3
described in a later section. These studies, conducted as PhD research
 ; 'i 1
projects are of direct interest to our work in the Feather River Headwaters. $ }
j
Therefore, these basic research studies, as well as those mentioned above, |j
* J
are discussed in greater detail .r. t ' ie succeeding sub-sections. '11
-n
- FRS! Data Handling Facilities, n preliminary requirement for the 5•
) .
successive stages of study in ojr long-range project objectives was the j
•M
upgrading of our exist ing FRSL data processing fac i l i t i es . Certain hard- : j
! ^
ware components were already available to us (in particular configurations) ) j
a-, a result of prior NASA sponsored studies. What was required, in view
of the stated Integrated project effort, was the design and specification
j \
of a more flexible "system" using our existing components to the fullest ]• I
~1
extent possible in conjunction with thoie additional components necessary .]
i
to properly conduct our tasks. «ii
With respect to our projected data processing tasks and the specif icat ion " -i
' i
of an e f fec t i ve system to handle them, we considered there to be two primary ;;
design requi retrents; (1) the system was to be highly suited for rapid operator j
J
interactive data display and decision-making employing digital techniques; , |
and (2) tine system was to be readily accessible and usable by any of the project
participants having need for particular types of data reduction and processing. • i
Considering the following l i s t of exist ing hardward components in light , i
of these design requirements, it was fa i r ly evident that effective, inter- ; !
' i
active display components were necessary. .' j
LIST OF EXISTING EOP HARDWARE COMPONENTS AT START OF PROJECT: '
programmable "process control" unit having ^096 sixteen-bii. 1
words of addressable memory. j
'\
magnetic cassette recorder unit for special purpose program loading , .
and data storage (up to 3.6 m i l l i o n bits/cassette). • \j j
customized scanning microdensitometer for digitizing fi lm j '
transparencies as a source of input to feature c lass i f ica t ion ; j
techniques. \
low-speed teletypewriter for input/output of alphanumeric ;.
information either by direct keyboard entry or paper tape read „ j
and purch. ' i
', I
With the above list as the base structure of our system, we have successfully ~ J
interface or added to date the fol lowinj components which are principally / -i
I !
oriented towards satisfying the f i rs t of our two design requirements; > ;]
- - 9-track industry compatible magnetic tape transport for the direct '
handling of ERTS-A digital data and as data storage and data |
manipulation, especially where it Is required to transport tape
reels between remote sensing centers.
-i
additional *»096 sixteen-bit words of programmable memory for i j
increased program requirements and to faci l i tate data transmission j j
to and from the campus computing center faci l i t ies. i
data communications l i n k t o the computing center faci l i t ies ' |
for "near real-time" digital transmission and display vork. 1 ;
I '.
10-ince storage tube display unit for alphjnumeric, vector, J /
a l>,! i
-i i
and/or point-plot display capabi l i t ies. j]
Uhile our "local" remote computer terminal system is by i tself a fair ly "
modest unit in terms of in-house process control and data recording, it becomes j
ii
a very powerful research tool when it is linked op wi th the campus large- ij
ii
scale computers for s ta t i s t i ca l analyses ond man/machine interactive processes.
Additional components, aimed primarily at improving the second of our two ]
\ ,
design requirements are l isted and discussed in a subsequent section. .}
Wi th the FRSL Terminal/Display System in its present f i rst year configur- ']
at ion, we have progressed to the fol lowing data handling and ana lys is capa- ;]
b i l i t ies. We presently have the capabi l i ty to digi t ize black-and-white or I.
color f i lm •ransparencies (either negatives or posi t ives) and perform certain "
i
preprocessing of the data prior to transmission to the larger high-speed J
computer for subsequent analyses. Many options have been made avai lable to 'i
M
the investigator as to his choice of analysis. Since our Unit personnel are >j
11
primarily interested in c lassi f icat ion of the digit ized data, whi le others jj
in the FRSL (or co-invest!gators w i th in the total project) may have need for ,•!
;
different forms of processing and analys is prior to display and decision- -f
making we have attempted to provide for these various alternative uses. ':
One important aspect of our digitizing efforts is to determine, for various ,'|
i ' it'
resource features and conditions, the optimum scanning parameters for success- ji
, ii
ful automatic c lassi f icat ion of them using various classi fy ing algorithms. ,i
j j
Our scanning microdensitometer during the f i rst year's efforts digitized at >j
the approximate rate of 300 samples per second. This rate was limited by ,j
• j
the scanner's software routine for controlling the two stepping moto-- operations. jj
!7
Much higher rotes wi l l be made possible in the following year1', act iv i t ies ji
]<j
by changing this controller routine, wiiiiuut the significant less in gcoiric- (
j
trie fidelity results between adjacent lines, with the addition of a commer- |j
clal XY staging table. The stepping motors have specifications for 0.0005" jj
I
, ^ ^ / I» ^  1 — ' ' * ' f §
incremental steps, but we believe our tolerance levels for the staging mechan-
l
isms to be such that 0.001" was our minimum sampling interval. We did not |
feel it was necessary to upgrade the staging mechanism to further reduce the ]
i
sampling interval rates during the first year's use of the de/ice, but it is j
i
apparent that wi th continued use of it for d ig i t i z ing purposes and the approach ;
i
of ERTS and SKYLAB missions, it w i l l be necessary to obtain more precise >,
tolerance and rel iabi l i ty standards in our d ig i t iz ing work. \
We have proceeded along two paths of development in making total use of
^
the system's data handling "software" capabi l i t ies: .'
(1) development of routines which control the operations of the various
!
peripheral devices chat are currently interfaced to the central processor •
unit, and
j(2) development of routines which enable user controlled data preproces- '
i
sing and analyses, either locally at the system terminal or remotely tc the ,'
campus computer center. i
A well designed, comprehensive package of routines of the f i rst type is essen- 1
i
t ial fc- the ful lest exploitat ion of caoabi l i t ies afforded by the second type. ;
Very briefly, the two major types of software routines which are currently 1
available for operating the computer terminal peripheral devices are £S )i
follows; )
i
T
- Dig i t izat ion of f i lm transparencies. The operator mounts the trans- \
parency to be digitized in the niicrodensi tometer and then selects the inter- J
i
sample intervals for the X and Y coordinate directions as well as the length ;
to be traversed in the X and Y directions. The digit ized data can be handled (
i
i o. a vd~ri?cy c? output formats such as teletype listing of relative optical <
densities, cassette recording of the data, paper tape punching of the data,
1
j
J
or direct display of grey levels on the CRT storage tube unit. The present
minimum scanning capabil i ty of the device is O.CJ1" x 0.001", w i th spot s ize
equivalent to 25 microns. Maximum sampling rate is about 300 spots/second
due to tolerance l imits of the exist ing stage mechanism. Data are collected
only while the sta^e is moving from right to left Such that the return of the
stage is "wasted" (see diagram below). W i t h the addition of the conmercial
stage early in the second year work, we wi l l be able to collect data on both
traverse swings of the stage because of improved accuracy of posit ioning and
tolerances. The result wi l l be a doubling of sampling rate and improved
staging to a maximum- of probably 1000 samples/second,
start start
*=_ ^ - -*> FT £
->
- /end j
0) (2) ]
These t.'o diagrams i l lustrate the previous scanning pattern (l) and that which •!
w i l l be used during our second year of work (2). Tne routine which controls i
operation of the stepping motors is wri t ten so that the stage is returned to ~>
the starting point at the completion of the scanning operation. This greatly j\
r
facilitates the recording of color films since only the filters need changing, >J
'. i
with a minimal loss in positioning accuracy. It
i,
- Display of data on the CRT storage tube unit. Several modes of data }'
display are presently available to users. A sopi. ;sticated display controller ;
i I
was designed as a Mastar 's project in Electrical Engineering by Mr. Dcuqlas \ ,
I '(
Abbott of the Universi ty 's Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. The controller Is
; ,33 . ||
software-compatible wi th the NOVA CPU and allows display of data in any of
5
three modes: character generation, vector generation, and point-plot moue.
The vector generation capability appears ideally suited for map displays of
processed information. Examples of this mode are shown in Figure ^ .6.
Likewise, the display con be used to generate geometrically interpretable
grey level maps of d ig i t ized f i lm transparencies, such as Figure ^.7 depicts.
The display capabil i t ies of this unit include "write and store" on the screen, i
800,000 addressable locations on the screen, and extremely rapid response times
for interaction with the tap1? transports and core memory. ,
f
Several basic research studies were initiated during the f i rs t year of
this integrated project which ut i l ize the FRSu computer terminal fac i l i t ies .
i
Each of these studies is direct ly relevant to our interests in remote sensing
application in the headwaters of the Feather River drainage basin. They are
being conducted by graduate students as doctoral studies in both the engineering
and forestry discipl ines.
Two of these studies involve vegetation analysis involving optical den- J
sit ies of forested stands anil their spatial cluste-ing properties as a function ,
ii
of species differences. In one case, forest condition^ of the Feather River
area are used as data and in the otne, fores.. plantations having detailed
associated ground truth information frtm eastern Michigan are used. Analysis
involves the use of Fourier transf jn» techniques to detect the relationship
of neighboring optical density values. In the third study, we *re assist ing j
i
in the recording of f i lm densities for an experiment d, signed tc IT on i tor (
dye solution dispersion rates in a lest channel , To daf "pol vtion" rates j
|
(i.e., dye concentrations) c.s little <ppm-50ppm a>-e outectabie with certain i
I
f i lm filter concentrations. Further worl wi th s, ert. omet- !c data may enable
F E A T H E R R I V E R W A T E R S
Figure *>.f>. Vector and character generation capabilities are illustrated
in this "map" which was computer generated by the FRSL system.
H
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Figure ^.7 Density slicing and display capabilities are demonstrated above.
The photo at the top is a print (greatly enlarged - 25x) of the negative scanned
and displayed in eight density levels. Any number of "slices" can te viewed
as a preprocessing procedure. Eight are sho*n here for i l lustration purposes.
Areas represented by slices are readily available as a percent of total area
sampled.
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a better choice of film-filter combination refining this detection level. *
We successfully applied a corrective routine to digitized data ishich "suffered"
fron> uneven lighting conditions during exposure times. We are now encouraged ,
that sir.iilar routines will allow us to compensate for data acquisition system
j
"noise", such as "hot-spotting" which occurs in variable terrain with wide '
variations in feature texture. J
Other routines also exist which enable random access of either programs \
or data strings from the magnetic cassette recorder. For example, it is pos- ,
sible to digitize high altitude aerial photography of important agricultural
crops or other features on a fleld-by-fielo basis and, depending on scale of ,
photography and sampling intensity, store up to several thousand records on j
a cassette for the purpose of determining tone signature variability, plotting j
frequency histograms of digitized optical densities, displaying selected
density "slices" for comparison with ground truth information, or performing i
classification algorithms to the data. Figure ^.8 summarizes the current j
status and capabilities of the FRSL Terminal/Display System at the conclu- j
sion of the first years activities. j
Ties with Glher Renote Sensing Centers. One important aspect of our j
•
research effort in the integrated study is the need to stay abreast of related j
\
research beirg conducted at other remote sensing centers across the nation. j
Mutual cooperetion can be realized at a email cost to the project wherein j
I
Ideas a-id techniques are shared and .-1 is cussed with other experts in the field.
 (|
Too, In many instances, particularly unique capabilities are exhibited by each j
of these caters to the point where both parties can participate In exchanges ]
of data, sensor systems, or interpretation systems. Thus we have formulated !
plans to exchange freely, techniques and results of various classifier \
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algorithms with those centers wishing to do so. Several examples of ex- . j
changes and mutual studies have already transpired which complement our ' {
specifically funded objectives. Four centers are involved as primary contacts j
expressing interest in our endeavors as they relate to their own particular f
studies.
of routines now more readily avai lable to our Unit interests as well as others
in the project, we ant ic ipate increased use and s t^dy of computer-oriented
recognition techniques in the handling of high-altitude and satell i te-alt i tude
remote sensing data during the second years act iv i t ies. The abi l i ty to
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A. Laboratory for Appl icut ions in Remote Sensing (LARS), Purdue University
t i
This research group hcS long been act ive in developing "pattern recog- ' j
nition" techniques throuqh computer ana l ys i s of remote sensing data. We were i
*
able to acquire from them the source program l is t ing for their LARSYSAA . j
v
(Version II) routines. Wc have been familiar with the activities of LARS for 'i
many years, enjoying several opportunit ies to "squeeze" into their own 1
[ }
heavy schedule of ac t i v i t i e s . Theii ass is tance has enabled us to work > - ,j
directly with t')eir computer progiaivs, mod i fy ing these programs a- nesessary ' j
\ •
for studies aimed at c l a s s i f y i n g ui ldland features and rangeland vegetation '
£ '
communities (this latter stud/ performed with Dr. Poulton at Oregon State >
i i
University). W i t h the LARSYSAA source l is t ings in hand, together with "i j
duplicate magnetic tape •"opics of known terrain s i tes and conditions which J'.ad * ]
been previously scanned wi th a multi-channe I scanner, it was a fairly
straight-forward task to adapt the routines to our own campus computer center
facil i t ies. The major problem which had to be overcome was that of modify-
ing the tape formats to be compatible wi th the CDf eqjipment. W i th this set
.1.
rapidly inventory resources for planning requirements, of course, suggests 'j
the use of high-speed devices for data hai.oimg and interpretation. We ;'
wi l l f i rs t want to moke some modifications to the LARSYSAA routines in order 1
j
to make full use of our sys tem's capabi l i t ies in terms of input and output. ^
•3
For example, it is desirable to have the in teract ive segments of the program 'i
displayed on the CRT storage tube device for operator decision of various '|
options. Also, it !s highly desirable to include additional analytical '>
FI
dimensionali ty routines for u t i l i z ing the total information contained wi th in '!'
the scanned remote sensing data. It is fel t that "textural" data (i.e., the (
relationship of neighboring points or samr'es w i th each other) wi l l preside ;
increased abi l i ty to c lass i fy some of the d i f f i cu l t features and conditions !
which it is presently desirable to attempt to del ineate. {
- j
B. W i l l ow Run Laboratories. Un ivers i ty of Michigan ?!
^We have recently concluded a NaSA funded joint, study of computer-ori- s
ented feature classif icat ions using a variety of digital and analog techniques ,]ti
for display of results. An important rationale for maintaining close asso-
ciation wi th the Wi l l ow Run Labs is their proven experience in optical- ':
mechanical scanner technology. Part of the ERTS satel l i te program as well $
as the SKYLAB program (S-192) involves the design and use of multichannel opti- 'i'
•v
cal-mechanical scanner devices for terrain data recordino and subseouent anal- ?
f
ysis. The Willow Run Labs presently have on eighteen-channel scanner which spans I,
the four ERTS bands and should prove of interest in asses* <g the usefulness of !'i
fr
scanner data for resource delineation. Figure H.9 shows tt -• comparative i'
I
spectral recording sensitivities of the ERTS-A four channel device and the '{
j'i
Willow Run eighteen channel scanner. The digital approach to feature -
f?£MOT£
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Figure ^.9 Comparison of spectral sens i t i v i t ies of the ERTS-A sensor package
vs. the Un i ve r s i t y of Michigan muliispectral scanner. Shown in this chart
are the respective spectral sens i t i v i t i es , by channel numbers, of the ERTS-A
sensors and University of Michigan mult ispectral scanner. In the above chart,
only the 12-channe! spectrometer device from the hichigan sensor package is
noted for reference. An addit ional six channels comprise the total 18 channel
sensor capabil i ty (1 UV channel and 5 near infrared and thermal infrared
channels). Without special f i l ter ing, l i t t le comparison of signatures appears
possible between these systems. Notice also that the ERTS-A sensors are not
sensit ive below 0.5 micrometers. Several studies of resource recognition
systems conducted by this author using multiband input data have shown that
information between Q.h and 0.5 micrometers improves the overall c lassi f ica-
tion accuracy.
identification used by the Willow Run Labs closely parallels the LARS
programs mentioned previously. Because the raw scanner data are collected
and digitized by the same group, some additional tape preprocessing is used
to correct any drift in signal due to changing aspects or slopes.
A short report describing one type of data processing which r.s avail-
able at the Willow Run facility (i.e., "thermal contouring") is included
in the appendix of this section. It describes the processing recently com-
pleted for unique imagery acquired over the Bucks Lake portion of the
Feather River drainage. However, a color reproduction of the display
results is not included because it was considered inadequate in size and
color fidelity for further reproduction in this report.
C.Center for Research and Engineering Sciences (RES) University of Kansas
The thoughts of this group of experts very closely parallel our own
thoughts with respect to texture analysis of digitized remote sensor data.
ORES has developed a unique hybrid computer display system based upon
multiple flying-spot scanners linked to a color video monitor. CRES personnel
have recently added a computer/ disc interface which permits storage of Images
and subsequent "overlay" displays. We have worked with them in the past on
studies of wildland feature and agricultural crop discriminations using their
interpretation system uith a wide 'ariety of remote sensing imagery. Figure
k.]Q i 1 lustrates an example of video display from the C«ES system showing
the added advantage of color for interpretative analysis. We have noted upon
numerous occasions the value of displaying electronic discriminations in
contrasting color hues in preference to greyscale display. Our Unit will
have a simplified single channel input dig!tal color display unit to work
wi th before the summer season data acquisition program is completed.
Figure 4.10 Example of color video display using multiple inputs as performed
on the University of Kansas (CRES) IDECS system. As many as four f 'y ing spot
scanners can be simultaneously employed to color enhance multiband images of
Interest. In the above example, agricultural crops are displayed using
nultibsnd black-end-whfte photo transparencies ss input. Cotton fields are
displayed as light blue; alfalfa as red; and sorghum as green. A great
variety of colors can be selected for highlighting a particular feature of
interest, or, to inerely assign various colors to separate tone signature
"slices". Nr>te that a more readily interpretable image Js presented to the
viewer when color is used as the encoding medium rather than greyscales, or
alphanumeric symbols (which suffer additionally from the annoyance of raster
distortion). However, the video related color display technique places
greater demands on data volumes and rates of transmission between computer/
disc and rronitor. The modified color system shovn in Figure k.I1*, wil l enable
single frame manipulation and classification display without video disc
requlrements.
D. Remote Sensing of Nature (RESENA), Colorado State Universi ty jj
One final group is mentioned because of recent correspondence which jj
Jv
suggests that our two laboratories have much to gain by exchange of ideas ^
and various kinds of remote sensor data. The RESENA group is entering '
into some studies of automatic pattern recognition and has Developed a 1
modest system for data handling ard analysis. We have agreed to exchange j
u
data (magnetic tapes, etc.) of various kinds of digi t ized data for analysis iJ
purposes. Of particular interest to our Labora* ry is their f ie ld van ground
I
data collection fac i l i ty which, of course, must accompany most image inter- j
pretation systems closely in order to determine accuracies of discrimina- I
tions. [*'
There are numerous other centers which might be mentioned here, but we j
feel that those mentioned above provide a complementary set of objectives ;
9
with respect to automated interpretation techniques of interest to this pro- 5
ject, and also possess some unique capabil i t ies in terms of systems .develop-
ment that are impossible to duplicate within our project. '
- Meadow Valle-/ Working Circ le "Data Bank". Coincident with our hard-
ware modifications for the FRSL Terminal/Display system during the f irst year, J
we have devoted considerable time to the task, of implementing a "data bank" 1
$
for use by other project participants. The concept of a data bank as it is §
I
related to our Laboratory needs requires explanation. First, we desired ']
to establish a file of information about a test site of interest (in this s|
case, the Meadow Valley region of the Feather River Headwaters area was . i\
nl
chosen as a suitable starting place for study) that was fairly refined in ji
terms of spatial resolution. Consequently, quite large amounts of data were |
to be stored and manipulated wi th in the data bank system. We settled on a
mapping and displav scale that refers to a point on the ground which v.as
sl ight ly more than six acres in size. To date, this has not been an unreason-
able scale wi th which to work.
A second requirement for the data bank was that it be fairly unlimited
as to the t>pe of information which it would be required to handle for
display. The system we began working with enables an essential ly unlimited
amount of data to be entered as storage f i les using magnetic tapes. Con-
r
ceptually, each storage file represents a "profile" which can be added on
at the end of the 'ist when it is found useful to include it in the total
system or "purged" from the files when it is found that they are no longer
useful or are outdated. Figure 4.11 depicti the data bank design, describ-
ing some of the profiles we presently have stored in it as examples of data
of Interest to the resource nanager. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 represent the
results of combining the total information retrieval capability of the system
for displaying various kinds of information which might be desired for a
hypothetical problem. As these examples Illustrate, we utilized the campus
computer center facilities for output and display purposes. The intent i£
to modify the routines to enable display with the FRSL Terminal system CRT
capabilities rather than line printing.
4.4.2 Future Proposed Research. Several areas are obvious for follow-on
second year effort by our Unit in this integrated jtudy of earth resources
By order of importance, we feel the following icems need attention for a
smooth conclusion of total project effort in the successive final phase of
research to be performed.
I I
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Figure ;*.ll FRSL "data bank" configuration. Shown above, in .» highly simpli-
fied schematic, is our conceptual approach to storing and retri°ving infor-
mation about an area of interest. In this case, a portion of the NASA Bucks
Lake Forestry Test Site in Northern California is shown for illustrative
purposes. The data bank is a three dimensional array of data points with X
and Y coordinates representing ground location points. The Z coordinate
consists of "profiles" of discrete types of information being stored for
subsequent retrieval. The types of information which currently reside in
our FRSL data bank are data about vegetation types, forest fire history, cutting
history, land-use: activity, zoning classifications, geologic types, etc.
The amount of profile information which can be stacked on the X and Y scales
is virtually unlimited; however, in terms of computer process'ng time for
data extraction, it behooves the user to maintain useful proiiles, calling
out data whic,. has become outdated or which might be better replaced by
alternative data. Access to the data banl' is by reference to the particular
profile addresses. It is a fairly simple matter to extract information fron
the data bank which has been compiled from several discrete profiles. This
is illustrated in the following two figures.
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Figure 4.12 Exdmple of data bank information retrieval. Shown above is a
computer printec display of one of the profiles resident wi th in the FRSL
data bank. The map shows the va-ious c lassi f icat ions of land use categories
employed by the U.S. Fcrest Service. Data were encoded fiom maps
originally obtained through their cooperation. Each cell (which is desig-
nated by a 3 x 5 symbol matrix with label code in its center) represents
slightly more than a six acre parcel of terrain.
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Figure ^.13 Example of combined profi 'e information retrieval. The abovr map
depicts a hypothetical si tuat ion described in the test legend bclc-v t\> i l lustrate
the poss ib i l i t ies for examining multiple profiles of d3ta;
LEGEND
THE MEADOW VALLEY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY WISHES TO PURCHASE HOLDINGS
AND CONSTRUCT PART-TIME RESIDENCES IN THE MEADOW VALLEY AREA. A WELL-
STOCKED FORF3T, WHICH HAS NOT BEEN CUT SINCE 1951, IS PREFERRED AS A
SETTING, BUT A MOUNTAIN MEADOW IS ALSO ACCEPTABLE,
THOSE SITES WHICH MEET THUSE REOJJIREKtNTS ARE DESIGNATED 'F' FOR
FOREST SITES, AND 'M1 FOR MEADOW SITES.
We are working on s.oftware routines which wi l l enable interactive retr !evdl
such as this example i l lustrates directly through our TRSL Terminol/DisoHy
system employing CRT output rather than line printer output.
A. Our Unit needs to complete the FRSL Terminal/Display system wlth
an interface of our proposed closed circuit CRT color digital display device
Figure *+.i** shows a schematic diagram ot the proposed addition. With the
existing system develoojient which has already been completed, it is a fairly
simole task to design and interface a digital color display system to the
central processing *nit we presently have. So simple is it, in fact, that
<.e conservatively estimate that our design can be operational within one
month of receipt of the hardware components required to implement its con-
struction and testing. This is of importance because we would be able to
commence our second year's effort with a complete d^ .ca handling and display
systerr, taking advantage of almost the full term for activities described
below.
B. We feel that the success we have had to date with our data bank
concept warrants two major extensions; First, to increase its dimensionality
to data adjacent to the Meadow Valley region to determine scale limitations;
and, second, to test the concept using an area quite different from our
Forestry Test Site to determine what restrictions, if cny, might occur In
a different environmental situation. There are, within the total project
a number of possible areas for testing purposes. We are working closely
with Or. Estes at the Santa Barbara campus for his ideas and suggestions as
to the usefulness of such an Information system oriented around his own
activities and interests In Inland valley geographical analysis as well as
coastal environmental problems.
C. We w i l l want to organize and conduct a wide numoer of experiments
designed to compare the relative merits of nanual photo-interpretation versus
automatic classification techniques. Very rudimentary tests have revealed
that the inconsistent nature of human activity with respect to image analysis
EXISTING
DEVICES (SET TIQ I)
EXISTING A-D6D-A
CONTROLLERS
«n. MEMORY
4K MEMORY
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Figure ^ . \k Schematic of propose^ d i g i t a l color d i sp l ay u n i t . The above
Schematic shows the a d d i t i o n a l component's required to complete our FRSL
Termina l /D i sp l ay System as o r i g i n a l l y proposed. The heart of th i s sub-
system is the memory tube which permits wri te and read capab i l i t y . When three
tubes are properly synchronized and programmed to control each of
the CRT color "guns", mult i -colored displays are feasible to improve
class i f ica t ion displays. Over 200 color values are ava i l ab le as a function
of color m i x i n g pos s ib i l i t i e s .
wil l require the definition of certain tasks which are best performed by ,
automatic techniques, releasing the manual interpretatior tasks to those '
t
that are best performed by human endeavor. The experiments w i l l seek to deter-
mine the optimum mix of man/machine relationships for the assessment of i
various resource types and conditions using state of the art remote sensing •
systems data for interpretation. Emphasis w i l l be placed upon the use of
high-altitude and satellite imagery. Maximum effort w i l l be spent to develop
experiments which are of significance to investigators at the other canpuses, i
in addition to our interests here at the FRSL. !
D. An additional area of ac t iv i ty which we wi l l want to commence is
the study of model building arc' simulation techniques in cooperation with ',
Dr Churchman's staf f . '
i
tt.5 REPORT OF THE SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS UNIT
i
In order to maximize the effectiveness of multispectral aerial photo- \
graphy,, the reflectance characteristics for features of interest and their j
I
background should be known. Wi th this information in hand one can make more '
effective interpretation of mul tispe.-tral imagery. In addition, if this infer- '
(nation is knc-/n at the time when missions to acquire such imagery are being
planned, it can be used to help determine the spectral bandpasses whicn >
should provioe the greatest likelihood of discrimination among features of ]
interest. !
Several approaches to gathering data on spectral reflection have been I
used. The '^ost common involve the use of some type of laboratory spectro-
 rj
photometer to obtain measurements from prepared samples. However, labora-
tory measurements have major limitations when used to estimate the spectral j
J
characteristics of natural surfaces. For example, two major objections i
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are raised with respect to the taking of laboratory measurements of severed
leaves mounted as flat samples;
(1) The spectral reflectance from a canopy of foliage may not be the i
same as the reflectance from individual leaf samples. Plant reflectance ! -•
is a composite of the reflectances from variously oriented and variously ' j
5
 i
illuminated leaves, stems and underlying soil and litter. The density of
a plant's foliage and the orientation of its leaves with respect to both the
sun and the sensor may greatJy influence the spectral reflectance of the plant
as recorded by the sensor. Furthermore, on small scale aerial photography
the smallest resolvable detail consists of an aggregation of plants, rather .
than the individual plants, themselves. This fact makes it even more dlffi- • I
cult to infer the mul tispectral photographic tone signature of vegetation ,j
merely from spectral reflectance measurements of foliage samples made in \ \
the laboratory. (2) Laboratory measurements are obtained with artificial
illumination. The resulting data are plotted for a constant spectral inten- -1
sity source, whereas in a natural scene as recorded by an airborne sensor
the intensity of the illuminant, (consisting of direct sunlight, diffuse
skylight and reflectances from nearby objects) varies greatly as a function
of wavelength. Because of these and other (.imitations of laboratory
measurements, the Forestry Remote Sensing Laboratory has undertaken to
study the spectral characteristics of features by making measurements
in situ.
FielJ measurements of spectral reflectance overcome many of the limi-
tations Inherent in the laboratory. Measurements are made with the feature
illuminated by sunlight, skylight and light reflected from nearby objects,
as it Is when recorded by a remote sensing device. In addition, it usually
4-51
Is possible for the f ield of view of the instrument to encompass on area
large enough tc Integrate the reflectance from heterogeneous surfaces as
occurs on aerial photographs.
4.5.1 Work Performed During the Period Covered by Thlc period.
Fabrication of Instruments and Development of Software
The major effort of the Spectral Characteristics Unit during this
reporting period has been directed toward development of a data acquisition
and data handling system for spectral signature measurement. The system
util izes our ex ist ing spectroradiometer equipment and includes modifica-
tions to this equipment and the addition of other data storage and transfer
equipment. The entire system is designed to be completely f ield portable
and can be operated from a battery power supply. The system can be used
in Its entirety, yet retains the f lexibi l i ty to be used as individual units
to perform other laboratory or f ie ld functions if necessary— .
The system Is shown as a functional block diagram 'n Figure k.\5.
One of its components consists of a spectroradiometer which treasures irra-
dlance at a cosine corrected diffuser piate illuminated by incident sup-
light and skylight. The Instrument measures ov?,r the range 380nm - 1350 nm
and can be automatically scanned through this range be a drive motor. The
analog voltage from this spectroradiometer is passed through an FM adapter
which converts the voltage input to a frequency output. The frequency output
is recorded by an audio tape recorder. The stored data are played back
through a frequency discriminator which converts frequency to voltage. The
voltage output is entered into a computer through an analog to digital
converter.
— Matching funds to assist in the development of this system have been
provided by NASA Contract No. R-09-038-002.
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Figure 4.15- Functional block diagram of the FRSL computer compatible, field
portable system for acquitirg and recording incident and reflected spectral
radiation in the range 350nm - 1350 nrn.
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A second set of spectroradiometers operating over the range 350 ran -
1200 run Is used to measure the spectral reflectance of surfaces. The analog
voltage from the spectroradiometers is passed through a digital voltmeter
 1
1
with binary coded decimal output, thence into an incremental digital tape !
i
recorder. The recorded data can be input directly into a computer for pro- " [i(
cessing and output in tabular or graphical form. It should be emphasized
that rel iabi l i ty is not sacrif iced. In the evert of failure of any of the !
components, other than the basic radiometer systems, the analog data are '
s t i l l avai lable for hand recording from meter display as was the case ori- 1
i
ginally.
!
Hardware fabrication for the spectroradiometer system measuring mci-
i
dent radiation is complete. Preliminary software has been developed to the ,
!
point that son-.e calibration and debugging of the system has been done and i
simple listings of computer output from the radiometer are possible in j
1
graphical and tabular form. i
The spectroradior?eter system for reasuring reflected radiation has about
i
ninety-five percent of the hardware fabricat ion completed. Software for this '
system wi l l be more easi ly developed than for the incident radiatiii system; \
!
Its f irst iteration is ready for testing. j
i
j
Standardization of Spectral Data |
Preliminary testing of a method to standardize spectra] data has yielded . '
i
good results. The method is being developed for the standardization of j
j
measurements of spectral irradiance reflected from ground features, such th;.t =*
v
measurements taken at various times and places and under various illumina- j
\
tlon conditions can ue directly compared. Incident spectral radiation is
measured at the same time as reflected spectra) radiation. At each wavelength ;
for which data are obtained, the actual measured incident radiation is com-
pared wi th a "standard incident radiation". The standard, although arbi-
trary, is representative of midday incident radiation in the area of study.
For that wavelength, a ratio of standard radiation versus measured radiation
f
is established. The measured reflected radiation at each wavelength is 1 \
i
multiplied by the appropriate ratio to arrive at a standardized value. By ' ]
standard" .ng in this manner one can oresent all the spectral signatures I
acquired by the system as if i l luminated by "standard incident radiation".
 5 ]
» j
In addition, standardizing in this way, rather than as reflectance : t
(which is a ratio of incoming to reflected radiation), has the advantage of • i
eliminating the need for a ratio between measurements made by different types t |
i
of radiometers. For remote sensing studies, the data are in rerms of the ? I
i
radiation actually reflected toward an airoorne sensor under normal condi- • j
tions of natural illumination.
k.5.2 Future Proposed Work
<' '
At the end of the f irst year of the project, most of the hardware j '
fabrication for the radiometer systems has been completed. Software for
i '
handling the recorded data is being developed. Development of data re- >> 1
; i
duction and analysis procedures w i l l be an ongoing task. Local field testing ' j
I
and calibration of the operational system has begun. Gathering of spectral | ,
i 'data within the test area on a regular basis and the choice of targets for I
repetitive measurement as described in the next paragraph will be initiated | ,j
during eaily summer.
During the spring and summer of 1971, repetitive measurements of
reflected spectral radiation in the wavelength range of ^00-121)0 ran wi l l be
made of specific vegetation types. These measurements wi l l enable us to
characterize the spectral properties as they change with the phenologica! )
i
development of the vegetation. The data derived from analysis of these
measurements w i l l aid in determining the optimum time of year (state of !
I
development) and spectral bands where the greatest differences can be !
1
expected to occur in the reflected radiation from features of interest. In
addition to studies of vegetation the spectral characteristics of soils w i l l '
i
be studied in the test area. !
it
With the development of the previously described spectroradiometer and
data handling system it w i l l be possible ;o acquire and analyze sufficient
data to begin work on separating the effects of changes in the reflectance ;
characteristics of features themselves from the effects of changes in ,
external parameters such as look angle and il lumination angle. ^$
In collaboration with the Image Inte-pretation and Enhancement Unit i
i
our Unit wi l l compile a l ist of important feacures which are diff icult to
distinguish on multihend imagery. From the data on characteristics of
spectral reflection from these features, a recommended spectral bandpass and |
time of year wi 1' be specif ied for retaining maximum discrimination between j
the features. Film-filter combinations which have maximum sensi t iv i t ies in ]
i
the recommended bandpasses wi l l then be computer!. Small test areas wi l l be j
flown and photographed with these f i lm-fi l ter combinations. The resulting -j
j
photogiaphs w i l l be interpreted by the Image Interpretation and Enhancement
Unit and compared with photography obtained from previous NASA overflights. j
\
^J
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.6 APPENDIX
i
Thermal Contouring of J
J
Bucks Lake Date
by
F. Thomson
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan
1 /
I /
4
1
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k.6.\ Form and Quality of Original Data
The data for this thermal contouring study were collected over the
Bucks Lake test site at approximately J^30 hours on 7/16/69 ?t an altitude
of about 2500 ft. above terrain. The thermal data were recorded on magnetic
tape in the aircraft. Because of the wide dynamic range of the
thermal data, it was not possible to set the hot and cold reference plates
to bracket the range of data. This led to uncertainties in calibration
of the final results. This is discussed in more detail in section *».6.3
k.6.2 Description of Processing
Contouring consists of slicing the data into a number of equal size
voltage increments, printing data contained In each of these increments
on film, and color coding each increment to produce a display of signal
amplitude in color, by calibrating each voltage incremer*- with respect
to the controlled temperature reference plates, a calibration of each level
In terms of temperature may be obtained.
In contouring, data is sliced in intervals nearly equal to the noise
level in the data. T'.is slicing is accomplished with an A/D converter ar.d
associated hardware. Multiple passes are made through the taped data, and
all the data appearing in each of the contouring levels are printed out as
black areas against a clear film background. These filmstrips are called
separations.
The width of the contouring levels is set by examining the data from
the two reference plates and the noise level on the signal. The width of
contouring levels is equal to the noise level of the signal. This setting is
In clearly defined boundaries between individual contouring steps. The
1 1
. _rO j-
j
I is
 -1I- ij—i
contouring levels at which the hot and cold reference occur are recorded
for la.er calibration.
Each separation is rendered in color through the use of the color
ozalid process. In this process, areas which were black on the negative
appear in a saturated color on the resultant ozalid transparency. Each
ozalid is overlaid wi th the others to form a color composite display.
;i
This display is then re-photographed for further use since the colors of -J
1
the ozalid materials fade with time more rapidly that do film dyes. |
\\
4.6.3 Calibration of Quantized Levels
1;
As was mentioned in the introduction the dynamic range of this data ^
was so large that the hot and cold references in the scanner could noc s
bracket the data. This ireant that an extrapolation had to be used to fi
calibrate the data steps. Because of the wide range of temperatures
encountered in this scene, a linear temperature vs. voltage interpolation j
would y ie ld erroneous -esults. The detectors in the scanner respond 1
linearly to radiance and not to temperature. Since the relationship j
between temperature and blackbody radiance is non-linear, fhe-proper 2
calibration of data wi th wide dynamic range is to f irst convert the plate ,}
temperatures to radiance, linearly interpolate or extrapolate radiance 3
with voltage, then convert the resultant radiance values to temperatures. t
For this data, the cold and hot references were 62 F and ?8 F, |!
|
respectively. These correspond to 289.6°K and 298.6°K. Since the cold [|
and hot reft "ences are two quantizing steps apart, there is 0.325 *'
2 *S
mw/cm ster per quantizing step. Table k.2 l is ts the radiance ranges and V
I
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corresponding temperature ranges for each quantizing step. Also shown
are the colors in which this Information is displayed on the final result.
Table 4.2
Temperature Ranges For Bucks Lake
Thermal Contouring Data
Quantizing Step Radiance Range Temp. Range (K)
10000
10001
10010
10011
10100
10101
iOMO
10111
11000
11001
11010
11011
11100
11101
1 1 1 1 0
i nn
4.0875-4.4125
4.4125-4.7375
4.7375-5.0625
5.0625-5.3875
5.3875-5.7125
5./125-6.0375
6.0375-6.3625
6.3625-6.6875
6.6875-7.0125
7.0125-7.3375
7-3375-76625
7.6625-7.7875
7.9875-8.3125
8.3125-8.6375
8.6375-8.9625
8.9625-9-2875
288.0-292.5
292.5-296.5
296.5-3CI.5
301.5-305-0
305.0-309-5
309.5-313.5
313-5-316.5
316.5-319.0
319.0-325.0
325.0-327.5
327.5-331.5
331.5-33^-5
33^.5-337-5
337-5-342.0
342.0-144.5
344.5-347-5
Color
Violet
Violet
Dark Blue
Dark Blue
Lt. Blue
Lt. Blue
Dark Green
Dark Green
Lt. Green
Lt. Green
Yellow
Yel low
Orange
Orange
Bro«vn
Red
One can see from the table of temperature values that the linear radiance
interpolation yields lower temperatu.-es at the extremely high levels than
the linear temperature interpolation. Each quantizing Interval, which Is
an equal number of volts wide, corresponds to 4.5 K at the low end of the
scale and to onty 2.5-3.0 K at the upper end.
To reduce the confusion Jn the display, two adjacent steps were
i i
1 i
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color was uninterpretable.
coded in the same color. The scene contains much fine spat ial detail. jl
n
A preliminary display with each quantized level coded in a different !j
U.6.1* Analysis of ReSul ts
This data was collected during midafternoon under clear weather
conditions over an area ./rose base altitude was 5-6000 ft. The great
range of temperatures observed in the data may be explained by these
facts. While the accuracy of the imposed temperature scale Is suspicious
because of the large extrapolation from the scanner references, there jt
7:
Stil l is sizable variation in scene apparent radiation temperature.
!'The coolest objects in the scene are the lake and conifer vegetation u
directly below the lake in the color figure. This Is plausible since water ,|
bodies are usually the coolest objects in the scene in mid-afternoon. fl
i,
Next warmest oojects are the coniferous forest south of the road, ]<
which appear in dark blue. Meadows and slash/brush areas appear next *i
wannest in light blue and green. Areas of bare soil, especially on ridge tops $
'5and so-'th facing slopes, were the warmest areas in the scene. 5
?
Theae are portrayed in yellow, ora-ge, brown, and red and ore especially a
fl
noticable at the extreme right hand side of the picture. Note that vjge- $
|l
tated areas separating these bare soil areas vertically (on the picture) ||
}
are cool (dark blue). j
Thus, what one would expect in analyzing a scene of this nature is
generally true. In midday thermal imagery, the coolest objects are
water and healthy vegetation. The warmest objects are dead vegetation j
(-
and bare soiIs. r
1
Attempts to correlate temperature of objects with topography yielded •]
llit
l\
negative results, partially because of the limited field of view of the -i
ii
thermal ccanner and partly because of the great dynamic range of the data. >i
HIdeally, the areas of southfacing slopes and ridge tops should be ^
i
warmer than the valleys. ]
•\
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Chapter 5
RIVE1 MEANDE.l STUDIES
Co-investigator: Gerald Schubert
Contributor: Richard Lingenfelter
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, Los Angeles Campus
We are undertaking a basic stud/ of river meander patterns, the results
of v.'hich, we believe, would be of benefit to hydrologic development in two
specific areab. First, the study which we have outlined should result in new |
cr i ter ia by whch the s t ab i l i t y of a meander pattern at arbi trary discharge *
may be examined Such an examination would then be used os part of the evidence ;,
in the decision as to whether exist ing river control systems--levees, check '
i!
dams, and diversion areas--a re adequate at some assumed flood stage, or whether I',
additional control fac i l i t ies must be built. It is already clear that at soire ;<jj
flood stage, rivers produce rapid, often disastrous, alterations in their *,
*,'
meander patterns, and it is an objective of our study to see If such alterations *
T'
can be anticipated. The Feather and Cole-ado Rivers are appropriate for !<
attempted application of this technique, although the initial basic study which |j
ji
we ar» undertaking may require data from an undeveloped river to avoid the ?!
additional complication which river development wi l l add to the problem, A j'
second anticipated benefit of our study wiM be in the area of preliminary "
regional planning. !"
One of the now apparent shortcomings of many previous development pro- Sj
Ifgrams is the limited regional scale to which the preliminary studies have li
been applied "he trend in recent years has been toward mora extensive altera- j
tlons in natural river flow patterns over targe areas, which tnoy Involve more 1
il
j.r-t- f.f-hr- ^ ~-* -• * -J--^
than one important drainage basin. As important and expensive as the Feather
11
River Water Project in California has become, it is dwarfed by proposals already
Ij
being sJ/anced to divert 'arge volumes of water from the Columbia River basin Ii
to the Southwest. i
It is the intent of our research to develop a relatively simple and (J
inexpensive technique to assess the water resources of large, relatively un- !',
.1
developed geographica1 areas in order that comprehensive water development jj
* t
plans ray be prepared wi th less expenditure of money and time for the col lee- \\
> i
tion of data on the earth surface. We are seeking to determine whether it w i l l be |
if
possible to extract data on the total discharge of a river, both past and present, ',,
t
from satel l i te television photography of river meander patterns. We expect
ri
also that this technique w i l l yield indirect information on the average rain- H
'];
fall over large drainage basins, calculated by relating the flow measurements .1
J!
to the geographical areas involved. J1
i
Since most river drainage basins in the U.S. have already undergone
>
substantial development, and since river discharge and rainfall data are \
reasonably reliable in this region, we expect the proposed technique to be of t
4
value largely in underdeveloped and poorly surveyed areas of the world. Data ,\
I
available in such areas as the United Slates wil l serve for the val iddtion of ~
?'
the technique, which is our principal research task. &
j]
If the technique can be validated by our research, hydrologic data can j|
{,
be acquired for large regions at low cost, and a data base established to support 5,
j
a water management program for large, presently underdeveloped geographical areas.
5.1. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND
The gcomorpholoqicat investigation of a possible correlation between the
stream meander power spectrum and the stream discharge frequency distribution
requires the accomplishment of the following tasks:
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(1) Selection of appropriate rivers. j
(2) Collection of suitable photographic coverage. |
1
(3) Collection of historical streamflow data. !
•t
CO Digitization of streamflow data. ,
(5) Digitization of stream meander patterns. *
T
(6) Matching of individually digitized portions of meander patterns
to obtain a continuous record. >
(7) Construction of stream discharge frequency distribution from ,
discharge data.
(8) Construction of power spectra of local river meander di.-ections
and radii of curvature.
(9) Determination of relationship of meander power spectra to dis-
charge frequency distribution.
To date we have completed the first five of these items. The rivers
were selected according to several criteria: '
(1) Uniformity of geology.
(2) Length of reach with minimum spatial variation in discharge along _ i
!
the course. |
(3) Length of reach with minimum seasonal variation in discharge. ;
i
CO Av a i l a b i l i t y of historic*) photographic coverage.
(5) Ava i l a b i l i t y of continuous historical hydrologlc data. i
i
The statistical r e l i a b i l - t y of any correlation between the meander '
'\
spectrum and the discharge frequency distribution depends upon the study of a :
large number of rivers whote discharges cover as great a range as possible. '•
i
On the basis of the ubove criteria we have selected for study a number of .
rivers both inside and outside the stole of California. For the initial phase
i
of this study we are considering two r ivers- a 25-mile reach of the Feather !
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River below the dredge tail ings at Oroville to the junction of the Yuba River j !
and a 10-mile reach of the Chlppewa River be'ow Bruce. The discharge data j
for the Feather R'ver near Orovll le covers the period from 1901 to the present, <
. i
showing a mean annual discharge of about 6,000 cubic feet/second wi th flood ' J
! 1peaks as high as 200,000 cubic feet/second. The data for the Chippewa River j '
at Bruce covers the period from 1913 to the present, showing a mean annual
 i 1
discharge of about 1000 cubic feet/second with minima as low as 150 cubic '1
<( *
feet/second. These two rivers span the range of pertinent discharges. t
We have obtained aerldt photographs (both infrared and panchromatic) of ,
 t
i -i
these and other rivers from the Agricultural Stabil ization and Conservation ! '<
i
Service of the U.S Department of Agriculture, and Department of Water Re- i
sources of the California State Resources Agency, the Topographical Division [
of tne U S. Geological Survey, and the Cartographic and Audiovisual Records i
Di vision of the National Archives and Records Service. Historical streamflow ~
data in machine readable format have been obtained from the Water Resources ! <
Division of the U S. Department of the Interior. I i
Various digitization techniques for photographic data reduction have ! j
been investigated. We have concluded th^t the Tost accurate and economical j 1
technique is photoelectric opUcal scanning. Tha Programmable Film Reader/ i '
| t
Reco/cfer (PFR-3) developed by Information International Inc., Los Angeles, em- ,
ployes this technique and we have constructed a program for digitizing river ''-'
ireanders on this machine. An important condition on the digitization procedure , ,'
Is that we locate points at equal Increments of distance along the meander i
curve. This condition follcvs from tSe f?ct that local meander direction and I '
•' i
radius of curvature are functions of distance along the meander and the algo- I
rlthms csed for constructing their power spectra require that we know these I '
1 i
quantities at equal increments of distance. \ i
I i
The essence cf the digitization procedure is as fcllov/s(it w i l l be helpful j ;
to refer to the sketch below during this discussion)
The initial point c, he meander pattern Is found by scanning along a
horizontal or vertics? ''- /• & id measuring the density profile along the scan
(line AB in the sketch "V -Ivor bank, i.e. the point digitized, is defined
as the location of the po'ut of maximum gradient in the density profile (point
1). T^e second point is determined by an Iterative process start ing with a
scan (line CD) paralle* to the Initial scan but displaced by e distance, s,
from point 1. Tne f f rs t estimate of this point (21) is determined in the same
manner as above. The distanc- between points 1 and 2* is then calculated and
If It Is not equal to the required spacing, s, plus or minus some small A,
another scan (line EFJ is made along a line perpend!cu'ar to that line con-
necting points 1 and 2' at a distance s from point I. Point 2" is then de-
termined along this scan. If the distance between it and point I Is s c i i l .n
i
I 1
I I
within s +&, the Iterative process is repeated until convergence is obtained.
~" i ]i J
Once point 2 is located, the search for point 3 begins along scan line (GH) , \
i !
perpendicular to the line connecting points 1 and 2 at a distance s from point j ]
' j2
* . !i
In this manner the machine proceeds along the meander curve digitizing <
-|
points at equal distance increments along the curve. The whole process is then j
repeated for the other bank of the river. > \
„ i
-j i
We have prepared a short fi l m which illustrates the digitization of an '•
i
actual river meander. We propose to continue' our river msander study by pro-
i
ceed ing with items (6) - (9) as given earlier In our progress report. j !
< 3
•i
1 1j *3 i
1!1!
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Chapter 6
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ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF THE CALIFORNIA WATER PROJt-CT
ON THE WEST SIDE OF THE SAN JOAO.UIN VA1 '.EY
Co-Investigator: John E. Estes
Contributors: Michael Kuhn
Berl Golomb
Lesl ie W. Sencjar
Lyndon Wester
Patricl' Fortune
James Viellenave
Department of Geography, Santa Barbara Campus
A primary objective of the Santa Barbara portion of the project is
to assess the a b i l i t y of remote sensing techniques to effectively monitor,
on a continuing basis, the impact of a change In the water supply of an
arid area. Research of this nature involves the collection of a substan-
tial body of information relative to both physical and biological phenom-
ena or systems operative within the study area (see Figure 6.1). This
information must be organized and correlated with remote sensing imagery
so that an evaluation can be made of the capability of remote sensing sys-
tems and techniques to provide useful da ..a.
To date, no current imagery has been received for this project and
the investigators have concentrated on the accumulation of library materi-
als, field data, and on making contacts with Individuals within the study
area. The work to date has generated an excellent data base and an area
familiarity which w i l l prove extremely useful in the Interpretation of the
remote sensing data.
As imagery becomes available, we hope to extrapolate from field
data to the entire study area and begin to assess the potential of the
remote sensing data for gener.' land-use .-napping, as well as for special
I i
i }
i i
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Figure 6.1. Map depicting the area! extent of the West Side of the San
Joaquin Valley.
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studies (e.g., the abi l i ty to detect the effects of excessive boron and/or ' j
other salt concentrations on various crops). We w i l l also conduct an
agricultural invantory of the area and hope to begin to put our land-use I j
** i'
data into a computer format with the assistance of remote senslny person-
 (;
.: i
nel on the Berkeley and Riverside campuses of the University of Cal i forn ia. i
Ar. assessment is also being made of the effects of new water on land ten- t
ure and urbanisation and on the services which c i t ies provide to the area. '
< '
We wi l l also continue to interface wi th personnel who are from the •]
University of Cal i fornia campuses at Berkeley and Los Angeles studying . \
t i
soci. • o - . - > ( , • , • modeling in an attempt t>_ determine the potential u t i l i ty
 b i
of remote sersing data as an input to decision-making processes. Personnel ' j
i
from the Santa Barbara campus w i l l a lso continue n aid and complement per- '.
\r '
sonnel from the University of California at Davis IP their studies concern- 1
i i
ing hydrologic phenomena and image enhancement techniques and methodologies. ' i
• i
The following material presents the status of our investigations to i I
date in terms ot the inventory and assessment of printed materials and ^ ,
information gleaned as a result or f ie ld contacts and mapoing. Topics •
i i
wnich are discussed include regional transformation, agricultural practices, >]
studies of natural vegetation, urban area analyses, arid tnu results of some \ \
\ \
of our f ield contacts. j j
t 't j
6.1. THE TEST SITE ' !
The physical environment has historically played an nfluentlal < "j
' i
role In land-use development of the West Side. This section of the report ''j
Includes a brief review of some of the important physical-environmental \
J ]
parameters in the area and temporal land-use pacterns up to the time of Y
t
the California Aqueduct. I }
Probably the single most important environmental factor influencing
the development of the West Side is climate. As seen in Figure 6 1, the 5
eastern boundary of the area lies approximately aiong the 300-fooi contour 1
j
line; the western boundary is the southern extension of the Diablo Coast j
1
Range and the eastern slopes of the Temblor Range, the southern boundary ii
is demarcated by the northern slopes of the Tehachapi Ra.ige; and the
northern boundary is the approximate northwest-southeast bisector of the
San Joaquin Va l l ey . The area is dominated by air masses of ocearic origin. •,
These air masses are modi f ied, losing most of their mar i t ime charac ter is t i cs , i
«
on moving 60-80 mi les inland from the Pac i f i c Ocean before reaching the \
West Side. The West S ide is on the leeward side of the Cal i forn ia Coast 5
Ranges and in their rain shadow. Hence the area receives l i t t le of the j
summer rain that fa l ls over the more eastern areas of the San Joaquin J
Valley in the form of occasional thunder showers. During the winter , the 1i
entire land mois receives frontal type rainfal l . The annual rainfal l
wi th in our West Side study area generally averages between 3 and 6 inches. x
Topography of the West Side can generally be characterized as con-
sisUij cf dissected uplands and low plains. Tne dissected uplands tend to
be hi l ly wi th ant ic l inal ridges that are important sources of petroleum.
The lowlands are the result of coalescing a l luv ia l fans and essent ia l ly
form a piedmont al luvial plain which exhibits re la t ive ly gentle slopes.
The majority of the area might be descriced as gently to moderately sloping
(maximum of 205i gradient). The streams that cross the area are intermittent
and only occasionally carry a substantial flow to the basins of interior
drainage, viz., Buena V is ta , Tulare, and Kern Lakes. Water tables have
been consistently lowered since settlement of the area because of extensive
pumping and the lack of on adequate natural capabi l i ty to recharge them. \
Most of the a l luv ia l soi ls in the area are deep and fer t i le , but w i th '
j
some problems ar is ing in spec i f ic areas due to excessive sa l i n i t y and
high concentrations of boron. "Natural" vegetat ion associat ions, con- '
j
s i s t i n g of various combinations of grasses, xerophytic shrubs, and peren- j
i
nialb, art found in conjunction w i t h this pa. t icu lar environmental complex.
This a.rca is fa i r l y typical of a r i d environments where the lack of j
<
water has placed severe constraints on human occupancy patterns The ;
i
ea r l i es t knoun inhabi tants of the Wes t S ide were Indians w i th a r e l a t i v e l y '
low level of technology They were able to explo i t the area 's environ- j
mental potent ia l in a imi tcd fashion through hunting and gathering ac t i v -
i t ies . Population densi t ies were low and s t ress on the environment '/as
probably m in ima l . The Spanish ar r ived in the lale 1700's. Desp i te their '
l imited technological capacities, they turned the area !IKO an extensive
*
rangeland and, as is done today, grazed sheep and ca t t l e (see Figure 6.2 '\I
and 6.3). A l i m i t e d amount of irrigation agriculture was practiced, but •;
i
primarily tor subsistence purposes. Population densities, although s t i l l ]
!
low, increased w i t h greater s t ress placed on I 'mi led environmental re- i
sources. <
^
The changeover to American dominance of the West Side, after j
California became a state, led t"? further intensification of land-use. j
!
Grazing continued to be the principal land-use, but more acreage was put 1
into crops (particularly wheat). The wheat vas used for cattle feed and I
food production. Pump water irrigation systems were employed to provide '
i
water for the wheat crop. i
By 1500. had acouired value due to a changing technological climate. ^
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The mineral had been known to exist in the area, but there had been no exten-
sive use of it. When the picture changed, the anticlinal hil's of the
West Side were drilled for their valuable product. Oil wells dotted the
landscape (see Figures 6.k and 6.5) and became the dominant economic land-
use. Grazing continued as an important extensive land-use, while crop
acreages stabilized or declined owing to the lowering of water tables and
the increased costs of pumping for irrigation.
This was essentially the situation up to the 1960's. The pattern of
land-use continued to intensify, while population densities increased at a
slower rate. Pressure on l i m i t e d environmental resources Increased with
concurrent changes in the composition of natural vegetation associations
and marked lowering of water tables. Conditions had reached the stage
where further growth of the area was inhibited by the lack of a sufficient
water resource.
In I960, the California State Water Project was financially autho-
rized to direct CACCSS waters from the northern third of the state to
southern portions. This introduced a new factor into West Side development,
a substantial, although limited, new source of water supplies. An additional
factor which could enhance expansion was provided by the proposed, and now
actual, construction of a segment of Interstate Highway 5, connect.ng San
Francisco and Los Angeles. The new freev/ay passes along the eastern por- |
tion of the West Side, providing access for the area to major urban centers ••
on a scale never before seen there. |
V
By 1968, water was being delivered in limited quantities to tne area £
J
and considerable sections of Interstate 5 were In the process of being con- ji
structed. New lands were being brought under cul t ivat ion end formerly i
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Figure 6.2. Sheep grazing on melon
stubble west of f-iendota, California,
September, 1970.
Figure 6.3. Cattle grazing on wheat
stubble west of Mendota, California,
September, 19?0.
Figure 6 4. Wooden oil derricks (ca.
1920), presently unused, near McKittrick,
California, taken October, 1970.
Figure 6.5. Contemporary oil mi Ing
operation south of Bakersfield. Note
the California Water Project pipelines
from the Tehachapi Pumping station.
Taken October, 1970.
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I
abandoned acreage was once more being cropped. At present an intensifica- I
tion of land-use, related to the new input of water from the Cal i fornia j
Aqueduct, is transforming the West Side into an irrigated agriculture !
]
landscaoe w i t h far-reachir.q consequences af fect ing the l i festy le wi th in !
*i
the area. Various local and supra I oca] agencies, such as the West S ide !
i
Coordinating Council, are attempting to supervise this new growth so that }
i
the changes w i l l make a positive contribution to the continued development I
of the West Side. One of the major objectives of our efforts and those of ]
i
the Berkeley Social Sciences oro'-p is to interface with these agencies, j
determine their information requiremenLs, and assess the ability of remote I
i
sensing imagery to provide the necessary data. These investigations are j
i
continuing and w i l l be repot ..^ d on more fully as imagery becomes available. j
(
6.2. NATURAL VEGETATION I
i
Based on our background research we have found that few botanical
I
studies pertaining to natural vegetation have been made in the San Joaquin i
Valley. A long history of human disturbance has strongly modif ied natural \
I
vegetation. Two vegetation maps have been published which cover this area,
1 2 ithe f i rs t by Piemeisel and Lawson in 1937 and the other by Jensen In 19*»7. ,
Both naps hypothesize communities as they existed before European contact.
Other researchers who have used Jensen's map have shown the extent of 1
changes owing to expansion of agi'icul tural land-use in recent years. j
1. Piemeisel, R.L. and F.R. Lavson (1937), "Types of Vegetat-on in the San i
Joaquin Val ley of Cal i fornia and Their Rela t ion to the Beet Leafhopper." U.S. ,
Dept. of Agnc.. Tech. Bull,, No. 557, WasHngton, D.C. ]
2. Jensen, H.A. (19^7), "A System of C lass i fy ing Vegetation in California," 1
Ca l i f . Ftsh and Game, 33:199-266. J
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In the section of the San Joaquin Val ley presently under consid-
eration, Jensen delineated only three units, one of which was the "marsh
grass" form corresponding roughly to the "lev land types" mapped by
Piemeisel and Lawson. Other than this,the two maps show l i t t le relation.
The earlier work was constructed in more detail but any one or a combi-
nation QI the categories do not correspond to the broad areas used by
Jensen. Neither study has provided much detail on the plant species
present in their respective groupings, defined either by structural types
or by a single dominant species.
We conducted a reconnaissance survey of our study area in early
September, 1970. Land-use transects along mejor roads were made in order
to obtain sone concep* of the extent of agricultural land-use, and of the
various more natural communities. The quadrat rrethod was used to sample
those "natural" communities which did not show signs of having been dis-
turbed by plojghing in the last few years. It was clear that l i t t le or
no land had escaped human modif icat ion either by grazing of domestic ani-
mals, clearing for agricultural crops or the more complex disturbance
causeo by oil extraction. Future detai led studies of the "natural" vege-
itation associat ions of the study area w i l l attemot to establish a classi- * j1
 iJ 3
f ication for the nature and degree of disturbance of the plant communities. ,j j
<• t
It might be necessary to distinguish between the fallow state of commer- 'j :
cially cropped land, areas once cleared out which have had some time to H
beccme retjstablished, and plant communities which have been onl> subjected ,\
? ito light g-ijzing and are approaching natural conditions. >t!
}'It was found that summer was a poor time to attempt vegetation «]
•\\
analysis. Few species were in flower or fruit, most annuals were dead so ,ii
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as to defy ident i f icat ion and no doubt some of the more fragi le forms had
been destroyed altogether. More speci f ical ly, the several species of
A t r i plex (sallbush) which form the dominant shrub r-ver much of the area
were especially d i f f i cu l t to identify under these conditions.
In our quadrat mapping at each sample area, all species wi th in the
quadrat were noted, the percentage cover estimated, and general observa-
tions made about the structure of the vegetation and the character ist ics
of the soi l (see Table 6.1).
6 .2 .1 Plant Communit ies
From the matr ix indicating species found in each quadrat, it is
cleur that three introduced species are almost ubiquitous--fwo grasses,
both belonging to the genus Bromus, and a weed careen in disturbed places,
Ercmocarpus sel igerus (Mul le in) . It v/os observed that these species dom-
inated the ground layer. P perennial snrub, Atnplex polycarpa, was
common and frequently the only plant gro- ing more than a few inches above
the ground. A considerable number of species encountered 'iere only found
cnce or tw ice , due in part to ihe smal l number of quadrats takan. These
spect s could not be used to correlate wi th environmental parameters but
may be shown to be useful indicators if a larger number of samples can
be «-aken. This reconnaissance was able to suggest that certain plant
associat ions are restr icted to definable environments as w i l l now be
described.
Vegetat ion Communities Found on Ro l l ing Wei l Drained Si tes
Atr ip lex polycarpa is the dominant shrub and often the only
perennial species. Plants may range from only a few inches high, in areas
which lia/e presumably been cleared and regeneration l imited by grazing
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Quadrat No.
Genus of Vegetat ion
encountered and Common Ma/re
Bromus 1 (Bi ome grass)
Typha (Cat tai 1)
D is t i ch l i s (Sal t g.oss)
Amaranthus (Amaranth^
A t r ip lex 1 (Saltbush)
rrankenia (Sea Bl ight )
Scirpus (Tule)
Heliotropium (Hehotrobe)
Rumex (Dock)
Brass ica 1 (Mustard)
Compos i tae !
Compos i tae 2
Eremocarpus (Mul lein)
1
X
t rass ica 2 (Mustard) ]
Bromus 2 (Brume grass)
Poa 1 (B'ue grass)
Lepi di urn
Al r ip lex 2 (Saltbush)
Salsola (Russian th i s t l e )
Euphorbia (Spurge)
Boragi naceae 1 (Borage)
Astragalus (LOCO weed)
Brass tea 3 (Mustard)
Grammae i
Suacda
Haplopappus
Sa l i co tn i a (Samphire)
Chrysothamnus (Rabbit bush)
Graminae 2
Boraginaceae 2 (Borage)
Compos i tae 3
Erodium (F i laree)
Crypthantha
Poa 2 (Blue grass)
i
Plantago (Plantain)
Hordem (Barley)
Compos i tae ^
Boraginaceae 3 (Borage)
7
Brass ica k ( lustard)
?
Avena (Oats)
X ground co^er
% dead plants
X
95
60
2
VA
X
y
X
y
\
X
X
X
X
X
0
G
— r~
3
X
X
X
X
X
5
9
k
y
\
X
X
X
X
>-
3J
7 T
u
r
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
ib
0
I
6|?
1
X
X
X
X
X
35
X
X
X
X
X
X
'5
olzo
g
X
X
X
X
J5
3
9
X
X
X
X
X
X
5
7
10
X
X
X
X
X
X
15
•>c
11
X
X
X
X
%
CO
12
X
X
X
X
X
X
do
0
13
X
X
X
X
X
:-•>
s
\k
X
X
X
X
X
X
65
17
15
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Ao
8
16
X
X
X
X
«*
2i»
17
A
X
X
X
75
15
18
X
X
19
X
X
X
X
X
y
95
17
X
X
X
X
X
X
fcj
22
20
X
X
X
X
X
X
7d
0
21 |22
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
80 :0'6
0 57
Note: Numerals af ter genus names indicate number or different species observed in
the f ie ld
Table 6.!. Matrix of quadrats sampled, Indicating vegetation present, percent
ground co/er and percent dead plants.
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animals (see Figyre 6.6), to situations where the shrubs reach waist height J
1
and cover a large percentage of the ground area (see Figure 6.7). There is j
clearly great var iety in the structu'-e of tnis community which w i l l most I
l ike ly appear very di f ferent on aerial photograph. The ground cover for |
the community is high, generally greater than 80%, a fact which may aid its
identificat•on on remote sensing imagery. The annual plants in this asso- , i
/ !
cidtion include the species of 3romus which are common everywhere and
Eremocorpus sel igerus which is restr icted to t'-is community. Sals ok' kali |
(Russian th is t le) and Astragalus bp. (Loco weed) are commonly found in this i
community and not elsev;here. These species are typical ly indicator plants ,
j
of disturbed habitats suggesting perhaps that the degree of human inter- i
ference ib greater here than in other assoc ia t ions. A Bres'i i ca sp. (Mustard)
and an annual Composite (Compositae 1) were res t r ic ted to this region and may
i
prove useful indicators if they can be col lected at a more i-ui table time and
properly ident i f ied. ;
i
Vegetat ion Communities Found on Low-Lying, Saline S i tes •
i
These areas may be defined by the presence of high S c i i n i t y , j
1
which may be in the form of an actual sa l t crust, or may exist as bare soil '
>
which appears to be the result of sa l t burn. These vegetation communities i
have lower ground cover, often less than 60%, a fact whic ' ray be useful •
in defiling their l imits from aer ia l photographs. The same Atr ip !ex poly- i
carpa (see Figure 6.8) may be found in this association also but SalIcornia i
—*>-«H..P^B _^^ «>«a. I
subtermi nal is (Samphire) and other species (see Figure 6.9) give the com- j
munity .- d is t inct ive aspect. Although structurally s imi lar, the brighter \
I
green of Sal icornla is eas i ly distinguished from the gray-white of Atr iplex.
It is likely that the areas of internal drainage may be dist inct on air
6-12
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Figure 6.6. Low Atr ip lex polycarpa and
'introduced grasses on wel l drained soils
in an area which has most l ikely been
cleared in the past. Ground cover is
almost 100%.
Figure 6.7- Ta11 Atr iplex polycarpa in
the Elk H i l l s oil reserve, where the
natural vegetat'on has been largely
protected rrotn human disturbance. Here
a considerable number of dead plants nay
be seen and the corrmunity does not
appear to have been heavily grazed.
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1Figure 6.^. Medium height A t r i ^ l e x poly
carpo on w r , J drained set Is.
' -it ; -IV• -_.*i .—V" ltd* --U L> Jr^fl \^<l4
Figure 6.9- Atnplex polycarpa, Sal icorn u
SubteriTu--al is and Suaeda sp. g r r - i r g ir an
aier of internal drainage. Plants are
growing on higher areas raised abovj the-
bare salt-burned patches.
Figure 6.10. Commtinffy of A triplex polycarpa
and Sal icornia subtermi nal i s occupying a lov;-
lyiny area where soil has soft, spongy mounds
bare of plants.
photographs If they are taken as tne soil of beusr drained regions begins 1
to dry out. J
j
Although there appears to be no distinctive annual species j
restricted to this association, the number of samples is too low to draw !
any definitive conclusions. It Is, however, interesting to note the absence
i
of Sa!^ola kalj, f., cmocarpus seligcrus and the As fa gal us sp., which are
4
often indicators of disturbance. It may be that these saline areas (because I
*
of their unsuitable soil) have suffered less human disturbance and that 'j
»
cwHIHois therefore more closely approximate the natural s tate in this j
community. Quadrat 2 nay be an exception to this. Since it was located >
{
i^ the bed of Tularc Late, .vater was c lear l / more ava i lab le here than else-
*fw»re. Here there was evidence of recent disturbance related to channel
or.d enbankjr.cr»t construction. This may account for the large proportion jj
of species not found in other areas.- Th-2 small number of samples taken in ;
lh»i coT-ut»lty prevents any conclusions being made concerning the diversi ty. I
i
Tr.insccts frwn we 11 -drained areas running towards the center of the region i
of internal drainage may well reveal species associated wi th various salt
concentrations In the soil.
6.2.2 Soil j
i
Only the rrost preliminary observations were made concerning the j
,!
character!st ics of the soil. The texture ce the A horizon varies from \
i
qr^vcl and cowrie Sand to fine clays and was characterist ical ly grey in I
I
color. Variat ions did not seem to have much effect on the vegetation - '
ossoclotio». Snlt was occasionally evident but clearly some more precise f
t
method Is necessary to determine the nature and concentration of soluble |
i
aatti. Low-lying regions were occasionally observed to have areas of fine j
6-15
6.2.^  Spring Condition of Annual Species
A previous reconnaissance of the non-agricultural land of the west
side of the San Joaouin Valley was made during-the summer months. At this
6-16
Spongy sections raised cbove the general level of the ground (see Figure r
i
6.10). This unusual phenomenon merits further investigation. 't
I
6.2.3 Health and Regeneration of Perennial Species j
*i
In certain sites it was found that a large percentage of the perennial ;
i
species were dead. These dried woody branches were presumably the same
«,ppcius of At ri pi ex and were scattered through the community and not con- •>
centraied in patches. The matrix shows that not all sample areas contained j
dead plants and tne proportion of dead to live plants was variable. Seed- j
lings were founa in areas recently disturbed so the species seems to be
»
capable of regeneration after the land has been cleared. Grazing pressure
i
frorr cattle may keep the shrubs low, as in Figure 6.10, but cattle alone '
are not responsible for the dying plants, as the condition was found where
i
ca t t l e were not grazed and where there was no sign of animal browsing on !
i
heal thy plants. "
The dead plants may be the result of severe drought in the past and in i
these dry conditions it takes a long time for plant material to decay. Fur- '
ther investigation w i l l be conducted to determine whether the dead shrubs ]
I
are the result of forces no longer acting or whether the process is contin- \
uing and even threatening the perennial vegetation. Once imagery of the area
has been obtained, a selective vegetacion map w i l l be prepared and attempts \
1t
made to correlate specialized vegetative communities with particular soil 1
conditions. I
I i
time of the year l i t t le information about the annual plants could be obtained. >
During March 1971 a second series of observations was directed towards
collecting spring flowering annuals and seeking possible patterns of
occurrence and abundance. Transects were run roughly eas t -wes t across the
study area from Maricopa in the south, to Mendota in the north. Samples
were taken iiear major access roads but far enough away from the actual road-
ways to avoid s i tuat ions associated w i th roadside disturbance. Plots were
located every 3.2 kilometers on land which was not presently under a crop !
or which har1 been recently ploughed. Hence, samples represent many stages i
i
of human modi f icat ion, from imp ovec! pastures to lands on oil reserves ' ,i
which may be only infrequently grazed.
i
Over fifty species w-?re collected, most of which are suitaole for ,
j
accurate identification since the plants were in their flower and fruit
f
stages. It is to be ho^ed that future ident i f icat ions may be made when
specimens are not in such fine condition by reference to material collected j
'duri ng thi s t r i p . !i
Throughout the region some notable variation in the aspect of the 'i
herbaceous layer could be ooservtA . In lower lying areas, believed to be j
saline, the pattern of thick mats of annual and perennial plants alternating ji
with bare patches was st i l l as conspicuous as in the summer months. Where i
]
a complete ground cover was present considerable variat ion in the Density 1
j
and lushnet>s of the annual species was obvious. Certain areas appeared ~j
j
to have had adequate rain to produce vigorous growth of palatable grasses. *
i
Elsewhere the soil was dry at the time of observation and l i t t le evidence i
i
existed to indicate that a good cover of ann"3l species ha" aoueared this *
j
season. The differences in the a-nount of bare soil v is ib le, the vigor of }
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1
i the plants, and the relative importance of different species v/ere such i
-i
that they might well be monitored with approoriate sensors.
}, i
The Tiost striking characteristics of the composition of the annual 1
j
> vegetation, both in the field and from the tabulated occurrence data, was
» " '
the overwhelming importance of three species. These v/ere not onl/ found '
c
' in almost all the quadrats but were usually b/ far the dominant species in j
ij
terms of number and ground cover. Bromegrass (Brpmus sp.)and Filaree )
i
(Erodiurn sp.) are both introduced annuals and were found in every sample '
/| Lepidi urn sp., a native herb related to mustard, was found in all but three ]
locations. No other species appeared w i th anything near this frequency !
i ' i
• or w i t h such importance.
i In areas which appeared to be d--ier and wnere vigor was cer ta in ly
/ '
reduced, other species approached dominance. Plantain (Plantago sp.) i
j occurred w i t h very high frequency on some occasions, whi le L ep i d urn was '
'
 i i
found s in i l a r l y elsewhere. Since such si tuat ions appeared to be associated
\ ''
( w i t h the lack of water, the species occurrence may reinforce the difference
1
j- in the respon = to Hght. '\
" Five further species were found in at least one-third of the jamp'e
\- quadrats. Each occurred In most of the transects and in most s i tes which {
' Imay represent variations In the mlcroer.v/i ronnent. Only among infrequently ,
j; !
j occurring specieb are there any indications of plants being specific to '
i
., certain environments. Greater diversity was noticed among sample' token In j^
i 'i
sollne areas and certain species were only found In this location. Further . '•
1 sampling would be necessary to establish the extent of t*>e f idel i ty to sir? I ]
i i
types. i
f 1
,- In summary. It Is clear that the great bulk of the herbaceous plant |
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cover is composed of a small number of introduced species throughout all i
of '"he West Side of the Valley. Differences which may be detected by >
i
remote sensirg devices are likely to be related to differences in vigor or j
patterns of bare soil observed in low-lying saline sites. Variance in
annual species composition through the area is not great but there may be |
some species restricted to saline areas as was the case among the perennial j
\
species.
i
6.3 REGIONAL TRANSFORMATION '
From our investigations to date, it is evident that the transportation j
1
of large quantities of good qualit/ water to the. arid West Side is result- |
I
ing in a signif icant transformation of the reg'ci. The detection and I
ident i f icat ion of such change* may be accomplished by the compi lat ion of >
sequential land-use maps. The pattern of lard-use of a region te l ls a '
i
great deal about the characterist ics of the area. The potentials of j
remote sensing data, spec i f i ca l l y simulated space photography, for detect- '
ing land-use patterns on the West Side are being investigated. We are j
developing a current reconnaissance land-use map from transect observations. j
In time, as imagery is received, this mop of a portion of the study area wi l l I\
play an important role in the overall mapping of the West Side. Comparison 1
i
wi l l also be made of the methods of constructing land-use craps from imagery j
r
alone, from field observation aione, and from a combination of f ie ld obser- ]
vat ion and inage Interpretation. j
Maps dep'ctino past land-use patterns l.ave been compiled from United 1
States Geological Survey photo indices for the years 1957 and 196 7 (see j
Figures 6.11 and 6.12). The c lassi f icat ion scheme applied to the area was
general owing to the overall photographic reproduction quality of the j
Table 6.1 LAND-USE KEY
Transportation (roads, railroads, canals)
Settlements
Oi1 Extract ion
Cropland
Grazi ng
iNonproduct ive
6-20
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10 JO
Miiia
Figure 6.11. Land use 1957
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10 70
MILES
Figure 6.12. Land Use Change, 1967.
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photo-mosaics used in compi lat i»n, as well as to the scale of the indices. j
Nevertheless, certain spatial patterns of land-use development were
revealed by the sequential mops. The most signif icant patterns related
to changes in the areal extent and re lat ive in tensi ty of ex t rac t i ve pro-
i
cesses (in this case mainly oil) are agricultural land-uses.
t
The growth of oil extraction was primarily in areas that v;ere already 'i
extensively developed and presents more a picture of an increase in 'it
intensi ty than an increase in spatial d istr ibut ion. The increase in areal
\
extent of the ext ract ion category was minor as compared to the apparent '
increase in the intensi ty of the a c t i v i t y . The network of roads and what
 4
1
appeared to be uells or dr i l l ing s i tes becarrnj much denser. Regions, such i
j
as that running northwest fron Taft along Highway 33, exhibi ted no'iceabl" '
changes in .vhat th« Interpreters of the imagery considered to be indicat ions I
of an Increase in the in tans i t / of oil extract ion. In 1957, Iho photo-
mosaics show on)/ a str ing of w ide ly spaced dr i l l ing s i tes . Whi le areal
extent changed l i t t le over the next ten >ears, tho pattern of access roads .
and pump c tea i ings Indicated a signi f icant increase in densi ty. 1
Two patterns could be discerned in the Expansion of the agricultural ;
land catego 'y . f i rs t , there was a chaiqe from grazing lard to agricul ture I
in areas that were in close proximity to the site of the Cslifotr.i i. Aqua- j
duct, v/hich is under construction on the 196? photo-mosaics. Most of these j
changes appeared in the southern end of our study aiea, eas> of T a f t . Much ']
of this change in acreage apparently occurred in anticipation of the arr ival ']
of water within the next year. Tho -second type of change was noticeable "
i
in the central, lower portions of our study area north of Buttonwi I low. !
Here, previously uncultivated land was converted to agriculture, despite I
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a potential for crop damage from excessive concentrations of salts, mainly
i
boron, in the soil of this area. This region is also located near the !
i
California Aqueduct, and its potential was als^ probably tapped in antt- |
i
cipation of water becoming available. j
j
Another feature uhich hfis a significant potential for influencing the <
development of tne area which can be seen on the 196 7 photo-mosaic, was
the i n i t i a l construction stages of Interstate Highway 5, the West Side
freeway.
\
The acquisition of more current imagery and future monitoring should j
enable us to make hypotheses as to the overall effect that the construction I
i
o! this major artery through our study area w i l l have on the development j
of the urban centers and recreation potential of our study area. Future -
image acquisition w i l l also enable the esearchers at U.C. Santa Barbara j
i
to test our hypotheses concerning the trends in regional change we have
noted from a Comparison with the maps presented here. Hopefully, with an
Increase in the frequency of image acquisition, ^e w i l l be able to more ,>
thoroughly analyze the rates and relative intensities of changes in the !
r
.iatial distribution of the land-use patterns of the stud/ area. Once we
con establish that a certain pattern is emerging in a given aiea, this
information can aid in planning a more rational development of that area j
1
and help us establish a given set of interpretation criteria to predict ;
the type of change occurring at an earlier stage of regional development.
The question here becomes: Is there, or can we detect, a common pattern
relative to the dtvelopment of an irrigated agricultural area; and if so,
how early c*n we detect the initiation of such a pattern'
The most apparent of the recent changes which have occurred in the
6-2*.
study area, as noted previously, relate to agricultural land-use. There-
fore, out land-use studies have mainly been oriented toward the var iat ions >
and changes in agricultural production wi th in the study area. Forthcoming i
-!
remote sensing imagery, as well as data collected on the ground during \
field investiga^ions, w i 1 1 be used to assess our capability to detect and j
quantify changes in agricultural practices and cropping patterns. The '
determination of which crops are cultivated and what agricultural practices '•
are being employed forms the basis for the ground truth investigation 1
currently being conducted. A crop calendar has been initiated and nine j
i
months of data h^ve been gathered. These dot* are presented :n the fol- \
i
lowing qraph (see Figure 6.13). j
j
It is our intention to produce a calendar which follows thp cropping i
3
patterns in the study area for two to three years. Becau^p a great deal j
I
of experimentation is being conducted in th is area f a crop calendar which ^j
includes more than a single year w i l l aid in the detection and documenta- j
j
tion of the developmental evolution of the cropping pattern of the area. j
Such a calendar w i l l not only reflect crop progress, but would also indicate j
any systems of crop rotation coming ;nto existence. As previously stated, j
ciopping patterns on the West Side are, on the who'e, experimental at
present. This experimentation constitutes an attempt to determine what -j
crops and cropping patterns are the most "cost-effective" from the market- 1
ing standpoint for this area. Valuable information about the potential for j
-1
, further development of this region and other analogous areas may be gained j
I
by monitoring these "experiments". -j
i
In cooperation with the Bel ridge Land Company, a subsidiary of the !
Bel ridge 0.1 Company, we have compiled a crop calendar for a portion of '
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the ngricultural lands operated by them, (see Appendix I). This calendar
covers a three-year period. Whi le such information is usefu1 , it repre- 3
sonts tho pattern of crop rotation for only o limiteci portion of the total j
)
acreage of the study aren. Only after comparisons w i t h similar data from }
Other land holdings on the '/est Side under different kinds of managerial i
}
may some general conclusions be drawn for t ;e ent ire study area Never- \
theless, such information constitutes an important beginning anc one
1
which ray prove valuable In the long run.
i
6.1*. IRRIGATION PRACTICES '
In our field research w» have observed a variety of irrigation prac- i
t
I
l ices t?»rooghout t^a Uist Side. In the Meiirlo(-a area, the northern sect ion j
of the West Sirfe with s long history of irrigated agriculture, row flood- j
ing (sec Figure 6.l'«) and stat ionary line sprinklers (see Figurp 6.15) are ]
i
I
iho rx>st widely used systems. In the southern West Side from Taft north- j
v»flrd to Lost H.l ls, more complex sprinkler systems seen to be in much i
I
greater u»c. Kanv field and truck crops are irrigated bv center pivot
(circular) sprinkler sybtems (see Figure 6.16) and linear moving sprinkler i
s/stens (Figures 6.1? and 6.(B), while one relatively new peach orchard I
i
was being irrigated utilizing a garden hose sprinkler-type system («,CP \
-\
FJjure 6 19.'. Through tho cooperation of the Bel ridge Land Company, it
was learned that these nore complex .rrlgatlon systems are in ».he experi-
mental stage with 1 nvest' jati ve emphasis on the correlation between water
volume used, node of application, dralnar.i condition, _ind specific crop type.
Our investigation w i l l continue to monitor any changes that may occur in
the Irrigation practices used for a specific crop type Attention w i l l be
6-Z7
rFigure 6.1^. Row flooding irrigation of
young Broccoli west of Mendota, California,
September, 1970.
Figure 6.15. St^..ionary 11 ne sprinklers
irrigatirg young v/inter Barley, south of
Mendota, California, November, 1970.
F---:~i-. >^.m~^:...L-v . ..
Figure 6.16. Circular field rotating
"irrigation system on Bel ridge Farms, near
Lost Hil ls, California, October, 1970.
J
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rFigure 6.17. Linear moving sprinkler system,
being used to irriycte sugar beets on Bel ridge
Farms near Lost Hills, California, Octobei, 1970.
Figure 6.18. Lirear moving sprinkler in field
that is being prepared for winter Barley, Bel-
ridge Forms, near Lost H i l l s , California, Octo-
ber, 1970.
r-
.Figure 6.19. Garden hose irrigation of young
peaches on Bel ridge Farms near Lost H i l l s ,
California, October, 1970.
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paid to the correlation between crop type and particular irrigation systems j
1
utilized. An understand! r<] of the various irrigation systems and their J
relation to landscape characteristics and seasonal utilization nay prove
i
useful In identifying crop types and crop patterns from hlah altitude
photography. <
!
6.5. INVESTIGATION OF LAND TENURE AND URBAN CHANGE i
6 .5 -1 Land Tenure Study ]
An important factor in determining the specif ic land-use of a given 1
area is the pattern of land tenure. Oi :. imilar pract ices may re'.jlt !
decending 01 whether the farms are large or small, owned or leaser), and "j
these pract ices ciay have a varied impact on the landscape. Large land j
holdings are being Investigated as well as individual farms and sr-all ;
holdings. The land which receives water fro-*-) the Federal Central Va ' ley ^
Project (north of Kettteman Ci ty ) .vill be subjected to acreage l imi tat ions. 1
I
Tnis ma/ result in changes in land tenure in the future. Leasing of rela- j
lively small parcels of land may have a signif icant ef fect upon the devel-
oping agricultural pattern. j
A wore detailed study of lond tenure on the West Side of the Son ;
Joaqu'n Va l ley v»il l be undertaken during tho spring and summer of 1971.
f
Data obtained from tho of f ices of the assessors of Kern, Fresno, and Kinqs \
Counties wi l l include the following ;nformation for each parcel of otjri- 3
cultural land; 1) Nane and mailing address of owner or cdmlnlstraror of 1.
property, 2) parcel 5 )20 , 3) location, k) descript ion of parcel , 5) access 1
code, 6) land-use code (where available), 7) agricultural preserve status, j
8) assessed valuation of land, distinct from improvements. Sample areas i
wfl • be chown from each of the three counties In order to obtain the
' following additional information: I) history of assessed valuation, 2) sale
i
i during the last 5 years, 3) how land is operated (i.e., owner operated, .
leased, type of lease agreement). Using these data it is hoped that a
reasonably complete and dynamic picture can be constructed of land tenure
on the West Side of the San Joaquin Valley for Kern, Fresno and things
Counties. When correlated with other data, such as sequential reTiore
sending imagery and field data, a more complete system w i l l be available
for use In studying the development of this region.
6.5.2 Urban Places in the West S'de of the San Joaquin Valley
Population is expected to grow in the West Side of the San Joacuin
as a result of (a) importation of additional water resources for irriga-
tion, (b) the probable imple-nentat'on of the 160-acre limitation by the
Bureau of Reclamation, resulting in a greater number of farming units, and
(c) improvement of the transportation network, especially the completion of
the West Side section of Interstate Highway 5. This increase in regional
population should lead to an increased demand for goods and services, and
a -esulting increase in the population of urban centers. The changes in
urban population, however, are not expected to be. uniform. Several local-
ities w i l l grow rapidly as a result of Increased dominance and legations)
advantage, while other localities will lose advantages accruing from their
lncreased relative isolation and w i l l therefore see a shrinkage of their
tributary <.*rvic6 areas.
The hi»toric pattern of land-use prevailing in this region saw the
West Side of the Son Joaquin Valley, in the lee of the Coast Ranges, as a
dry farming and sheep ranching area. Population, at the turn of the cen-
tury, centered on small railway stations along the Southern Pacific lines,
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Such as Coalinga, Lemoore and Huron in the south, and Dos Palos, Firebaugh
I
and Mendota in the north. By 1910. discovery and "exploi tation of petroleum j>
ji
resources caused a "boom1' an.l mushi coming of population in Coalinga. The '!
rate of growth of Coal i rga 's population declined from its peak in 1910, as I,
3
oil exploration gave way to increasingly automated oil extraction and the ,
petroleum industry required ever fewer workers. Coalinga, however, retained j
its dominance as a West Sidj trade center until it was recently surpassed by J
Los Banos. whose growth, in turn, was accelerated bv- the construction of 'j
1
the San Luis Dom i t se l f . •)
Coal inga's location in Pleasant Va l ley , opening to the San Joaquin • )
but outside it, precluded it from serving di rect ly the ag-icultural regions j
of the West Side. Trade centers developed on the San Joaquin West Side as I
the area of irrigated land expanded westward from the Va l ley trough By \
I
the early 1930's, six olher urban places were located in the west side of \
Fresno County. In terms of number of business establ ishments, the largest j
of these, Firebaugh, had barely 20% of Coalmga's total of 150. In decreas-
ing sequence, these were, as fo l lows- Firebaugh, 33; San Joaquin, 15;
Tranquil ity, 14; Mendota, 10; Huron, 6; Helm 5.
Irrigation was extended westward to the alluvial apron fronting the
Coast Range by the mid-1 9^0's. Despite dependence on a declining water
table, irrigated agriculture provided a stable economic base for the estab- J
1ished urban places, and for the emergence of several additiona1 centers. f
Nearby towns in adjacent counties also grew. \
I
By the mid-1960's, Coalinga was still the major trade center for 3
3
western Fresno County and for the western portions of Merced end Kings I
Counties. Coalinga remained pr incipal ly an oil town. However, Firabaugh *
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was the principal center serving the agricultural economy of the West Side.
The valley trough localities of Tranquility and San Joaquin are relatively j
removed from 'he main routes of tiansportation, and grew more slowly thai,
other locations. Huron showed accelerated growth. It became an important j
produce shipping center, being located on the Southern Pacific Railroad
line, tapping the southern and central poi lions of the West Side. None of j
4
the other urban places, however, had grown nuch beyond the level of a cross-
, i
roads center. Places outsidp of western Fresno County showed growth dcpen- ",
i
dent primarily on surround'ng agricultural and petroleum resources, or, as j
in the case of Lemoore, in the establ ishment of an external fac i l i t y such ]
j
as the Naval Air S ta t ion .
M
.arr (1967) made a number of tentat ive predictions regarding future
patterns of urban growth in t f «> Wes t S ide . He postulated the appearance of j
}
n3w and addit iona1 types of business estoblishirents, as threshold popula- !
tions for these a c t i v i t i e s are reached. He suggested increjsed competit ion \
for patronage between Coal inga, Huron and Hanford in the south, and Fire- j
i^
baugh, Mendota, Kerman and Dos Palos in the north. Coalinga could balance j
its at t ract ive, establ ished shopping center against its eccentric location, <
i
offset as it is from the agricultural trade area which converges on Hanford. j
iluron has a strong potential because of its south-central location, and is j
3
in a position to draw off trade from Hanford, Coalinga and, to some extent, }
also from Fresno. Firebaugh might intercept new patronage from Dos Palos ]
and Mendota. dendota, however, has the advantage of population s ize (9000) j
and could succeed in becoming western Fresno County's largest center. Roads \
i
converge at Nendota from the west and south, and Mendota could intercept j
traffic nc^ bound for Firebaugh and Fresno. Kernan is on State 180, the \
direct highway link between Fresno and the northern part of the San Luis j
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Urban Places and Business Establ ishn-ents, Early I960's-..-
Loca t i on
Fresno County Coal'nga
Fi rebaugh
Mendota
Huron
San Joa.iui n
TrcTiqui 1 i ty
c ive Points
Las DH Uis/Crmir
Helm
Cantua Creek
Three Rocks
Vista
N tin-be r of
. Establ ishments
257
183
130
107
58
1.0
19
18
13
10
3
2
Merced County
Kings County
Dos Pa I os
Lemocre
A vena I
Stratford
Kettleman C i ty
128
199
18
*From Marr, Impact of Irr igation on Urban Structure. 1967.
...
 Jfc£>^ .*.]
Service area. Its new commercial fac i l i t ies have already at t racted son>e of I
the Fresno business geneoted in the West Side. Kernan's growth, however, *
i
<• coulo be halted by vigorous competit ion from Mendota and Firebaugh. j
i
The smaller cente-s, such as Cantua Creek, V i s t a , Three Rocks, Five '\
Points, Las Deltas-C romir, (the West Sice's cross-roads centers), can '
easily be displaced or s t i f l e d by increased growth of the larger centers. „•!
?
Marr expected Mendota to develop nore successfu l ly than Firebaugh, ]
but not to the point of halt ing Firebaugh's growth. To the south, Huron 'ii
v;as expected to grow rapidly, but to remain subordinate to Coalmga. '',
IP the central ond western portion of the San Luis Service area, '
!
betvjeen the trade area of Huron and Five Points to the south and (lendota
"and F'rebau'jh to the north, Marr saw the potential for emergence of new J
i
centers. He postulated a possible growth of some 22,000 rural population, i
and an equivalent number of urban dwel lers, but the urban growth could be '
in either one or several centers. ]
It seems quite l ike ly that the transportation network w i l l have a j
greater and more immediate effect on the settlement pattern in the West
Side than w i l l the importation of water. Improvement of the highway net-
work can decrease travel time s ign i f i cant ly and increase the convenience
of commuting. It is, therefore, l ikely that improved regional transporta-
tion v / i11 serve to preclude the emergence of new centers despite tr.s fore-
casted increase in population. People may find it both preferable and fea-
sible to sett le in advantageously si teu communities large enough to afford
urban amenit ies, rather than to set t le in small communities- Improved trans-
portation can be expected to increase the centrality of urban functions,
and to discourage the emergence of secondary, subordinate centers. Under
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conditions of convenient regional transportation, furthermore, dispersed j
and suburban population grov.th is not expected to require the development
of new centra! places, rather, such growth should be tr ibutary to already
established and growing centers. '
Future development in the West Side, therefore, w i l l present a con- ;
venient opportunity to test a number of suppositions regarding patterns of '
I
urban growth and their relationship to regional development The extent ",
to .vnch such development can be monitored and periodical ly forecasted j
from an ana lys is of remote sensing data acquired from a i rcraf t and space- '
l
craft, w i l l const i tute one of the most important aspects of our continuing I
i
studies in the West S ide area
i
i)
6.6. STUDY OF BORON TOXICITY J
*
In connection w i t h the West S ide studies, researchers at the Santa j
Barbara campus are attempting to obtain froTi the Cal i fo rn ia Agricul tural I
Extension Serv ice in Bakersfield, Cal i forn ia , soil analysis data for boron
(in parts per mi l l ion at the soil surface, and at one foot, and three-foot ,
;
depths). These data w i l l be mapped for approximately 300 sites and an i
i
atter-pt w i l l be made to d e l i m i t areas with varying degrees of boron tox- '
icity in terms of possible future agricultural development Because of
the limited number of samples, this map w i l l represent orly a preliminary
effort. However, in the absence of proper soil surveys and because of the I
generc! scarcity of published data relating to soil for the West Side, \
t
we believe that tnis information w i l l be very helpful. These data w i l l I
also be examined in conjunction uith data on vegetation associations. It j
i
is anticipated that there w i l l be significant correlations between boron i
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concentration and vegetation type, thereby facilitating the mapping of ,
both phenomena through the use of remote sensing techniques.
J
~t
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C.8. APPENDIX
- t
This appendix contains a crop calendar and crop rotation patterns j
obtained through the cooperation of Belndge Land Company. The investigators j
!
would especially like to thank Mr. Jim Ryan. Superintendent of the Bel ridge 1
it
Ranch. As noted previously, the data apply to only a portion of the land ]
under Bel ridge management. j
t
Milo is used as a beginning crop because it is highly tolerant of 1
1
excess salt and boron in the soil: it is easy and inexpensive to cultivate,
and it may be plowed bock under to refurbish the soil. It is followed by Jt
I
various combinations of truck crops, grains and alfalfa. j
Lost Hills Road
Lerdo Road
Scale 1n miles
Holdings of Belridge Land Company, near Lost Hil ls, California,
Information concerning the cropping patterns over a three-year
period for these fields v/as supplied by Bel ridge farms.
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SYMBOLS USED IN RECORDING THE PROGRESSION
AND FIELD CHANCES WITHIN THE WEST SIDE
SAN JOAO.UIN VALLEY TtbT SITES
Symbol
A
B
BP
C
Ca
Ct
Hy
L
M
N
0
P
Po
ft
RP
S
SB
Sf
SFt
T
Wh
WM
N.C.
Crop Type
A l fa l fa
Barley
Bel 1 Peppers
Cotton
Cantaloupes
Carrots
Honeydew Melons
Lettuce
Mustard
Natural Vegetat ion
(Uncult ivated)
Onions
Pasture
Potatoes
Rye
Red Peppers
Sorghum
Sugar Beets
Saf flower
Sal t Flat
Tomatoes
Wheat
Watermelon
No cnange in crop
Symbol
BS
C
D
F
H
M
R
S
VY
Y
W
trB[0
types
Field Condi tion
Bare Soi l (plowed or minimum
plant cover)
Cut
Dry
Flowering
Harvested
Ma tu re
Red! vi ded
Sparce
Very Young (seedling)
Young (immature)
Weeds
Photography taker, v iew angle
and ft
or field condition
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CROP ROTATION PATTERNS
BELRIDGE LAND COMPANY
SPRING 1968 - WINTER 1970
Break-in Crop - Hi lo
Milo Fallow Sugar Beets Fallow
M.lo— - Fallow Lettuce Fallow
Milo Potatoes Fallow Sugar Beets
M i l o Fallow Bell Peppers- Fallow
Milo Fallow Cantaloupe Fallow
Milo Fallow Wheat (w) Fallow Potatoes
Milo Fallow Alfalfa (hay)
Milo Fallow Onions Fallow
Milo Fallow Wheat (u) Blockeyed-- Barley-
Peas
Fa 11ow
Alfalfa (s)Milo Fallow Onions Fallow Wheat
Milo- Alfalfa (s) (3 yrs)
Milo--— Fallow Watermelons Fallow
Milo Fallow v'heat (w) Fallow Wheat (w) Carrots Fallow
Break-In Crop - Potatoes
Pocatoes- Fellow Carrots-
:i
• J
J j
Fat low- Potatoes
Break-in Crop - Sugar Beets
Sugar F.^' "ou
Beets
1-1
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6.9. PHOTO APPENDIX ]
This appendix contains selected low altitude aerial photographs of j.
.[
West Side San Joaqutn Valley land-uses. The photographs w. re taken con- •
i
currently v/ith the NASA overflights of the State of California in April. :
They w i l l provide an additional input to the ground truth data that were 1
)
collected at the same time, and, thus w i l l provide e better base for tnter-
I
preting and evaluating the NASA photography. ]
i
rFigure 6.20. Wheeler Ridge pumping
station, California Water Project,
in southern portion of San Joaquin
Valley.
Figure 6.21. Electric power sub-
station and power lines along
Nevada Avenue, San Joaquin Valley.
i
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Figure 6.22. Oil field north of
Coalinga, vintage 1930. Note
transmission poles for electrical
power and communications.
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Figure 6.23. Transitional zone
between oil and agriculture. Note
the quality of the circular alfalfa
field near the oil sump.
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Figure 6.2k. Interface between
developed agricultural land and
grazing land. California Aqueduc1
in upper right portion of photograph
Figure 6.25. Diverse irrigation
'systems and plowing patterns near
Bel ridge Land Company holdings.
The variety is t/pical of the
agricultural experimentation the
West Side is presently undergo; .-,9.
California Aqueduct in upper right.
'--V.
S3- *•
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Figure 6.26. Old and new orchard
acreages on the West Side. Note
the pipeline running diagonally
through the cemer o' the photograph.
Figure 6.27. Barle« fields on
Westlake Farms east of Kettleman
City. In the center of the picture,
an exploratory oil drilling rig
is dctectaole.
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Figure 6.28. Section of Interstate 5
under construction west of licndota.
Figure 6.29 Irregular drainage
pattern typical of many West Side
acreages. A waste v/ater drainage
canal can be observed in the center
of the photo. Buttonwi' leu/, Ca l i f
Figure 6.30. Taft, California.
This is one of the two large urban
centers on the West Side, whose
growth has been closely associated
with the development of oi.
Figure 6.31. huron, California.
Although presently small, this si te
is expected to experience a growth
in size and importance as a result
of its role as a supplier for
agricultural machinery on the West
Side.
Chapter 7
ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF THE CALIFORNIA WATER
PROJECT IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Co-Investigator Leonard W. Bowden
Contributors: W. G. Brooner, V. B. Cj'.eman, P. T. Dvkman,
C. W. Johnson, R. W. Peaoe
Department of Geography, Riverside Campus
7.1 THE NATURE OF RESEARCH STUDIES PERFORMED ON THIS PROJECT AT
RIVERSIDE '
i
Research ef for ts at the Univt. 'sity of Cal i forn ia , Riverside are 1
I
directed toward the inventory, monitoring, and analysis of the landscape ;
*i
in selected areas to be serviced, and affected, by the impending Caii- <
forma State Wrter Project. Further objectives of this research effort *
include the application of aircraft and satellite remotely sensed imagery
to these studies. While all of Southern California may be subject to i
analysis as a California State Water Project service area, the first i
year's study has been confined to investigations on one specific region, '
i
the Perns Valley surrounding the future Lake Perns. A secondary j
study area which has received preliminary attention is the Sheep Creek j
Fran-Mirage Basin area of the Mojave Desert. As the California State *_
Water Project progresses and enters oneration, it is suggested that ;
changes in land use which may be monitored and ••oalyzed by remote sen- '
I
sing techniques w i l l follow suit. Research, progress and automated '
mapping techniques to monitor these changes are presented in the follow-
i
ing secticis.
j
1
 ;
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7.2 LAKE PERRIS STUDY AREA
7.2.1 Introduce ion
Personnel at the University of California, Riverside are studying
the present end fui^re land use of the terminal area of the California j
Water Project. Tnis area includes Lake Perris, whicn is presently under ]
construction, and the surrounding Perris Valiev, shown on Map 7.1. Of
primary concern in this study ore the effects of the California State <ji
Wjter Project -- the importation of Feather River water end the creation }
of a terminal reservoir and recreation f a c i l i t y -- in terms of future land '
:
use and development of the surrounding Perris Valley.
To oate tne study has taker, three Approaches. (1) A land use sur-
vey in a sample study area using both ground observations and interpreta- >i
tion of high altitude color infrared photograpny; the completion of the ,
I
present lane use survey in the Perris Valley is scheduled for the early \
month', of »ru second year's research effort ns s-j'i'dblc. aerial photog-
i
raphy ha* just recently oeen acquired. (?) A cursory survey of resi- j
do"tial ottituoes towards Lake Perris and personally postulated land use 1
j
changes resulting therefrom has been conducted. Reported results are j
contained herein and suggest that an expanded investigation might be J
beneficial. Finally, (3) estimates nf potential population, development 4
and expansion, and/or land value increases resulting from the creation j
j
of Lake Perris have been made, usln^ conductive sheet analog models, and \
piellminary results fire reported herein. Future simulations w i l l add
i
9ft.Hor reotisi- to the models and to similar experiments and should
provide valuable Insights to social, economic, and land use planning j
problem In the area:, of Interest. j
"i
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Map 7.1. The future location of Lake Perrls Is shown on this map of the
Pcrris Valley and surrounding areas (Source: USCS).
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7.2.2 Ferris Valley Land Use I
— 3
The land use survey in the Ferris Valley has been confined to an t
area, located centially to Pern's Valley and adjacent to the future j
,1
Lake Ferris. Because we were unable to secure NASA assistance in
\
obtaining photography of the study araa during tiie fi-st year of the
;
program, we we'e required to rely on photography acquired for purposes 1
other than the present research program. The photography consisted of ;
i
small scale (1:50,000 and 1-100,000) color infrared metric imagery j
flown in May 1970 (see Figure 7.1). A v a i l a b i l i t y of the photography '
3
v/as the determining factor in the selection of the sample area. There- '
fore, only about 53% of the Perns Valley area has been surveyed.
*
The study area is largely agricultural in land use and contains ',
all or portions of threr important agricultural producing areas in
\
Riverside County: Hemet, Perris-Elsmore and Moreno. In 1970 these
 t
three area« produced in excess of $26.k m i l l i o n in agricultural crops. j
Leading crops in each producing area were: Hemet - potatoes, grapefruit j
i
ana alfalfa; Perris-Elsinore - potatoes, alfalfa, sugar beets and i
!
onions; anc Moreno - carrots, navci oranges and grapefruit. -'I
Within the sample study area, census tract 426 was chosen for :
detailed analysis. This tract Is located centrally to the Ferris Valley j
fj
and adjacent to the future Lake Ferris. The total area was 29.81 , J
square mi'es, or I9,08l acres. Efforts in census tract ^26 included '
dJscernl'ig what percentage of land immediately surrounding Lake Ferris
Is being dry farmed. Irrigated or left fallow (unused).
 t
Prel io-.inary estimates Indicate a total of 7.315-'' acres, or 39-^ •i
of the total area Is irrigated In census tract *<26. Irrigation Is .
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either by furrow irrigating or by the use of portable aluminum
sprinklers, the latter predominating. In general, most irrigation
takes place away from the h i l l areas and towards the western section
j
of the census tract. Water sources are either private wells or ;
I
MWD (Metropolitan toater District) water (wh;ch one farmer has com- ',
plained to be overly saline). Crops commonly grown are onions, carrots, j
t
melons and legumes, the last to be used for adjoining horse farms. t
i
Approximately 9.637.0A acres of 50.5% of the area of census tract :
J)26 is estimated (preliminary) to be dry farmed. This essentially
constitutes land flanking the Bernasconi H i l l s and Russell Mountains i
(see Map 7-1). Crops commonly dry farmed in this area are wheat and ,
7
ba r1ey. i
I
Some 2,124.65 acres or 1 1 \% of the census tract sa-nple may be j
j
classified as "presently unused" in the preliminary analysis. This j
classification refers to land not planted to a specific crop, but
regularly harrowed over and left fallow. The unused lane!, found ]
largely along Perris Boulevard, appears not to have bein used for
some time. It is typi.'ied by an overgrowth of volunteer vegetation,
or weeds, especially tumble weeds (Russian thistle).
Subsequent to the analysis of census tract *(26, surveys were
extended to include all of the sample study area in the Perris Valley.
4
To date, approximately 175 square miles have been surveyed using both
j
ground observation^ and photo interpret^ion. Recorded for each -•]
field in this area are crop-type and irrigated/dry farmed data. !
These data have been recorded on a master map, which Is yet unsuitable <
for reproduction, and tabulations have yet to be completed but w i l l -
7-6
be included in tne nent report. The field survey was conducted con- i
current to NASA Miscion 16*» which successfully acquired high altitude j
aerial photography over large portions of Southern California, including j
i
the Perris Valley and adjacent areas. With tf»c t-'vo- iab.' 1 i ty of this :
il
-j
photography, the land use analysis can be extended throughout the ,"j
region. This effort has only recently begun, nowever, uith the !
delivery of Mission 16** photography in late May 1971.
, i
7.2.3 Lake Perris
Groundbreaking for construction of the terminal reservoir, Lake ~-\
Perris, was held October 1970 (Figures 7.2 and 7-3). Contracts have
been awarded to the Perris Dam Construct.on Company, a joint venture
by several construction companies The award v/as $27,^ 00,000, although
specification changes w i l l raise the cost Completion is presently
scheduled for May, 1973.
ii
The basic construction include** the dam, 120 feet high and 2 miles j
long, a spillway, an inlet for the siphon pipeline from Devil's Canyon i
in the San Bernardino Mountains, and an outlet for water being sent to
San Diego by the Metropolitan Wate-- District (M«D). The pipeline into )
Lake Perrii h?s been let in three segments to three separate contractors |
j
and w i l l cost approximately SH,000,000. The MWD Lakeview Pipeline to i
San Diego has been let for $12,000,000. ]i
Lake Perris w i l l hold 120.000 acre feet and the sole contractor
i
for sale of water is the MV'D Estimated coct of untreated wster such '
'i
as would be used for agriculture is $65 per acre foot. The cost w i l l <
{
increase undoubtedly with Inflation and treatment. j
I
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Passage of General Proposition 20 in November 1970, provided funds
i
for the California State Parks and Recreation Department to build recrea- j
tion facilities. The preliminary plan includes swimming, boating, water I
skiing, picnic areas, trailer parks, ovtrnight camping facilities, horse- j
back riding and surfing pools. There w i l l also be sanitation facilities,
gas stations and concession stands. The estimated cose for these recrea- ;
i
tion facilities is $17,000,000. j
Progress to date includes shaping of the lake shorelines, excavation "
!
of the dam foundation and quarry production of size-graded rock for the '.
outside face of the dam. The excavation for the outlet channel is com- j
i
pleted. By May approximately 25% of the time for completion has been spent I
(
and about 15% of the work is completed; progress is considered to be on '
schedule. ,
7.2.*i Questionnaire Survey 3
i
Concurrent to the preliminary land use survey, a questionnaire was i
i
distributed. Atte.npts were made to assess by lim'ted sample how people '
i
(who would be most affected by Lake Perris) felt about the California '
i
State Water Project. The Weii^rn half of census tract *»26 exclur'ss any j
towns or urban-)ike developments It was concluded that the situation
was good because the area contains persons actually working the land \
i
around Lake Perris woo w i l l f^el the impact of its creation. Fifty j
1
questionnaires were distributed -- a convenient but arbitrary number and •
j
one designed to contact most involved people about the above objectives ]
and effects. To the best of our knowledge, the questionnaire was not
distributed to persons v-ho were laborers or merely home owners; the j
main occupations of those chosen were farming (dry and '.rlgated), '
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J
horse ranching, and poultry raising — those most affected by land j
1
prices, property assessment and taxes with the ensuing creation of Lake -:
Ferris. The consequences of these probable developments in terms of 1
potential population growth, industrial deve'opments and recreational \i
activities were of prime concern. j
j
Forty-six percent of the questionnaires were returned by mail. {
l
The questionnaires were manually distributed and the interviewers :
i
personally talked with the local residents in order to interest them j
in the fulfillment of the su-vey. The results seem to represent the
" i
attitudes of residents in the surveyed area The questionnaire, and i
result-.., are presented in Table 7.1. (Note- sums do not necessarily '
i
euqal 100% due to normal rounding procedures.) {
Survey Analysis ',j
Of the 23 responess, k&% indicated that they rent, 39% own, and ]
)
8% both own and rent. The average length of residence for both renters j
and owners is about ten years, though the range is from one to forty-six -]
-t
years.
I
In Question 3, "Do you support the Cal i forn ia State Water Project j
1
(Feather River Project)?", the iesponse was 78% "yes", 21% "no".
Though it may not have any significance, the 22% who answered "no" all 1
- P
rented. Only "}(>% of the renters favored the project, all owners favo'ed ,'
i
it. Owners feel they stand to gain in terms of economics. Land prices ^
i
in the last year have more than doubled and no doubt property taxes will , 1
follow suit. The renters' only hope is for cheaper water either from the ]
HWD or through the refilling of their wellb by ground water percolation j
'j
from Lake Perris. Interestingly enough though, the 21"$ who responded "no"
7-11
, 1
said they would not use water from Lake Perris (see Question 11). All -
the owners who answered Question 11, "If you dry farm, would you change ; ;
'' j
to irrigation if Lake Perris water rates were reasonable?", said they • j
would use the water. j j
AH but k% felt that the population w i l l increase because of the . i
lake. Only 26% did not feel that industry would expand into this area, ]
• i
but there was a definite s p l i t in feelings as to whether this was good - ]
or bad. Forty-seven percent favored industry, ^3% did not, 8% did not
respond. Eighty-six percent of the people responding, despite their
feelings on Questions 3, b and 5, felt more environmental pollution was j
inevitable with the presence of Lake Perris in the near future. ' i
i
Sixty percent wanted to move if population and industry grew, 30% " j
did not, 8% did not respond. Of the 302 who would not move, 85% were -.
owners. The 8% who did not respond wrote in "undecided". ' 1
Only one person felt Lake Perris should not be used for recreation, ]
78% felt money brought by the tourists would benefit the area, 13% j i
» <i
did not, 8% did not respond. ' i
For Question 12, "Would the population growth increase the market - j
i J
for your products?", 47% dia not think the growth of this area would , • ^
% .**i • " * ~ ^  *
expand the market for the products, 3*»fc felt it would, \1% aid not ^ ^1
 . * ? '/ /
respond. ,• , ? ^
'<A ', '°
Conclusions of Questionnaire Survey -c" ' ~> ',
' '-• t ^  r
' ~ ) «
There are several conclusions that can be drawn regarding the , .J-T,
l
responses and the worthiness of the questionnaire and sampling technique 'r '
in the present study. The responses have shown that most of thfc people i i
'" jfavor the project, they feel the area w i l l grow, yet a gojd many of them -; 1
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will trove because of this. It is a bit of a paradox, but perhaps one ,
explanation is that the people really cannot comprehend .vhat the coming
I
of Lake Ferris implies for the future development of the area. Or 'r
perhaps, if they are owners, they may be in the position to reap a small " ]
fortune because of rapidly Increasing land pricer.. " }
The questionnaire was not perfect. Perhaos one of the reasons
some questions were left blank is that several were vague and difficult j
to interpret. Fcr instance, in Question 5, "If the population of the !
area grows, do you think industry wi 11 expand?", what do these people j
consider "industry"? Probably they think of heavy industry, such as
steel production, whereas one miyht also think more of "light industry"
such as trailer fabrication, or the manufacture of precision instruments. - -
In Question 1C. "Do you thlik the money brought in Dy tourists w i l l
benefit the area?", there very probably was doubt concerning the
meaning of tourist money benefiting the area. It is fairly clear if '-/;
one iells liquor, groceries or gasoline, but if one is o farncr, the
benefit is very Indirect, if a benefit at all. Also, Question 12
"Would the population growth increase the market for your product:,?", , I
seems to be related to Question 11 exclusively. However, this excludes ! •
poultry farmers, horse ranchers, end farmers who have Irrigated crops. ' i
There are other drawbacks to this questionnaire, vf course, but It " ,"'
apparently hdd appeal to those who answered it. It was short and falily
simple and gave then a chance to express their feelings. In Addition ' j
to the questions posed, the questionnaire encouraged each participant H
to express and expand his personal feelings about the Impact of the < j
7
'
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California State Water Project upon the future economy and land use
of the Ferris Valley. Hone of the people had ever been asked their
opinion of Lake Perns or the California State Water Project in any
official or semi-official manner. The responses, regardless of content,
were encouraging. The sample survey has generated enough response to
indicate worthiness of an expanded survey of attitudes toward develop-
ments in the Perris Valley.
7.2.5 Planners and Developers A - t i v i t i o s
The attitudes of local planners toward the future development of
the Perris Valley are quite different than those of the speculators and
many local residents. The planners do not feel that significant devel-
opment in the Perris Valley w i l l result from Lake Perris. They look at
the type of visitors expected into the region who w i l l most likely be
weekend tourists, travelling in campers and trailers which are essentially
self sufficient units Food, fuel, and lodging w i l l most likely travel
with the visitor rather than support tne development of commercial ser-
vices outside of the state developed property of Lake Perris. Even many
of the local populace, the planners note, are presently realizing that
Lake Perris w i l l not necessarily be the regional economic boom they once
anticipated. Most of the Perris Valley area outside the urbanized por-
tions is presently zoned for either agricultural or manufacturing land
uses, and the planners have not experienced any appreciable rise in zoning
change requests. Furthermore, the local planners have no present plans
to rezone the Perris Valley for future development. Rather, they can-
did'y would prefer the continuation of agriculture and open space in the
valley and w i l l wait for any trends to develop before taking further action.
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Agricultural preserves, which were cU'lhorized by the California
Land Conservation Act of 1965, also affect potential development of ;
'i
the Perris Valley Private land owners may enter land into an agrlcul- 1
i
tural preserve by county approval on either a contract or agreement %
met'iod. Contracts are self-renewing each year for a 10-year period and
may be rescinJeJ only by the land owner with penalty. Their advantage
 t
I
is recognition by tax assessors who levy taxes only on agricultural
\
production and not real estate. The Annual reduction in taxes may be 1
]
30-50 percent Once the contract is rescinded, however, the land must ;
remain in agriculture for 10 years during which property taxes are
pro-rated 10 maturity at the completion of the preserve period. Under
an agreement, however, the owner has the option to cancel at any time
without penalty. For this reason, few contracts were signed the first
two years since the act had been in effect.
A Riverside Courty ordinance ammendment in 19&9 provided that only
contracts would henceforth be available. There are presently 83
preserves, with 33,765 acres, under contract while additional acreage <j
is pending signing of contracts by owners in the Perris Valley. Thiise .!
i
account for less than \Q% of the Perris Valley. j
i
Riverside County planners do not particularly favor agricul'ural ]
preserves. They claim that preserves are used as tax dodges, and i
under independent operators allow them no real control over the site, 1
location and amount of land submitted to preserves, and that preserves >
create zoning problems. Though the county is accepting applications
for preserves, there is presently a temporary freeze on approval and %
the litigation process is often complex. i
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In th: early 1960's there was ronsiderab'e speculation in the \
Perris Valley, but delays in the California Water Project have kept
large investors from continuing activities. For the right price, j
however, virtually any Perris Valley real estate may be purchased j
(Figures 7.A through 7.7), and this w i l l become even more evident In
i
the next feu months. A reassessment has just been completed and i
}
property taxes w i l l generally double to $^0 to $50 per acre in agri- ~\
j
culture. That, plus Colorado River v/ater costing about $36 per acre foot, ^
w i l l effectively spell doom for agriculture. One real estate broker i
active in the Valley has e«en suggested that the region may soon become j
economically depressed as agriculture quickly becomes unprofitable and j
the real estate market continues to move slowly.
7.2.6 Hjrdwarc Integration J
To date, the primary technical accomplishment in the study of
Lake Perris has been the integration of the Hewlett-Packard Calculator j
l
and Plotter, the Dell Foster D i g i t i z e r and the IBM keypunch for the ]
1
survey and mapping of p-esent land use. A program has been developed "
|
such that all photography can be rectified to a planimetric base.
This program can be used to draw o given polygon and/or calculate the
i
acreage of that given polygon. The result has been to tremendously
expedite land use survey and mapping. Further discussion of this
system is found in Section 7-/« of the present report.
7-2.7 Analog Simulation Models
Preliminary techniques for analyzing population potential, capital
development expansions, and increasing land values resulting from the
creation cc Lake Perris have recently been considered using conductive
V# 3iv...~ I-' V^ '
-r
F'gures 7.^ through 7.7. These photographs of the area surrounding Lake
Perris were taken in January 1971. They reflect the tremendous change
i in land use emphasis from agricultural to u--ban-like subdivisions.
Figure 7.*» (top left) shows a real estate office located immediately
in front of fvture Lake Perris, at the intersection of Perris Blvd. and
Martin Expressway. Stanifer Realtors are active throughout the Lake
Perris area and signs, such as the one in Figure 7.5 (top right) along
the Southeast flank of the Bernasconi H i l l s , are comronplace. Figures
7.6 (bottom left) and 7.7 (bottom right) show evidence of land for sale
by private owners, in Figure 7.6, rich agricultural larH West of the
proposed dam location, and in Figure 7.7 poor rocky land on the East
of the Bernasconi Hi Us.
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sheet analog models. Analog simulations were accomplished on an ISI
Field Plotter using m u l t i p l e electrical current inputs representing
population centers with data from preliminary 1970 census estimates
and the plotting of isc-potentlal contour on a sheet of conductive
paper. A selection of preliminary models is presented in the following
pages along with cursory interpretations of the resulting patterns and
their possible implicat!ons. Although only preliminary exercises, it
appears clear that such simulated models potentially provide valuable
insight into analyzing and evaluating future land use developments
and related economic activity in the Perris Valley study area. Tlie
models require further sophistication, both of the input data and anal-
ysis of resulting patterns. They can, and w i l l , be accomplished in
further use of the conductive sheet analog of the field plotter in
the near future.
The field plotter characteristically provides a valuable device
for the analysis of flee/; data and study of impact of such phenomena.
Specifically applicable is the simulation and modeling of California
State Water Project waters for si^-face distribution of agricultural
use. Estimates of impact, manifested in land use, can be made and
then subsequently monitored by aerial photography and other remote
sensing techniques. Such simulations have begun in the Antelcpe Valley
and Hojave Desert areas crossed by the California Water Project. Due
to the preliminary nature of these simulations and the input data used,
and more importantly the lack of any current aerial photography or
other remotely sensed imagery available to the project for these areas,
It is premature to report results.
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Preliminary Analog Simulation Models in the Perris Valley
The following four illustrations are examples of conductive sheet
simulations for modeling in the Perri-; Valley. Each assumes a grounded i
rectangular boundary and four points of influencing electrical current
input representing the four major urban areas in the Perris Valley. |
Data used for adjusting relative values for these input points were
preliminary 1970 census of population figures, as shown in Table 1.2.
Figure 7-8A illustrates the readily accepted assumption that, all
other things considered equal, population potential, land values, etc. f
w i l l diffuse from urban centers relative to their sizr and with the
highest potential at those centers. The interactive equal potertial con-
tours from the four urban point sources are plctted for 10, 20, 30, kQ
and 50 percent values. The highest potentials center around the )
Sunnymead-March Air Force Base complex and Hemet-San Jacinto v/Sich are
4
in close proximity with ca.h other. A 30% island encloses the city of -
Perris while the 20% iso-potentlal encloses all urban points. ,'
 }
The model in Figure 7-8B s l i g h t l y modifies the preceding example by , I
i i
adding Luke Perris as an Interior ground, or "sink". The effect of an 1
i \
interior ground is to influence potential in that direction, realizing, ! \
,
of course, that potential w i l l approach zero near the ground The results, j j
i I
as shown in the pattern of iso-potential contours, is to influence the j $
contours toward the lake. Similarly, it may be hypothesized thpt popu-
lation growth, development intensification, land values, etc., wlvle i
s t i l l diffusing from their highest values in the urban centers, w i l l be 1
I
influenced in the direction of Lake Perris development. j
While Lake Perris w i l l influence potential towards it from (
\ij
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Table 7.2
INPUT DATA VALUES POTENTIAL SIMULATION MODELS j
% SCALING i
POINT SOURCE POPULATION FACTOR •
1. March AFB \k,<32b 10.0
Urban portions of tuo census tracts,
including Edgemont, Sunnymead, 6 Moreno
2. Perris M70 2.7
City portions of four census tracts.
3. Hemet 12,350 9-3
City portions of four census tracts J
I
. San Jacinto A,307 2.9
City portions of two census tracts.
5 Lake Perris 10.0
(area defined by State property boundary)
"" Population values from Preliminary 1970 Census of Population.
I
1
7-2C I
J
sj^^
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- 3
population centers, it vn 1 1 also create a center of influence from
which potentials diffuse, similar to an urban center. The effect is ,\
i
simulated in Figure 7.8C, in which the lake is a source in addition to
the urban centers. Areas of low potential in Figure 7.8A revert to ^
a high potential resulting from the net; sourc*- of influence, Lake i
Perris. It. addition, the city of Perris, relatively insignificant in -
* i
the first two examples, has greater importance in Figure 7.8C due to ;
}
its proximity to Lake PeTis. 3
j
In figure 7-8D, the assumption of a homogeneous surface is relaxed j
by adding state high'vay routes with higher conductive materials. Because
these routes provide greater accessibility, Ihe d i s t r i b u t i o n of poten- j
i
t i a l s across the surface is modified Again, Lake Perris is a scvirce \
of influence over the area interacting with s i m i l a r sources at the ii
four urban center';. j
i
Each subseqjr-nt example in the above series add? some modification l
and sophistication to the simulated model. These, however, are no more
.1
than preliminary exercises The value given to Lake Perrib as a source
"aj<
of input, for example, needs cons iderabiy mo:e analysis, as do valuej .'
^
for other point sources in the model Future roads need to be included 3
A
and all roads need to be weighed according to their iclative function ,1
f\
t\
cis routes of potential development and accessibility. F i n a l l y , the j
'j
homogeneous plane assumption must be further relaxed by voiding those J
areds in the model of Perris Valley not available to future development jj
or fluctuating market land values, e.g., March Air Force Base, University ''
of California experimental farm, and areas of topographic relief which '!
it
prohibit development. With such modifications through further i
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experimentation of the modeling process, intcrpretotion and analysis 1
of the resulting patterns w i l l be more meaningful in planning and •
analy/ing future land use developments and processes in the Perns
Valley. As construction of Lake Pcrris nears completion and changing
developments in the surrounding Peri>s Valley proc-.ed, analog Simula- j
tj
tion models may then be further evaluated on the basis of those changes <
as monitored from the interpretation and analvsis of suitable aerial
photography and other remotely sensed imagery j
7.2 8 Cot'clu-. ions Perns Valley |
\
It w!11 be several yeors before the f u l l impact of the California j
i
Water Project and the terminal, Lake Perris, w i l l fully begin to be felt J
!
in the land use of the Perris Valley Indications of the changes to j
come, however, are already -- but only recently -- beginning to be ]
j
expiessed on the landscape. Darr' construction is progressing rapidly j
I
and on schedule and there i; abundant evidence of land development i
!
efforts by realtors and speculators The present study, when completed, j
w i l l provide a "pre-reservoir" lan<i use record of the Pcrris Valley.
i
What types of changes may be anticipated for the Perris Valley?
The changes w i l l probably be of two types, short term and long term.
In the short term, such as the next five years, there w i l l probably not
be overt lanH use changes in the Perris Valley other than some relatively
minor mooile home dnd retirement residential and service commercial
developments Rather, changes v / i l l probably reflect capital investment j
and intensification of present land use, such as non-irrigated to
irrigated agricultural land in response to increased economic water
a v a i l a b i l i t y . In other words, the Perris Valley w i l l remain as an
7-23
important and extensive agricultural region with some speculative land \
1
development resulting from a newly created recreation potential incentive. 1
In the longer term, population pressures and regional grc/;th w i 1 1 .
sure!) lead to the development of the Perns Valley. Light indust.-y and <
i
commerce w i 1 1 continue to grow from a well established present base.
t
An important environmental change which w i 1 1 rapidly follow development !
>
in Perns Valley w i l l be a deterioration of atmospheric quality due j
to air pollut'on, which is already reaching serious levels by encroach- J
ment from the urban basins of Southern California. ji
i
7.3 HIGH DESERT STUDY ARE/* j
7.3-1 Introduction to Study Area j
The next area affected by Feather River water logically to be j
1
inventoried by the University of California, Riverside is the "High j
Desert", that portion or the Northern a l l u v i a l piedmont of the San •
i
Gabriel Mountains crossed by the California Water Project cane!. The i
area here defined stretches westward from Hesperia and the Mojave River ]
Valli/y to approximately the town of Pearblossom ar.d northward from tne
mountain base to include the basin of El Mirage Playa (see Mdp 7.2 ai,d j
Figures 7.9 through 7.12). 1
The High Desert provides an exceptional test site for monito. mg j
"I
change wrought by Feather River water. Currently. development is minima'
with embryonic weekend or farm residenti&1 type of subdivisions in the
Phelan area West of Hesperia, one fairly large alfalfa raising operation
near the floor of El Mirage basin and the town of Adelanto. The
general lack of a more intensive land use is the result of past water
7-2*
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1ii
deficiency. A water district has now been established which w i l l correct i
t
this deficiency and permit an increase in settlement density. Other *
factors which would appear to favor thib type of change are the possible <
i
development of a large air terminal immediately to the West in the Pa'm- i
!
dale sector, the steady improvement of roads o/er recent years that has ;
given the area easy access to metropolitan Los Angeles, and the con- '
struction of a railroad across the piedmont. . i
i
In the past, the water dc-ficiency has been most severe in the mid- !
i
sections of the a'lluvial fans. A l l u v i a l f i l l from the San Gabrie1
!
Mountains covers an old land surface which originally sloped southward. ]
The rocky h i l l s or "buttes" which surround the El Mirage Basin and which j
in places protrude through the a l l u v i a l apron are remnants of this old J
i
erosional surface Because this old and new buried oedroc1' surface j
1
slopes southward while the San Gabriel bajada slopes northward, alluvium j
rapidly deepens toward the base of the mountains. Well-water therefore ii
has been available either close to the mountain canyon mouths or near j
the basin floor. In the mid portion of dr 'natmg Sheep Creek fan, for j
< I
example, wells have been drilled to 800 feet without tapping a water 1
supply. This mid-section w i l l be watered by the new aqueduct. -j
1
7.3.2 Historical Developments i
Historically, the area has had more settlement than today. Prior
to World War I, considerable land was patented on the floor of El Mirage ]
4
Basin under the Homestead Act. Land was placed under cultivation with ;
alfalfa and fruit orchards as typical crops. The town of Adelanto, just ;
East of the basin, was establishe as a latter-day agricultural colony. i
Most of the homestead settlers were drawn away during World War I by '
7-28
the past proved favorable. Comparative freedom from smog, and the
appeal of the high desert landscape to many as weekend retreats may pro-
vide one type of impetus. The piedmont is now crossed by a major li n e
of the Southern Pacific Railroad as well as power lines from Hoover Dam
and light industry could develop with related permanent residential
settlement. This potential for change combined with the ever increasing
pressure for vacant land near Los Angeles, would appear to make ar
inventory of the present conditions pertinent as a basis from which to
monitor inevitable change in the future. Much like the west side of
the San Joaquin Valley, settlement starts from a present low level of
land utilization. But whereas the i n i t i a l development of the San
Joaquin Valley w i l l be agricultural, water-related change on the High
Desert w i l l more likely be non-agricultural.
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war-related employment in the Los Angeles area and did not return
after the war, although homestead land was available during rhe 1920's. j
At that time d i f f i c u l t access to Los Angeles and to markets for pro- 1
I
ducts made farming an unprofitable venture even on the basin floor where j
i
water was comparatively plent i ful . Few structures remain from this
'i
period, most having been destroyed by fire, and thus the o'der phase ,
j i
of settlement has l i t t l e effect upon the present, except for possible )
i
and t i t l e s Adelanto has persisted as a town, supported by George ,
Air Force Base and the fact that it is on Highway 395, although its
former apple raising prominence has all but disappeared. '
/
It is proposed that some sort of renewed settlement \ » \ \ \ occur in ]
the High Desert with the advent of water. The cost of the water may ;
prohibit agriculture, although soils on the a l l u v i a l piednont have in j
7.3.3 Fulurfc atudy High Desert
To date no progress in the inventory of this High Desert study *
4
area has been accomplished due to the combined lack of available funds ',
and suitable remotely sensed imagery. Because this is one of the first ]
areas to be affected by the California State Water Project in Southern
California, it is important that thorough investigations in this area
begin as soon as possible. Now that suitable aerial photography has
been acquired (NASA Mission 16M it is possible for intensive study of \
this region to beg'n in the coming year of studv. It is proposed that j
I n i t i a l investigation under this grant use remote sensing to ascertain j
present settlement patterns, existing land use and assess the general j
environmental quality of the area both by remote and ground methods. ^
Color infrared photographic coverage could provide the necessary surro- ',
gates to inventory soil and land surface quality. Should scanning
radiometers capable of calibration be available, such factors as air \
drainage on the fan and the pooling of cold air in El Mirage Basin can j
be readily determined from aloft or such studies can be made by ground
observations. As is common with many Mojave Desert arccs, ground
inversions may persist during winter ironths. The concommi tan., pollution
dangers make such assessment highly desirable prior to more intensive
non-agricultural settlement. In brief, the inquiry into the high Desert
w i l l be concerned v/ith (I) inventory of that which exists prior to
expansion of more intensive land use, and (2) an assessment of the
problems of environmental quality that may result from an expansion
of settlement.
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Closely related to the studies in the High Dese.t, and in immediate
proximity to that study area, is the future Cedar Springs Reservoir
(also referred to as Silverwood Lake), located in Summit Valley on the
north slopes of the San Bernardino Mountains. Water w i l l be siphoned
into Cedar Springs Reservoir where it w i l l be stored before being
tunnelled through the San Bernardino Mountains, dropped down Devil's
Canyon to the Devil's Canyon hydro power plant, then to distribution in
the San Bernardino Valley and Lc.ke Ferris in the Perns Valley Cedar
Springs Reservoir w i l l be a multi-purpose facility, including major
recreational activity developments. The chaparra' and coniferous forest
covered mountains surrounding the future Cedar Springs Reservoir contrast
sharply with the grass covered h i l l s and valleys surrounding the future
Lake Perns
7.4 COMPUTERIZATION OF THE CALIFORNIA EARTH RESOURCES INVENTORY
7.4.1 Introduction
To provide for rapid updating of the California Earth Resources
Inventory it becomes necessary to develop a method to quickly compile
(primarily from remotely sensed imagery), store, and automatically
reproduce in map or statistical form various types of land use and land
pattern data. The requirement obviously calls for the use of a large
scale computer. However, Earth Resource data are obtained quite often
in a form (i.e., a photograph) that is d i f f i c u l t and time-consuming to
convert to digital form for computer processing. Through associated
research efforts at the University of California, Riverside we have
developed and made available a hardware system that permits an operator
7-31
to convert or digitize remotely sensed image data for computer use. ',
Through the a v a i l a b i l i t y of this equipment we can now proceed on to the
further development of an automated California Earth Resources Inventory -i
1
system. " j
7.*» 2 UCR Image Data Conversion System
The image data conversion system developed at the University of
California, Riverside requires the human operator to be an integral part
'i
of the interpretation-decision making process. To enable the operator
to make these decisions, an on-line desk top computer is incorporated i
into the system design (Figure 7-'3) The principal component is the
X-Y coordinate table and d i g i t i z e r which pernits the operator to read ;
tie coordinates of a map or image to a 0 001" accuracy. The coordinate <
data along with any other information the operator desires to place in -j
"i
storage 15 transferred to one of two computers through some type of ji
recording media (e.g., keypunch, tape recorder). -The other data, such 1
as land use codes, are entered into the system by a manual remote key- -j
1
board. Normal method of operation is to enter either point location ji
coordinates or a series of coordinates defining a specific polygonal
area. j
The on-line desk top computer is used to (1) rectify and r -section ,
the image po;nts to a planimetric base map, (2) calculate "arious area ]
or linear measurements (i.e., planimetric acreages), and (3) monitor I
the readout process by plotting the points or lines being digitized. '
The latter procedure saves considerable computer time and money by •)
enabling detection of errors as they occur and not ?fter a finished !
computer map has been expensively drawn. The monitoring process also j
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enables the operator to make decisions on how to proceed further i/ith
the analysis
The off-line laige scale computer provides the means for storage '
i
of the large data bank and the a b i l i t y to automatically plot updated ]
thematic maps F;c,ure 7 14 is a coarsely prepared coriputer-drawn land iji
use map of cenfa! Los Angeles using high altitude aerial photography.
Updating of thi s computer stored map can be accomplished in a matter of
4
a few hours as compared w i t h sevei.il days by manual redrafting The
actual p l o t t i n g of the map by the computer took less than one-half hour
 (
on a slo'/ speed plotter
7 k 3 Future Requirements
W i t h the a v a i l a b i l i t y of equipment to convert image data to computer
formal we are now ready to proceed to develop the software for the data
bank of the California E.'JI th Resources Inventory (i e , a Geographic ;
Information System) The system design w i 1 1 include the development of
a format compatible for (1) interchange of information, and (2) registra-
tion of locational data to other map projections. Complete system and '
i
prograir design is required. While a sample computer-prepared map has been
produced there exists a requirement to redesign the computer njppmg pro-
i
gram to the needs of our particular requirements "rimary changes in the J
Mapping program are for (1) plotting resolution of 0.01" rather than the ;i\
present 0 1", and (2) expansion and refinement of the current 12 legends. J
Rede°ign of the mapping program w i l l also pernit full release of the ,j
program which is now held on proprietary rights of the developer of the <
program. * .j
i
The present hardware system w i l l permit only 9" x 9" format imagery
7-34 1
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to be analyzed satisfactorily It would be economically desirable to
i
be able to analyze and convert image data from both 35 nr< and 70 mm •
I
format imagery Therefore, a requirement exists to develop d projec- ";
5
tion system that w i l l allow these formats to be pr, r ,ted on the coor-
dinate d i g i t i z e r table by means of rear view projection. Considerable j
investigation into the design and/or a v a i l a b i l i t y of projection equ p-nent |
i
has been made so that completion of t h i s modification of the hardware (
i
system can be made in a relatively short time >j
j
The image data conversion system developed at thi> University of j
1
California, Riverside has been developed and supported entirely by funds
i
from sources other than NASA Researchers involved in ihe cur-ent NASA j
program have been fortunate during the past eight months to have u t i l i z e d -|
I
this equipment and associated personnel services at no ^xpense to NASA. j
]
The image data conversion system has proven extrenely useful to the t
]
rapid analys'S, interpretation, and mapping from remotely sensed imagery |
in the study of California resources and w i l l play ?n integral part in j
continued studies j
13
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Chapter 8
DIGITAL HANDLING AND PROCESSING OF RLMOTE SENSING DATA
Co- i rwes!.i gator : R. AlgazI
Contributor- D. Sokrison
Department of electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, Davis and
Berkeley Campuses.
8.1 INTRODUCTION !
I
An important part of the integrated study of Earth Resources carried out [
by the University of Cal i forn ia is the combined use of all available sensing
devices ;hich provide information of interest to-earth resource scient ists. *
Two considerations influence the use of muJtisensor data. Firstly, the data ]
collected in each of several efferent bands on each of several different dates1
 j
w i l l need to be analyzed in var-ous crmbinations. Secondly, wiuh the launch i
of the ERTS A e-ci B Satellites, sets of mul ti sensor data in an electronic '.
format wii) become available cc *he project as one of the major data sources.
Thus a significant component of our work is the efficient or optimal use of
1
the large atiount of data availdbit: which has bearing on the study of specific :
earth resources. Three approaches are used in the analysis of the available *
data: j
]
Human Photo Interpretation
3
Electronic Image Enhancement j
Automatic Data Processing -'
These three approaches comp'ement one another and are all pursued within our j
i
study. However, with reference to the processing of earth resource data, •,]
" i
we recognize the interdependency of work done at t^e University of Califor- i
nia with that done elsewhere in the country, especially at the Laboratory i
i
for Re-note Sensing (LARS) of Purdue University- at the Center for Research •
of the University of Kansas, and at th° Willow Run Laboratory of the Univer- ,
i
sity of Michigan. The first question which arises is thus the possible du-
i
plication of facilities for electronic image enhancement of automatic data j
1
processing at the Universi ty of Cali fornia wi th the faci l i t ies in existence
elsewhere. The data processing fac i l i ty being established as part of the i
University of Cal i forn ia program emphasizes man-machine interaction rather ;
^
than bulk processing of data. It uses as a central processing element a >i
d i g i t a l computer and thus the development or use of data processing algorithms
becomes p r i n c i p a l l y a problem in computer software development. With this j
approach it becomes possible to make use of the very extensive digital compu- ,'
tation facility already available at the University of California. By the
|
acquisition of a very modest number of specialized computer peripherals, an }
a
extremely versatile and flexible facility is being made available to the
program. Thus the academic setting of the integrated study within the
i
University of California allows a very substantial electronic processing ;
\
facility to be established, at a very modest cost. ]
The on-going work in data handling flnd data processing has the following j
objectives: '
1. To provide a data processing facility for the use of earth resource 1
i
scientists u i t h i n the program.
2. To provide to these earth resource scientists the assistance of data
processing specialists. i
3. To make available and to implement the data processing algorithms
>!
developed within the University of California or elsewhere, 1
k. To conduct sonve independent research and study of algorithms and j
data processing techniques of direct interest to the earth resource j
8-2 \
J
scientists within the program. i
-i
a
5. To provide, to earth resource scientists within the program, the '
i
means for processing and making use of electronic data of the
type that w i l l become available with the launch of the ERTS
satellites. ]
•j
The data processing f a c i l i t y is being assembled on the Berkeley Campus \
1
of the University of California. Two complementary efforts are being pur-
sued: I. Personnel fron the Department of Electrical Engineering, Davis
Campus and from the Department of Electrical and Computer Science at '
Berkeley are concentrating on the question of multisensor data combination j
and electronic enhancement They make use of a versatile d i g i t a l signal pro- '
cessing facility, a,so used on other NASA-sponsored image processing work. «
(This facility is described mote fully later on in this report and w i l l be '
I
t
connected this year to the CDC 6AOO d i g i t a l computer of the Campus Computer 1
( Center.) 2. The group on automatic data processing of the Forestry Remote ]
i
Sensing Laboratory at the Berkeley Campus concentrates on problems of automatic {
classification, making use fully of i/ork already done at Purdue and Kansas. j
i
Their work and facility also are described more fully elsewhere in this i
repoit (see Chapter h). |
These two efforts on the Berkeley Campus are being carried out in a I
4
spirit of full cooperation and are indicative of the range of talent and com- 1
petence brought together in our m..egrated program. Both efforts interact \i
4
I with the personnel trained in Photo Interpretation at the School of Forestry j|
and Conservation on the Berkeley Campus and at the Departments of Geography
I on the Santa Barbara and Riverside Campuses.
[ 8-3
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8.^ WORK PERFORMED DURING THE PERIOD COVERED BY THIS REPORT I
j
The progress to dale on this part of project can be divided into the i
following broad categories: j
j
1. Familiarization with the activities of personnel working elsewhere <
•j
in related areas. j
2. Reorganization jnd detailed specification of the digital processing
facility which is at the heart of our current and future activities.
3. The conduct of preliminary work on means and programs for data j
I
acquisition and handling. j
4. The conduct of preliminary work on digital signal processing algorithms j
of broad rele/ance to feature enhancement of remote sensing data. j
ii
8.2.1 Familiarization With the Activities of Personnel Working Elsewhere.
" • " 1i
At a number of general meetings of the participants in this integrated n
project and at several specific meetings that we initiated, we became better «
acquainted with the activities and specific goals of various groups in this j
integrated project, notably the Forestry Remote Sensing Laboratory on the
Berkele - Campus, ths Geography Department on the Santa Barbara Campus, and
the Meteorology group on the Davis Campus. We solicited advice from Gene
Thorley and Don Lauer of the Forestry Remote Sensing Laboratory and from Jack
Estes of the Santa Barbara Campus on desirable parameters and configurations
for interactive image display. We have incorporated their suggestions into
our planned system. We anticipate that our interactions with other partici-
pants of the project w i l l increase steadily with time.
Outside the project, by special trips we gained familiarization with the
image processing facilities at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, and
with some of their software packages for digital picture handling and processing.
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A visit to NASA Goddard Space Flight Center fn September 1970 allowed us to get
1
acquainted witn the activities of Drs. McLeod and Hovis which were related to
3
the Earth Resources Technology Sate l l i te project. We also became fami l iar ]
recently wi th the personnel, hardware and act iv i t ies of the V i s i b i l i t y I
I
Laboratory at the University of California at San Diego. We plan, in the ']
coming year, to visit a number of other NASA and non-NASA image processing
\
centers.
i
8.2.2 Digital Processing Facility. i
The major share of our time nas been devoted to the development of a j
digital processing facility. Some redirection of our efforts has occurred,
which we believe wsll improve our effectiveness in the project. J
•i
Although our original plans called for the use of the computing facility J
i
at the Space Sciences Laboratory at Berkeley (on a part time basis) we have
now decided to center our efforts on the computing faci l i ty of the Systems \
Laboratory, Dapart»*?nt of Electrical Engineering and CcTiputcr Science, on ;
i
the Berkeley Campus. j-:. • j
The SDS Sigma 7 computer at the Space. Sciences Laboratory, although a ]
substantial machine, lacks a broad software package back-up. Further, the 1
i
work of interfacing the computer with the specie lized computer peripherals we t
\
require woujd have interfered seriously with the major user of the facility j
at tht Space Sciences Laboratory where we were generously being given access i
j
to the machine and computer time.
For OUT v.ork we shall make use of an IBM ;*JOO Computer which has been
i
modified by the addition of an array processor designed and built for the J
specific task of digital signal processing. The array processor speeds up J
j
by a factor of 20 a number of operations of interest in signal processing. i
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Thus this small digital computer has a substantial computing power for the '-,
type of processing of prime interest to "he integrated project, f-urther the •
IBM 1800 w i l l be connected by a high rate data link (6*t,000 words per second) '
(
to the CDC 6^ *00 of the Computer Center at Berkeley. Thus we have a highly .
desirable situation in which data acquisition, simple data processing and j
j
image display can be done in a dedicated facility available for real time and ;
i
interactive work, while a large computing facility and a large software system
.1
can be used for large computations and elaborate processing. j
i
A diagram of the overall system configuration is shown in Figure 8.1. The
schedule of assembly of the image processing system has been modified, prin-
cipally in order to speed up the time by which the facility can be put to full
i
use in the proje<-*.. To this end we are concentrating thi i year's work on the
acquisition of equipment and the design of hardware and software packages j
i
for an interactive color display. Because of budgec limitations this means '
i
postponing some other parts of the system, such as the image scanner and '
I
digitizer. It is anticipated that the digitization of images w i l l be done i
commercially or by some alternate methods for the present and near future.
There are three major advantages to the color processing and display system ]
which our group is assembling. Firstly, once the mult?spectral imaoes are j
1
digitized, *lI the processing is done digitally on the corresponding electri- ]
ual signals, thereby eliminating the need of going back to photographic film j
as an intermediary step. Thus the uncertainties and inaccuracies of photo- ]
]
graphic processing are eliminated and the quantitative information available ,
in the multispectral imagery can be extracted. Secondly, the digital process- *
Ing provides an extremely versatile approach to the large number and divers!t« ?
of requirements relevant to the study, and is thus an ideal research technique. \
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Thirdly, in our dedicated digital computer the successive processT-ng iterations ',
needed to achie.'e a desired goal, such as feature boundary enhancement, can ]
be carried out in real time in a most efficient manner. '
i
- Image Storage and Display System. After careful examination of the [
i
alternative ways of displaying multispectral images p'X/w- ed d i g i t a l l y at
a suitably high rate (30 frames per second), we decided to use as a storage
and output device an analog video disk. This video disk stores ^00 black- \
end-white images or 133 color images and can output any of them repeatedly ,
at high rate. Thus a substantial f i l e of images processed by different
techniques can be stored and displayed in rapid succession on a cathode |
ray tube rronitor for comparison by an observer. This valuable feature shoula ,'
reduce in many cases the need for extremely rapid processing. Work is i
currently underway to design and build the interface of the analog video i
disk with our digital computer.
The problem is to rratch the slow output rate of the computer to the high
i
input rate required by the video disk. Two approaches w i l l be used. The j
first one uses a commercial ly available analog buffer which requires li t t l e j
I
additional hardward but results in a loss of image quality. The use of j
thib buffer w i l l shorten the time to an ooerational display system. The
second approach is digital buffering which should lead to no loss of image
quality, but requires a substantial time io assemble and bring into service.
Concerning the output of the video disk, the work Is currently underwjy 1
to determine whether a sequential color monitor, using a rotating coior wheel, \
will be acceptable to a viewer, or whether a three gun color tube with a high ,i
color frame rate is needed to reduce flicker. The image, processed digitally, i
wi11 be viewed on a monitor side-by-side with a full color transparency of j
i
8-8 j
i
the image being processed for d i g i t * 1 enhancement. j
j
This phase of the work requires careful deliberation at each step to *
•nake the best use of ou>- limited resources, and we expect to get part of 1|
the system into operation during the summer. j
J
/
8.2.3. Preliminary work on means and programs for data acquisition and J
handling. , 3
As seen in Figure 8.1 the input of digital data into our processing system
is done either by digitizing a multispectral image O< by means of d i g i t a l jj» i
tape. The image scanner and digitizer w i l l not be built this year as men- [
1
tioned in the semi-annual report, and the digital tar>e unit is currently
, t
being interfaced to the digital computer. This interface work is being j
•3
dons w i th non-grant funds, and wi l l al low u to input into our processing
system imagery d ig i t ized for us by outside commercial suppliers. I
Determinations of the hardware requirements and software needs of the j
i
high rate data link to t!ie digital computer at the Bprkeley Computer Center \i
^are currently being made and wi l l engage an appreciable amount of our effoit '
t
for several months to come. I
We have available some of the programs for image handling and processing, ;
notably a two-dimensional Fast-Fourier-Tra^sf orm which has been developed -j
ij
with non-grant funds. We are pursuing the development of these programs 1
i
which are fundamental to all types of digital image processing. We have also ]
1
available a good quality, quite slow, 1,000 line black-and-white CRT display P
J
with the required software which Is used In our work on Image encoclng not 1
supported by the grant. We shall be making use of this display during the H
J
coming months for some preliminary work on Image enhancement. j
8-9
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J
8.2.^ Preliminary work on digital signal processing algorithms. j
Some work has been done on the development of processing algori thms and ,
the wr i t i ng of the corresponding programs for the design of f i l te rs . Most oc j
this work has been done by a Ph.D. student (not supported by the grant) at
the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Livermore. In connection w i t h this work
a short paper '•Or-ti'num Design of Two-Dimensional [Jon-Recursive D ig i ta l Fi l ters"
has been presented at the Fourth Asi lomar Conference on Ci rcu i ts and Systems '
I
in November 1970 and appended to our February 197' progress report. This H
i
work provides a technique for the design of a class of digital filters of
direct interest in our project. Specifically we plan to nake use of these
results to perform d i g i t a l e ihancements of boundaries between features.
An extension of this v.'ork to multi-image construction and restoration is
currently underway. Other digital enhancements by level slicing of multisen- J
i
sor imagery w i11 also be undertaken in the coming months, spec i f i ca l ly di-
rected tovard ass is t ing the work of Kinsel l Coulson and his group on the Davis j
Campus, in their study of the polar izdt ion-derived i r:format ion. 1
8.3 PROPOSED FUTURE WORK
The work proposed for the coming year follows logically from the overall j
j
objectives of this part of the integrated program and from the on-going work >
described tarl ier. The pr ior i t ies in the schedule of work are set so that \
the c lcct>onic image and data processing fac i l i t y can be'brought into opera-
 1
tion as soon as feasible during the year 1971. Most of the components of the ]
fac i l i ty have been described before. The approximate time table, Figure j
8.2, indicates the proposed concurrent work on hardware acquisition and design, j
system assembly, development of supporting software packages, development
of application oriented programs and the type of data used in the work. j
t
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We anticipate some readjustment of our digital processing system requiCe-
ments both in terms of hardware and general software packages as the inter-
active color display system becomes operational. These readjustmentj w i l l be
made to improve tha convenience in using the interactive system or the speed
of its opetation if ?uch a need becomes apparent fron. the specific applica-
tion studies. As an oumple, it w i l l require sonr experience to determine
the best combined use of our specialized computing facility and of the inter-
connected CDC 6^ *00 of the Berkeley Computer Center for the specific tasks
undertaken.
A very important part of our work in the coming year w i l l be in the
interaction and exchange of views and ideas with several groups of people.
The n-ost important group consists of the other participants of t h i s inte-
grated study, and the interaction with this group is expected to increase
very rapidly during the sumnier of 1971 along lines wh'ch have beer, described
before. Interaction with other remote sensing centers w i l l be conducted
either ditectly, (e <j., for the NASA facilities at Goddard and Houston and
for the Jet Piopulsion Laboratory in Pasadena), or by making use of infor-
mation regarding certain centers gathered by other workers in this inte-
grated program. For example, full use w i l l be made of well established ties
between personnel at the Forestry Remote Sensing Laboratory and personnel
at the renote sensing centers of the University of Michigan, Puidue univer-
sity and che University of Kansas.
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Chapter 9
INVESTIGATION OF ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS IN IKftGE TRANSFER -,
i
Co-Invest>gator; K. L. Coulson ,|
Contributor: R. L Walraven ]
Department of Agr icul tural Engineering, Davis Campus '
Progress in the invest igat ion has been good in spite of some delays in 1
obtainirc personnel during this initial period. Staf f ing of the project is >
now wel l in hand, however, and a s igni f icant increase in accomplishment during I
the coning withs is ant icipated. The main progress rcade (luring the perioo i
J
which fvs elapsed since initiation of the work is summarized below in :. ceo i dance ;
i
1
with tn*-> format of the original proposal. '
-i
1
9.1. THEORETICAL WOKK -\
The first requirement for a study of atmospheric effects on image transfer \
1
is to dofine the characteristics of the atmosphere itself. The main problem j
in such a definition is to represent in a realistic manner the characteristics
1
of dust, haze, clouds, and other aerosol particles in the atmosphere. To this ]
e-'d, a literature survey with compilation of a bibliography on atmospheric
aerosols is well underway on the project. The literature on atmospheric aero- j
i
sols is extensive, so this w i l l be a continuing task for some time to come.
Several coipotations of radiation emerging from the atmosphere for dif-
ferent aerosol models have been performed during the period. This is the first
!
J
step in determining the radiation background against which surface objects are i
seen from high altitudes. The Junge aerosol model, with variable size fre- j
1
quency distributions and amounts of absorption, has been used for the compute- <
tions. The present computer program, which was developed on a orevious project,
,.9-1
takes account of single scattering of light by aerosol particles but neglects '
the photons which have undergone t.vo or more scattering events In their paths ,
in the atmosphere. In an effort to take account of all orders of scattering,
a study of the "doubling technique" derived by van de Hulst has been started. |
i
It is expected that a computer program based on this more general method w i l l .
be developed uring the remaining part of *he first year investigation This :
w i 1 1 permit a much more realistic description of radiation backgrounds and
I
ima9e transfers for the actual atmosphere (which always contains a significant ^
derosol component) than is possible with the single scattering approach.
i
Much thouoht has gone into a consideration of the properties of light '
*reflected fron surface1;, be they plant surfaces, soil surfaces, or other sur- '
faces or interest in earth resources. One can consider the speci f ic intensity
of light 'ncident on a surface as .1 vector intensity I (9e, e$e) from a direc- !
tion defined ty zenith angli 90 and azimuth 6n. This 'nc'dent intensity is j
represented in it;, most general form as a four-element column matrix of the j
well-known Stokrs parcineters. Thus •
riV I
j JQ_ • j
~ °*
 c
 i u; ]
LVj (60, «5c) !
v/here 1 is the total intensity and elements Q,, U, and V define the siate of I
polarization of the incident light. Similarly the light reflected into the
outward direction at zenith angle 9 and azimuth 6 is J
1
n r . -j
(9, 6) j
This reflected intensity is given in its most general form by multiplication j
I
of the original intensity b/ a sixteen-element reflection matrix R (9., 6n : 9, tf)
rJ o ]
which is characterist ic of the par' i<-ular surface in question. Thus 1
9-2 " ' 'J
ir (e, 6) =
n i2 i3
21 22
(9, 33
U
V
This means that by knowing the characterist ics of the incident light and
measuring the Stokes parameters cf the reflected light, it Is theoretically
possible to define each of the sixteen elements of the reflection matrix of a
given surface and thereby obtain sixteen signatures by which a surface can be
identified. In fact, by combining elements for additional signatures and using
the wavelength dependence of matrix elements it is possible to get an extremely
large number of different reflection signatures to characterize a surface or
distinguish among natural sr <"->ces of various types. This gives a much more
r lexiole and powerful cnethod tor remote sensing than the traditional method
in which s'enple scalar intensity (one of the sixteen elements of the reflection
matrix) is the observed quantity.
In order to use this more powerful method, one must have the capability
of sensing the polarization, both plane and circular, of the reflected light.
Coulson et al (1965) have shown that natural surfaces introduce various amounts
of plane polarization into the reflected light. Typical results of those
measurements are shown by the plot of degree of (plane) polarization versus
angle at which the surface is viewed in Fig. 9.1. A very considerable variation
of polarizing properties among the surfaces is shown by the curves. Although
no similar measurements of the circularly polarized component are available,
it is expected that circular polarization wi l l show similar large variations
with type of surface.
It is expected that the plane and circjlar polarization signatures can
be combined with the intensity signature to uniquely specify the type of surface
responsible for the reflection. Measurements of the entire array of Stokes
9-3
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i
parameters of the reflected light w i l l be necessary in order t.j accomplish j
i
such a separation nf types of surfaces. The new instrument now in design \ - i ! l
have the capabi l i ty of making the required measurements. j
9.2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Ins t rumen ta 11on
A two-channel polarimeter is being constructed to measure the Stokes
^
parameters. The instrument wil l use photon counting to make high precision •
measurements, and w i l l be und^r the control of an avai lable PDP-11 portable
computer for high-speed acquisition of data. The two channels of the instru-
ment are designed to be used independently in either an asynchronous or syn-
chronous mode.
A block diagram of one channel of the instrument is shown in Figure 9.2.
The only shared feature of the two channels is the cirection in which the
instrument points. Thus, the goniome'.ric controls are common to both channels.
The part of the instrument above the dotted line comprises the instrument
package. The rest of the instrument, consisting of hardware computer inter-
i
facing and the computer itself, can be removed from the instrument package by ]
1
a long signal cable. Each block of the diagram in the top row represents a j
modular component of the instrument package. After the modules are bolted
together, a light tight shield can be slipped over the entire package.
The p<ith of a beam of light to be analyzed can be traced from right to
left in the top row of boxes in Figure 9.2. After the beam is colllmated it
passes through a shutter which can be closed for dark-current measurements. A
quarter wave retardation plate can be inserted Into the beam which then passes
••hrough a rotatable linear polarizer. Following the polarizer are a set of \
interference f i l ters for removing all but a particular color from the bram,
and a set of neutral density filters for attenuating the light Intensity. A j
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conventional high-gain photomul tip! ier tube coverts the remaining lignt into >
i
electronic information. Each channel of the instrument w i l l have a tube with
different spectral response so that the whole visible spectrum can be measured i\
with good efficiency. j
Since light by nature is quantized into photons, the output of the j
I
photomul tiplier tube w i l l be pulses which correspond to single photons. If \
i
the photomul tipl ier tube is followed by a wide-band high-gain amplifier and -;
a low-level discriminator, standard logic pulses can be obtained corresponding i
T
primarily to single photons. These standard pulses are typically as narrow !
8 )
as 10 nanoseconds, allowing counting rates up to 10 per second. Several j
advantages of photon counting over conventional dc (analog) techniques are as
follows: (1) excellent long-term stability, (2) linearity of response over a
1
wide dynamic range, (3) discrimination against both dc surface leakage and '
!
low amplitude events not originating from the photocathodc, CO high-speed ;
i
digital processing capability without the use of analog to digital conversion, j
and (5) optimum signal-to-ncMse ratio for quantum limited signals. The com- j
J
bined function of wide-band amplifier and discriminator is provided by a rugged j
commercial state-of-the-art solid-state unit. The entire instrument package i
except for the photomul tipl ier tube and ampl if ier-aiscriminator w i l l be con-
structed by the Agricultural Engineering Shop at Davis at no cost to the project.
The full capability of th-, instrument can only be realized if it is iy
controlled automatically. This ("unction is provided by a PDP-11 computer. i
The PDP-11 is a 16-bit computer which was designed for easy interfacing. j
\
The entire computer, except for a teletype, fits in a 5'foot equipment rack. ,
1
The interface of the instrument package to the computer is shown in Figure 9-2. j
A prescaler divides the counting rate by four and converts the pulses to
-J
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standard transistor logic. A timer can be loaded with a time from the
computer. A start command then starts the timer and allows counts from
the prescaler to go to the main sealer. When the timer has counted for the
specified time, an interrupt signal is sent to the computer and the sealer
is interrupted. The interrupt signal to the computer causes It to
interrupt its present task If it is busy and go to a special routine to read
and reset the sealer, load the timer, send control signals to the instru-
ment package, and restart the system. The computer than returns to its <
i
1 :<.er priority job—reducing previous data. " ;
The theory of operation or the polarimeter Is well understood. Let I,
Q, U, aid V be the Stokes pararieters describing the 1'ght to be analyzed, and ;
« \
I be the intensity transmitted by the linear polarizer. If the quarter wave ;
retardation plate is removed from the heam, then the transmitted intensity is 4
i
I1 = 1/2 [i •»• Q. Cos2y + U Sin y], ]
I
where ^ is the angle between the axis of transmission of the linear polarizer j
and an appropriate reference axis. By rotating the linear polarizer and a
measuring I the three Stokes parameters I, Q_, and U can be determined. The 3i
remaining parameter, V, can be determined by inserting the quarter-wave re- i
tardation plate. If the angle of the transmission axis of the linear polarizer ,
i
is ±.45° wi th respect to the fast axis of the quarter wave plate, then j
1] ° 1/2 (I * V),
or V = ij. - I.! .
Thus, a complete description of the beam to be analyzed, which is character-
ized by the four Stokes paronetcrs, is obtainable with the polarimeter.
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Reflection measurements
In an effort to better distinguish surface characteristics, a relative'y
large number of measurements of surface albedo hrve been made for different
types of natural surfaces. Although many of those measurements were sponsored
by a different project, they have been extended under this grant and all are
available for use as necessary. Up to the present time surface albedo has
been me<isured in six wavelength ranges in the ultraviolet, v i s i b l e , and near
infrared spectral regions continuously from before sunrise until solar noon
for six different vegetated surfaces (bluegrass turf, alfalfa, immature rice,
mature rice, sugar beets, and sorghum), four soil surfaces (disked Yolo loam,
puddled Yolo loam, wet Yolo loam, and Sacramento clay), and two roadway sur-
faces (concrete and black top). These da-awere the subject of a paper presented
at a scientific meeting m March, 1971.
9.3 IMAGE ACQUISITION IN POLARIZED LIGHT
Some preliminary work on the acquisition of images in polarized light
has yielded a considerable number of color slides and prints, ulack-and-white
prints, and sixteen-hundred feet of 16-millimeter movie film. The movie film
was obtained by personnel (Earl Petersen) at NASA <tmes Research Center from
the Convair 990 aircraft flying at various altitudes above the surface.. The
light directed upward at aircraft altitude was analyzed by a sheet polarizer -
i
which was rotated by a motor-driven mount installed in front ot the camera
lei:.. By this cr.eans the intensity of light incident on the film was changed ^
i
by the rotating polarizer, ths change of intensity being proportional to the "]
degree of plane polarization of the incident light. In projecting the movie In
I
the normal manner, one can see the effects of polarization by changes of the in-
 (i
tensity of the projected images and determine which objects or areas of the I
"iage ciro iroi> t strongly polarized.
A second polar izat ion ef fect can be seen by the use of color s l ides, as
hi'wn in Figures 9-3a and 9.3t>. The pictures were taken w i t n an ordinciry 35-rw
canera with a rotatable polarizer in front of the lens. The change of tne I
image, which was particularly pronounced for the image of the lake, is produced t
by o change of oriental "on of the axis of transm ss ion of the polarizer In ji
figure 9.3J this axis was oriented hor i/ortal ly , and thus transmitted prefer-
en t i a l l y tho horizontally polarized light reflected from the lake surface. In •
1
Figure 9.3b the tmnsmi ss ion axis was oriented vertically, in which case the ]
i
hor i 'ont i l ly polarized component was intercepted and the vert ical ly polarized
t
component was transmitted. Since the vert ical ly polarized component was much
i
weaker than the hor izontal ! / polarized component, the image of the lake is I
much darker in Figure 9-3t> than in Figure 9.3a. The change is much less for j
the surrounding terrain than for the lake, with a result that the contrast is j
considerably enhanced by the use and proper orientation of the polarizer in
front of the camera ItihS This is one example of possib e image enhancement
by the use of polarizing optics. Effort is continuing to investigate in great-
er detail the odvantiges to be gained by the method for the case in whirA the
images are obtained on photographic fi lm. It is expected, however, that the
maximum benefit w i l l be gained by the use of electronic scanning of images.
Development of the required techniques by Dr. V. A l f jaz i at Davis anH by Jerry
Lent at Berkeley as a part of this overall investigation is being monitored
with great interest arid anticipation.
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Figure b.3A. Photo of Gold Lake taken in polarized
light with plane of polarization oriented horizontally.
. igure 9-3B. Photo o^ Gold Lake taken in polarized
light with plane of polarization oriented vertically.
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Chapter 10
COASTAL ZONE AriD RIVER DELTA STUDIES
Although the title of our multi-campus study indicates that an "integrated
study of eorth resources in the state of California" is to be undertaken, it
was recoynized at the outset that emphasis on one resource i n i t i a l l y (i.e. the
water resource) was desirable. The previous chapters have documented our prog-
ress to date in our attempt to define the role of remote sensing in this area,
using the California Water Project as a case study.
Our discussions with California Resource Managers this first year have
served to reemphasize the need for similar studies in other critical resource
areas, most notablv in the coastal zone and river deltas of California. We
feel that case studies in these two resource problem areas can be carried out
efficiently under our current structure. In fact, these studies appear ideally
suited to our integrated approach 'see Figure 10.1) and are complements y to
our ongoing program of research centered .around the California Water Project.
In addition, we have attempted to iJITH 1 iarize ourselves with other ongoing
programs in these areas, e.g. the studies being carried out in San Francisco
by members of the Geographic Applications program, U S.G.S.
Rationale for this recommended extension of work in California is provided
In the following sections.
10.1. APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING IN TIDAL ESTUARIES AND RIVER DELTAS
Contained within the NASA California Test Site, in what has been referred
to as the Centra1 Section, is the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta. The sug-
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ject and its reletion to other critical resource problems in California.
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gestion for inclusion of the Delta In the gross research effort was made in-
i t ia l ly in September 1970 in the integrated work statement prepared jointly by
the six-campus participants.
The Delta »s a complex hydrologlc system which links the saline waters of
San Francisco Bay and the fresh waters of the Central Va l ley watershed. Whi le
serving as the hub cf contemporary water development in the State of California,
its principal role is seen as a point of redistribution and allocation among
competing uses for (I) export to the San Joaquin Val ley and southern Cal i fornia;
(2) agricultural, municipal, industrial and recreational uses wi th in the Delta;
and (3) as a h/draulic and ecological regulator in the extre»re western Delta
and Sen Frar.cisco Bay. (
The are^'l extent of the Delta and its relationship to the Central Val ley ,
and San Francisco Bay are shown on Figures 10.2 and 10.3. •?
t
10.1.1. Research Object ives '{
The inclusion of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta as a study element in the \
'!
on-going Integrated Study of Earth Resources in the State of California Using ]
Remote Sensing Techniques is a logical extension of the research prototype,
the Cali fornia State Water Project, into one of i *s key faci l i ty areas. The
Peripheral Conai. the Delta Pumping Plant, the North Terminus of the State
Aqueduct, and the North Terminus of ti e San Joaquin Val ley Master Drain are
all project works located in the Delta area.
As the State Water Project becomes fully operational, the Delta systerr w i l l ,
hydraulically speaking, become almost fully regulated by the work described
above. Predictions have been made to anticipate what full regulation, steady-
state conditions might have on wa^er quality, aquatic biota and sediment trans-
port and deposition. The physical model of the Delta, constructed and operated
by the San Francisco Distr ict of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, as well as
mathematical models formulated by others, have been employed as predictive
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j tools; however, verification of model results in the prototype has been often
expensive and inexpedient.
(
I It is recommended that work in the Sacrr.mento-San Joaquin Delta be an
s- expansion of Burgy's (UCD) task in the integrated study Limited research j
objectives in the .Delta, compatible with other on-going remote sensing user-
r 'j research and within the framework of the overall statewide study by the Uni- j
' i
versity of California, is seen as a necessary adjunct to specif ic user appli- '
\. cations The fol lowing procedure is proposed: ;
5- (1) Select a representative Delta sector where pr"-project ground truth '
1 ' '
can be obtained, but which w i l l be hydrologically altered wi th ful l )
j - implenienli.'tion of the State Water Project (o) Hog Slouth has 1
been proposed as a test locp'e (see Figure 10.2). _i
7" ]
I (2) In cooperation w i t h FRSL (UCB), examine possibi l i t ies for the use of 1
i- remote sensing techniques in assessing quantitative and quali tat ive .,
aspects of hydrologic, hydro-biologic, and terrestrial feitures of
|
i
^ the Hog Slough test locale. j
I
. (3) Integrate with on-going UC Davis campus efforts in defining, classi- J
! flying and establishing user applications for hydrologic parameters. }
( 10.2. COASTAL ZONE STUDIES ]
/•- Cal i forn ia 's Coastal Zone is an important resource. One has onl/ to go
to a public beach on o warm summer's afternoon to see how much ti.is gre«.t
j natural resource me?ns to the state of Cal i fornia. On any given summer Sunday
the crowds at our beaches excetu those gathered at any sporting event or enjoy-
i iI ing any national park. Indeed, seme 75% of the copulation of th3 state of Cal- ]
i ifornia reside within a one-hour drive of the shoreline. It is estimated that ]
j '
b/ 1930, 20 million people wi l l !iv<: within close proximity to coastal areas. .:
The pressure on Cal i forn ia 's coastal resources is increasing. As of
10-6
r
3 J9&5, only two coastal counties in California had 50% or more of their coast-I
line under public control and no county controlled more than 71% of its
'- : coastline.
i The state's total shoreline is approximately 1,224 miles in length. Of
this figure, only 335 miles of shore are open to public access and of this 335
r i
miles, 219 miles a--e in state parks. California's seashore can generally be \
divided Jnto three physiographic categories: (I) beach, which may vary in
J composition from fine sand to cobbles or shel ls- (2) bluff, bank or c l i f fed
7" areas that may be immediately adjacent to a narrow beach; and (3) marsh that
may be either tidal or non-tidal. Of the s ta te 's 1,224 miles of shoreline,
_ i
i 535 miles are rocky shore unsuited for overall general public recreational use.
The r.sed for public recreational facilities is not the only pressure on the '
i- coastal margins of the state Industrial and urban development, as well as our
|" public u t i l i t i e s , are all vying for coastal space. Developmental pressures .
along the shore arti matched by the pressure for offshore developments such as i
j oil d r i l l i n g and the harvesting of kelp.
The coast of California then serves many purposes and as a prerequisite '
!
)
for rational planning of the multi purpose use of the coastal zone a detailed
r- iti/entory of California's coastal lands should be initiated. This inventory \
should include a description of tne natural and cultural features of the coast-
I al zone. It should be so organized as to provide for rapid retrieval and to ".
i
provide means for continuous updating Coastal lands as defined here should j
r. include both publicly and privately owned lands from the seaward boundary of
10-7
California's tide lands to a boundary of variable distance Inland from the i
1
beaches and the margins c." the bays. »
1
It is perhaps apparent that all members of the current integrated study
wi l l not, and should r.ni, participate in Coastal Zone studies. Certain cf our j
i
! i/estigatois (6.9. Alqazi and Coulson on the Davis campus) are developinq tech-
niques which are basic to any remote sensing application. Others (e.g. Churchman ]
of the Berkeley campus) have been considering the problems of development in !
i
the Coastal Zone since the inception of the study, due to the interrelation- I|
ship of this resource with others in California. Hence, this recommended ex- j
i
tension of research in California will be carried out principally by the ap- \
plied groups in the integrated study (i e., FRSL at Berkeley, Estes1 group at
Santa Barbara, and Bowden's group at Riverside). Examples of the types of l
studies to be carried out are provided by the following statements of work in \
!
the central and southern portions of the Coastal Zone. Similar studies would
be undertaken by the Forestry Remote Sensing Laboratory of the Berkeley Campus
in the Northern Coastal Zone (i.e. Monterey to the Oregon border).
)
10.2.1. Centr?! Cc.'stal Zone Studies \
i
It is proposed thai under this integrated study Santa Barbara would as- J
sume the responsibi l i ty for that port-on of the California coast extending
south from San Francisco to Santa Mo-Ica. The present landscape is character- '
i
ized by small, scattered urban nuclei amidst an essential ly rural setting. The '
area is, however, moving in the direction of urbanization at an increasing rate.
A study of this environment must be temed coastal/urban rather than simply ;
coastal. The portion of the Califon'a coast so defined is a logical exten- -i
slon of the exist ing West side San Jcaquin Valley study presently ^eing conduc-
ted by personnel on the Santv. Barbara Co npu..
Coastal c i t ies, with an inordinate percentage o." the state's population •
1
concentrated In small areas, ar2 heavily dependent on interior agricultural areas '
for food, raw nwtc i la ls , and ot*er i-onomic considerations. Furthermore, water
from the California Aaueejct wil l be transported to selected points on the ]
l
coa.'t to supply Increasing demands and iirprove the quality of existing water
facilities. It should also be pointed out that both areas, interior and coastal,
j
i
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are in a dynamic state of change and growth. There is a significant probability
i
that the relatioiship between them w i l l not only be strengthened by current ,
events, but that the relationship w i l l have ;: decided influence on their '
\
respective modes of development. |
(
The coastal California zone is a highly complex environmental system in !
its own right. There are characteristics, peculiarities, potential, and prob- j
I
lems in the coastal environment that need to be investigated more thoroughly •
i
for planning and development purposes. Landforms, vegetation associations, -j
the rural sector, urban nuclei, and the general ecology of the area are under-
>
going dramatic changes. Incomplete or misleading data are severely handicap- i
ping rational decision-making and planning for these transformations.
Remote sensing could make a posi t ive contribution to the inventory, eval-
j
uation, and policy-making decisions on the present and future of such coastal/
urban complexes. Research at the Santa Barbara campus would concentrate on the j
following problem areas: s.
1. Coastal land use. \
I
2. Coabtal he.-n'ds, i.e., slope slippage, f ire and flood potential, and !
,:
pollutif ,
3. Rur';',','. . dynamics. "
k. Set' V"--'- T «nterns. . ]I
5. Accessibility along coasts. , |
6. Recreation: current status and potential. -j
'J
7. Structure and function
 of coastal activities. " '.j
8. Coastal ecosystem*;. 1
The major emphasis during the initial phase of the study would be the ]
development of a coastal land-use classification system which depicts and i
reflects essential parameters of environmental conditions and qualitv. The -,
basic components of such a classification schewc should be identifiable from
j
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remote sensing imagery and be compatible with requirements of accuracy and
fi
t imeliness. Furthermore, the System should lend i tsel f to computer processing
i
and automated mapping techniques. This svstem at its most elementary level
might include a ser ies of basic single category maps w i th information stored j
according to a geographic coordinate system. By interfacing these series cor-
rectly, mult iple categories could be generated and displayed for any or all of
the coordinate points. Factors could be added to this type of system which
wouM negate mutudlly exclusive land-use categorizations from considerations
in planning new developments by l i s t ing those uses wnich would enhance or de-
tract from the environmental system as it presently exists.
In addi t ion to overal l land-use mapping, an effort v/ould be made to
assess environmental haz?rds a f fec t i ng the coastal environment. We would at- j
j
tempt to delimit those areas pione to earthquakes, floods, earth slippage, j
i
fire, and pollution (both air and water). Other studies, such as those men- 1
tioned in the previous listing, would be conducted as additional inputs to a !j
ful 'er understanding of the character, problems, and potentials of this com- i
plex coasta' ei.vi ronmental system. ]
10.2.2. Southern Coastal Zone Studie- j
W i th i n the frame ;ork of this integrated study, the Department o1 Geog- |
raphy, Rivers ide, would assume responsibi l i ty for that sect ion of California J
it
coast reaching from Santa Barbara south to San Diego. Because the present j
landscape is dominated by urbanization, the study must be termed coastal/urban *
{
rathe- than just coastal. j
i
The geographic area described includes about 12 ml 11iorv people that >
l ive in the coastal "Mediterranean" environment of southern California. One
i
way to describe the location is "the area from the Pacific shoreline, inland \
to the limit of the sea breeze." Another physical determinant is "oil that i
land drained by tributaries to the Paci f ic Ocean between Santa Barbara and
i j
i
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San Dieqo." by using the obove def in i t ions, a sat is factory overlap is ob-
tained w i t h the prominent "sink" areas under influence of the Cali forn :=i State
Water Project. (All but the High Desert and north slope of the San Gabriel
and San Bernadino Mountains are included.)
The expert ise to handle such an area ex is ts 3t the University 01 al i for-
nia, R ivers ide . Three previous research contracts have contributed s ign i f i -
cantly: (1) Remote Sensing of Southern Ca l i fo rn ia and Related Environments,
funded by Geography Appl icat ions Program of USGS w i th NASA funds. The empha-
sis cind research reported concentrated on the Salton Sea area, San Bernardino
Mountains, ond the C i t y of Los Angeles. (?) Remote Sensing of Coastal Baja
Ca l i fo rn ia and selected areas of Southern Cal i forn ia funded by the Geography
Programs, O f f i ce of Naval Research. The research program consisted of remote
sensing of both physical and cultural environments along the coast of the en-
t ire peninsula of Baja Cal i forn ia plus an intensive study of Santa Cruz Island
(offshore from Santa Barbara) wi th remote sensing techniques. (3) Project
THEMIS--part of which v.as funded to do a series of investigations into obtaining
Geographic Information from middle, high and space a l t i tude imagery and data.
Several selected studies on energy balance, transput tat ion networks, residen-
tial housing qua l i ty , f i r e and flood danger and morphology, f o T m and function
of the c i ty in general were conducted. Most important of the outputs under
Project THEMIS was the development of an automated image data conversion and
mopping system (described in Chapter 7) which can now be made available to
future research projects.
All of the above pi ejects are completed or in final stages. One of the
reasons the University of Cal i fornia, Riverside, group played such a minor role
In the original proposal on the "Integrated Study of Earth Resources in the
State of Cal i fornia Usinrj vote Sensing Techniques" was the heavy commitment
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to the three described projects. We are nov/ in a posi t ion to ass is t the pres-
i
ent project in a more formative and benef ic ia l manner. i
Tt-e study of coastal southern Cal i forn ia is a "knotty" and d i f f icu l t un-
1
dertaking. ftan's influence on the natural environment is present along the •
t
entire coast. Coastal landtorms, coastal plant communities, and the general
ecology have been dramatical ly changed w i th in the last fev decades Erosional )
!
forms such as sea c l i f f s and wave-cut plat forms, and deposit ional forms such
«">s beach ridqcs .ind sand dunes, hove been modified by bulldozers jnd spr.iwling,
low-densily t-t I lciiu.nl*.>. The cnviroriiiii-fil.il condit ions in terms ol human occu-
t(Juncy art. rapidly do icr lorol i ny
The land-water-air interface represents a complex environmental phenomenon.
Resource use and management and rraintenance of environmental quality suitable
for human habi tat ion arc of prirne concern. Remote sensing can play a s ign i f i -
cant role in the inventory, evaluat ion, and policy-making decisions on the '
present and future of coastal/urban complexes. "t
Of prime concern, but w i t h l i t t le actual data to back them up, are some
j
of the followi ng i
1. Coastal land use. '
2. Accessibility and maneuverability along coasts. _J
1
3. Settlement density and patterns. ,
4. Inflows and diffusion of natural and man-made discharges.
5. Function of coastal ac t i v i t i es .
- I
6. Morphology of coastal area. ;
7. Energy exchange at near shore, shore, and inland sites.
8. Location and function of Industry, commerce and services. \
9. Survey and prediction of disasters and hazards, i.e. '..lope slippage, ,
, i
brush fire, flood potential, pollution j
^ i
10. Monitoring of erosion, deposition, si 1 lotion, etc. I
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11. Recreation present assessment and potential location.
The list can be almost endless, but the above serve as guidelines to
research tasks. Some can only be sampled while others can be done in entirety.
Remote sensing, because of its ability to look at the whole coastal/urban com-
plex and do it rapidly, can play an important role in obtaining vita) and
currently unavailable data.
Remote sensing, in fact, may make it possible to begin studies of a
new kind of coastal/urban ecology, viewing the coastal regaiopolis as a
comp'ex system of interconnecting and interacting elements with inputs and
f
 energy and matter.
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Chapter II
THE Wf.AMICS Of EARTH RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN CALIFORNIA
'' AND ELSEWHERE
One reason why the State of California is an ideal test site for j
making an integrated study of earth resources is to be found in the dynamic, i
or rapidly changing viewpoint being held with reference to such resources <
j
in California. In this concluding chapter some specific and highly cunent !
examples w i l l be given to document the fact that California, as a corollary |
1
to its being the -ost populous of the 50 states, (and to its being one of the ]
most rapidly growing regions in the world) offers a preview of what is soon
to come elsewhere throughout the United States, aid eventually throughout *
much of the globe. In these examples it w i l l be seen that there is a mix j
of many kinds of problems relating to proper resource management, ranging '
from ecological and technological, through political and social, and includ-
ing economic, legal and even enforcement aspects. Thus the contributors !
i
to this, our first annual report feel it is appropriate that it be completed j
with a brief description of some of these current events within the test
area that they are studying. Each of the events and developments described
in this chapter w i l l be followed closely as we continue, during the second
year, our integrated studies of earth resources in the State of California.
11.1 SEWAGE -- A MAJOR SOURCE AND A PROMISING PROGRAM IN CALIFORNIA
Strong programs are under way to inprove sewage treatment in Cali-
fornia. Large waste treatment plants are being constructed and new tech-
nology is being implemented to provide for more efficient plant operation
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and more sophisticated treatment.
Concurrently, investment in sewerage f a c i l i t i e s is escalating. In
I960, California spent approximately $*t3 m i l l i o n on construction. In 1970
thf state spent $80 nil lion, and by 1975, the rate of construction w i l l
L>c muit: llian $200 mi I . ion per year, according to the California State Ke-
sourccs Confol Board.
This investment of state, local and federal money must be made to
achieve the maximum amount of pollution control at the least cost. The
rrost realistic methoo of reaching this goal is through consolidation of
waste collection ana treatment systems on an area-wide basis, the board
advocates.
It is a frequently overlooked, but simple principle, that bigger
treatment plants, can be op-vated more efficiently, employ more q u a l i f i e d
personnel and be run at iuwer per gallon cost of waste treated.
Larre plants are not a virt-.e in themselves, the board contends, j
i
and eventuaHy the economics of scale reach a point of diminishing returns. i
However, until thdt point, the financial advantages in bul'ding a laiyer !
plant are great ' j
In addition to the economic saving, consolidation also reduces j
i
the number of sources of wcste discharge. This is important because the •
existence of many sources of waste increase the chance of plant failure \
i
and distributes waste in sensitive estuarme areas. , •>
Yet, in spite of these advantages, many communities refuse to COP- ]
sider the possibility of consolidation, the board charges.
California communities have traditionally preferred to act indepen-
dently, preserving local autonomy and avoiding the frequently complex task '
of working v.ith cther governmental agencies. Each community wants to be
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j
1
the master of its destiny and to provide a complete range of governmental j
services. However, in today's great and quickly changing world, this tradi- ji
tional concept is only practicable in areas where communities are isolated. <
1
With the exception of such isolated areas, communities which avoic' \
;
cooperating in area-wide planning progrums are sidestepping a basic issue i
a
which frost be faced the choice between short-tqrm correction of pollution j
and long-term protection of the environment. What most concerned citizens
anu taxpayers want is maximum environmental protection at the least cost ,
i
When individual communities become part of a basin-wide or metropolitan 't
\
and community system, both.economical and ecological advantages arc to be |
4
gained >
t
In most areas of the State where a large number of small plants exist, 1
pollution levels are highlit. This is true at the north end of San Francisco ]
,1
Bay, in Richardson Bay and in many areas of South Bay. It is also true ^
in the south rim of Monterey Bay. However, where neighboring communities i
have joined together to b u i l d large, area-wide systems, substantial improve-
ment is noted, and the costs per capita hsve been reduced. I
Where wastes have been managed as part o." a basin or regional plan,
water quality has been enhanced, as at San Diego. One system serves many
adjacent areas, and San Diego Bay is one of the clean water achievements i
of the stete Recently, the Secretary of the Interior bestowed concurrent i
Pure Waters Citations upon the California Regional Water Quality Cont'ol !j
Board, San Diego Region,and also upon the citizens of the City of San Diego j
i
in iccognition of this clean water acheivement. j
' t
Another good example of successful area-wide planning is illustrated by 1
the Los Angeles metropolitan area with its two major waste collection and
disposal systems which have protected groundwater basins and significantly
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reduced the impact of tremendous qur t i t l e s of waste on the marine environ- ,
i
ment. Fuither Deductions are now being studied and can be achieved easily '
since the waste has been brought toqetlifr for management at one site ]
]
Aree ' de planning also plays an (iriportunl part in successrul waste- !
!
uater reclamation. Major reclamation opportunities occur where large \
1
quantities of water are continously used. This is true in the agricul-
tural aieas of the Central Valley, industrial areas of Southern and Northern I
1
California and the water supply systems for major cities To f u l f i l l the j
reclamation potential of these areas, proper planning is essential
S t i l l another advantage to areawide planning exists in the Clean \
Water Bond Law which was passed by th* California electorate in 1970.
Passage of Proposition One freed up to one b i l l i o n dollars in federal- 1
State-loca1 monies which w i l l be made available to local communities over i
<
the next five years for new and improved wastewater treatment and dis- j
I
posal f a c i l i t i e s in California. " '
The fedt,rol 'v$550-mi 1 1 ion) and state ($250-mi 1 1 ion) portions of '
the funds w i l l be allocated in the form of grants, which are to be adminis- j
teied by the State *ater Resources Control Board. Both the federal and {
5
state grant programs require areawide planning coordination, as well as j
t
consolidation, where feasible.
Before the state w i l l distribute grant funds, a community must dem-
onstrate that the plant it proposes to build w i l l fit in with a coordinated - \
1
plan and w i 1 1 not hinder the development of a co-isol idated waste treatment • ]
- \
and disposal system for the surrounding area. j
Federal regulations emphasize that the most economical long-range > .)
plant systems must be b u i l t with consideration of both operating and main- 1
1tcnance costs. Federal guidelines for planning also emphasize; consolidation , i
' i
, ,
I .». >.-_.ii-J
and coordination. ,
i
In short, both federal and state policy reflect a determination '
that the money spent for pollution coidrol must achieve maximum results j
at the le?st cost. j
1
In line w i t h this determination, the California Water Resources i
Control Board -- m conjunction with the nine ra)i forma Regional Water <
Quality Contiol Boards -- is implementing a statewide planning program */hich
w i l l serve as the basis for future grant approval and pr i o r i t i e s .
Tne guidelines for this planning program were outlined in the Studv
i
Panel Report on Recommended Changes n Water Quality Control. The Report
1
states '
i
"The Slate's Water Quality Con'.rol Program should consider all
of the significant factoic that affect water quality.. .As water use \
becomes more intensive and the quantity of wastes oecomes larger, knowledge |
concerning water quality must be expanded and a comprehensive approach
involving all 'evels of government, industry and agriculture is needed."
t
California's goals are long-term protection for the environment •
(
und maximum benefit for each tax dollar invested in water quality control. ,
i
Coordinated area-wide planning is the key to achieving both objectives. j
11.2 PERMITS REQUIRED FOR INDUSTRIAL WATER DISCHARGE j
Beginning on July 1, 1971 • industries throughout California that f.
discharge into navigable waters and their tributaries w i l l be required to |
obtain a permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. j
Under tie Refuse Act of 1899. such industries w i l l be forced <
!
to obtain the permit and their individual practices of discharging w i l l ^
come under the direct eye of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) )
j
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v.-h i ch wi 1 I granr its approval i~ U S. Arrr.y Corps aopl icants. t
1
This marks the start of j coordinated program of wati r qu a l i t y ,
enforcpR, 3nt. The program implements President r'ichard Nixon's executive
t
order of Dec 23. 1970. to "enhance IK- n h i i i t y of t^c fede^! govc1 T"cnt- :
to enforce water quality scancards an<? provide a major strengthening of ,'
our effoils to clean up our nation's //atcr." >
The P.t fuse Act -- Section 13 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1H99 " I
p'ohi'iils G'I sclurcjes , (except from p u b l i c streets and seue's in l i q j i d form), ,i
into ar,, ..ovigoblc uiteis of the United States or the-r tr i butan r-- without i
a permit isoued by the Army Coros of Engineers Thr regulations which //ere
i
published by the Corps of Engineers were drawn up in coordination with
the" Envi r jnn'entfll Protection Agercy, the Council on Environmental Ou.ility, ]
and the Depanments of il-e li.t^rior, Commerce and Justice.
i
Uncicr the regi, lat ions, permi ts are required for ex i s t i ng and future j
dischargss ml-, nag i rafale x /a lers and their t r i bu ta r i es , /'ppl i cot ions Tiust I
1
he f i led by July 1, for ex is t ing discharges, anH 120 days before new dis- j
charges can oe s tar ted. Est imates of how many discharges are being made J
today vary from a lo"/ of ^0,000 to as many as 100,000 annua'ly on a national J
i
bas i s
The new permit application forms nave been available since April
at the 36 District Offices of tre Corps of Engineers and the New England
3
Division, where the permit applications w i l l be received and processed. j
The decision as to whether a permit w i l l or w i 1 1 not be issued w i l l
be based on an evaluation of the impact of the discharqe on anchorage and
navigation, v;ater quality standards, and on fish and w i l d l i f e resources.
The regulation recognizes that the rejponsibi1ity for water quality
improvement lies primarHv with the states and, at the federal level,
"1
' \
. _^^ . ,_„„ „.„._ .J
wi th EPA No permit v / i I 1 be issued if the appropriate s ta te or in t3rstato j
j
agency deri'es certificition that the discharge in question w i l l be consis-
tent v.'th applicable woccr qualit'' standards, or when the Environmental I
i
protection Agency nab reconjnenaed thiit a permit be denied for water qua l i t y j
J
considerations I
}
The applicant P'ust furnish info mation which w i l l fully identify
 (
J
the character or the discharge or deposit and monitoring devices and pro- j
(.eJures wh i ch w i l l be used Such information s'lall include, but need not j
DC iinited to, data pertaining to chemical content, water temperature diffcren- :
I
t i a l s , toxn.b, sewage, amount and frequency of discharge or depos't,c>pd the t
»
type and quantity of solids involved, if any. "
If the J:scharge or deposit w i l l include solid:, of any typo, the j
applicant must i
Identify the proposed method of instrumentation to determine the |
i
effect of the disposition of solids on the waterway. i
i
Either assume responsibility for the periodic removal of such solids .j
i
by dredging or agree to reimburse the United States for costs associcited J
i
with such dredging '
f a c i l i t i e s which were b u i l t or were under construction prior to April
3, 1970, are not required under the Federal Water Pollution Act to obtain
state certification un t i l April 3, '973-
After receiving a permit applicj,ion, the Corps of Engineers Dis-
trict office w i l l issue a public notice identifying the nature and locution
of the proposed discharge Copies w i l l be sent diiectly to regional repre-
sentatives of the Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Department of
the Interior, the U.S. Department of Commerce, heads of the State water-
quality and w i l d l i f e agencies, and others known to have an interest in the
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application. The noUce also may be posted in appropriate public olaces,
or inserted in newspapers.
Public hearings may be held when expressions of public interest
Worranr, and wnen a hearing may e l i c i t information that v / i I I help deter-
i
mine whether or not the permit should be issued. j
si
The EPA as the federal agency with primary responsibility and ex- ji
i
pertise on water quality, w i l l scrutinize water quality aspects of each \
perm-t proposal, and its findings and recommendutions in this field w i l l '
i
be oinding EPA also w i 1 1 determine conditions that may be incorporated -
i
into a permit to insure naintenance of v.ater quality requirements. I
<
Applications v / i 1 1 also be reviewed by the U.S. Dept. of the Interior i
and the U S Dept ~f Commerce with respect to the impact of the proposed j
i
discharge on f > s h , w i l d l i f e , and other environmental values apart from tho^c ]
I
incorporated in water quality. ;
The Corps of Engineers w i l l make determinations on the navigation
aspects of application proposals, and w i l l administer the program. j
I
Decisions w i 1 1 be made i n i t i a l l y by Corps of Engineers District
offices in coordination with regional offices of EPA and the other agencies :
concerned. Issues which cannot be resolved at local level w i l l be referred 1
to Washington for resolution by agency heads.
Usually no permit w i l l be issued which authorizes a discharge or |
deposit for more than five years v/ithout providing for revalidation of such
permi t.
Every peimit shall, as a minimum:
Require compliance with applicable water quality standards, includ-
ing implementing schedules adopted in connection with such standards;
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Include provisions incorporating into the permit changes in water ")ii
quality standards subsequent to the date of the permit, and requiring com- {
i
plianct with such change standards, j
Provide for possible suspension or revocation in the event that the 1
permittee breaches any condition of the permit; '!i
Provide for possible suspension modification or revocation if, sub-
*
sequent to the issuance of a permit, it is discovered that the discharge
or deposit contains hazardous materials /vhich may post a danger to health :
V
or safety.
a
11 3 TABULATION OF CALIFORNIA'S POLLUTION PROBLEMS.
The following figures pertain to the annual pro Suction of solid, i
l i q u i d and gaseous pollutants in the State of California based on the ,
latest year (viz. 19&7) for which complete information is available '
11.3.1 Sol id wastes
 t
I
71.5 m i l l i o n tons per year -- (20.2 pounds per person per day). j
i
19.5 m i l l i o n tons (27 percent) are collected and disposed of at 7'6
j
major sites. Remainder burned at source (as in industries and agriculture), '
left in place (as in logging), or otherwise disposed of. !
'j
511 disposal sites (71 percent) are open burning dumps. They, create
i
problems of rats, flies, smoke, odors, air pollution and unsightlincss. j
1»68 disposal sites do not cover refuse on a routine basis. Blowing j
I
paper is uncontrolled at 80 percent. At 33 sites, solid wastes are discharged
directly into surface v/ater. At 81 sites, wastes ate in contact with ground >
waters. At 207 sites, there is no adequate provision for control of sur- j
i
face water drainage. ;
By 1973, 27 percent of California's existing soli^ waste disposal i
sites w ;11 be completely f i l l e d . More than half the existing capacit/ for jt
refuse is cont^in-id in only 2 percent of the sites.
11.3.2 L i q u i d Waste-. ]
^ t
1.5 b i l l i o n gallons a day are produced by California's sewered -j
\
communities -- 86.7 gallons per resident per day. !
80 percent of tins is discharged into tidal waters (open sea, bz s, ]
1
inlets) Half of the remaining 20 percent goes to inland waterway^, half " -'
to land. -j
Paw sewage is treated before discharge in 800 communities. There aie >
s t i l l four communities — with a total population of 21,000 -- where r.w j
i
sewage Deceives no treatment. !
11 3.3 Air Pol 1m >ms I
19,000 tons per day of poisonous carbon rr*~noxide are pumped into \
the air over California's four major metropolitan areas -- Sa i Diego, Los
Angeles, San Francisco Bav Area and Sacramento. «utomobiles, trucks,
and aircraft account for 93 percent of .this.
5,360 tons of organic gases pre emitted daily. Automobiles account
for about 60 percent.
1,^30 tons of nitrogen oxides are spewed out daily. Two-thirds of
California's people breathe these contaminants. Nitrogen dioxide is more
lethal than cyanide gas.
716 tons per day of sulfur oxides contribute to California's smog.
390 tons of aerosols — (airborne dusts, metals and liquid droplets)—
f i l l the air to cause eye irritation, v i s i b i l i t y reduction, lung and air
passage danage -- and perhaps more serious consequences.
i
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\
Industrial p-occsses, petrolcun. rofii ing, combuition of f-^els for ]
i
heat and power ycoe'^*"1 Ql p<*cenl of sulfur oxides, 71 percent of aerosols, >,
1
41 percent of i itrogen c<ides, 3S perrent of organic gases, 7 percent of j
ii
carbon monoxide. I
i
'.} It A CALIFORNIA DESALTING PI-NT SITE UNDER S1UDV '
j
Califc.nia's Diablo Canyon in San Luis Ohispu County has been
i
•^sleeted as the site for d .easibility study, to be nw:'•« in cooperation wi*h
!
the federal Office if 'a'ine Water (OSW) jnd the r.tate Di-oartnent of Water j
Resources (OWR),on a large-scale d«.alting plant. \
Studies have shewn that the most *~asible water service area for
such a large-scale desalting plant is a conbination ot a water ^rketing
i
.jrea composed of San Luis Obispo and Santd Barb^i^ counties, and <j t tc for *
i
the plant rear the nuclear pc.verplont under cons'-Met ion >» Diablo Can,on. ^
The nut lear-fuclcd pov.'erplr it at Diablo Can/on is f> •*<* under c ;ist rucf'on '
on the California coast. j
i
The preliminaty findings on a water ser'-.c^ area evaluaticn and ihc
site identification for a large-scale sea water conversion p' int weic i
important steps toward the state's nc-; plannino efforts in emph-.s! ing ]
\
technological sources of water suppl> for future years.
The joint state-federal reports are to be completed in Jantary j
1^72, when they w i l l be submitted to the California State Legiilatu-e and ji 1
the U.S. Congrjss for authori?at!on and appropriation to design, construct •
'
;
'land operate a large-scale desalting plant . To achieve operation in 1978 ~*-i
' ' j
w i l l requitj that design begin early in 1973 and construction begin L/ '
mid-1974. ,"]
1
Operation of such a plant during the 1930s w i l l provide information
1 1 - 1 1 -\
/'
needed for water planning in t'le 1990s to pro;-!My evaluate the role de- j
I
salted sea water can play in meeting some of the future demands for water j
J
in the west '
The Director of the Office of Saline Water, Dr. C.M. Wong, said selec- '
i ten of the Diablo Canyon s I'te for the feasibility study offers the best j
opportunity of rapidly proceeding tow?ra the construction or a m u l t i - m i 1 1 ion \
urfiIons - per - day desalting plant to demonstrate the economics and }
rel iesni I i tv of large-scale desalting. /
i
};.5 A UNITED FRONT TOR OIL SPlLuS IN CALIFORNIA 1
A united concept in ej.iibit ng oil s p i l l s on San Francisco Bay is ',
expected to be operational soon. The six oil refinerie0 adjacent to the j
j
Bay are now in tne process of formulating Clean Bay, Inc., a non-profit
j
org<ini/otior that w i l l be in a constant state of mobilization to prevent (
or clean-up oil s p i l l s in this area. j
Thr new Bay Area organization w i l l be headquartered in Contra Costa
t
County, the location of five of the six refineries. Membership w i l l include
T
j
'"oil lips Petrolejr- , Shell O i l , Standard of California, Union Oil, Sequoia j
Oil — all In Concra Costa County — and Humble Oil Co., in Solanc County. <ii
Clean Bay, Inc., w i l l be organized along similar lines as three other \
organizations, one located in Santa Barbara, one in Long Beach and one in i
Seattle.
i
,1
The prime function of the. organization w i l l be to provide protection j
from oi 1 spills on beaches, harbors, waters and other properties, both \
]
pi'b'lc and private, throughout the Bay estuary system and coastal waters
S
near the Bay. ]
The general purposes for which Clean Biy has been organized
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i
arc: j
To investigate and acquire equipment and material for the contain-
ment and clean-up of oil spills; t
To develop and implement plans of immediate action for containment j
^
and clean-up of oil s p i l l s ; j
I
To organize and train personnel; {
I
To cooperate with government agencies, private organizations and '
i
industry concerned with containment and clean-up of oil s p i l l s . \
The formation of Clean Bay provides for a concentration of exper- j
tisc, experience end equipment. By pooling these resources, the oil com- j
j
panics can add to :he effectiveness of what any single company might be >
i
able to accomplibn alone. I
t
The impetus behind the organization, formulated before the San
j
Francisco Bay s p i l l in January, 1971, came from the Western Oil and Gas '
Association x/hicH sought to sponsor a series of cooperatives of non-profit j
organizations on the West Coast. The first of these to be formed was Clean ";
Seas, Inc., headquartered in Santa Barbara. J
i
A major emphasis of tne o>"janization is on the prevention of oil j
spills. TNe organization, when operating, w i l l function mainly in the *
1
i
San Francir-co Bay at first, and later expand to the coastal regions. i
Thp group has approved the final draft and bi-laws. It is expected ]
to be in operation by July, 1971. (
j
Three basic policies have been incorporated into the Clean Bay • J
^
movement ,'
-s
1
- To respond immediately to the request for assistance from a member <
company or companies involved in a s p i l l ; ,
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- To respond to a request for assistance from non-member companies
which agree to reimburse the corporat'on for the expense involved, sub- (
i
j^ct to the approval of its board of director', j
- In the case of oil spills from an unidentified source, to respond .«
1
to the request for assistance from a governmental agency having jurisdiction '
over the spiII. ]
Oil s p i l l s are under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Coast Guard, ,'
which has expressed enthusiasm for the new organization.
Clean Bay w i l l also respond to other areas and cooperatives, .g
such as Clean Seas, Inc., should a s p i l l occur in an area outside of the j
Bay Area. !
/
Cost figures for the organization have not been released because
various alternative plans are under consideration. These plans include |
i
either buying equipment for the non-profit company or leasing it from a 3
contractor, '
-3
11.6 THE NEED FOR MARSH RESTORATION IN CALIFORNIA
<
A grass roots movement which is battling against time to save exist- j
ing marshlands in California and to create new o.ies is being fostered by i
i
Richard C. Collins, a consulting designer for upwater dams. i
i
He says that a new concept must be applied to the building of new 'j
I
marshlands because the method of preservation has failed. Collins feels i
1
that government attitudes have now changed toward implementing environmental >
4
programs and that now his voice might be heard. i
He claims that conservationists cannot achieve their aims by >
preservation. "We w i l l continue to lose our wetlands inadvertently, through '
flood control, subsidence or marshes by underground pumping, and by 1
ll-U
pollution," he says. "In this country there is not a single government
agency, or university, or private organization, which serves conservation's
cause, that is,doing research on techniques of marsh building. They are
singlemindedly orescrvationisto," he adds.
C i t i n g the plight of the commercial fishing industry, Collins
says that private and government agencies ore pouring mi 11 ions of dollars
into research to develop techniques and equipment for better fishing re-
sults. "Even NASA is involved in the program through infra-reJ and other
satellite techniques," he says.
Marshlands are the breeding grounds of two-thirds of all connercial fish
and are seven times more productive than a »'iieat field, Collins maintains
He points out that marshlands need no fertilization, rietite oxygen in the
atmosphere, aid in flood control by absorbing extra run-off,and help pre-
serve ui Itil i fe.
11.7 CALIFORNIA'S BALDWIN CHANNEL -- ECONOMICS VS. ECOLOGY
The $80 .111 11 ion Baldwin Ship Channel improvement project calls
for deepening the Golden Gate entrance- fro-n the present ?0 to 55 feet and
deepening the present cnanneK througi San Pablo and Sussun Bays fvom 35
to k$ feet while widening them from 300 to 600 feet. The Delta phase of the
project calls for channel deepening from the entrance to New York Slough
ot Pittsburg to the Port of Stockton by five feet to 35 feet. ;ji
The proposed project has provoked a itorm of controversy in Contra i
/i
Costa County, with Ecology Action, Sierra Club and Contra Costa Parks j
j
Council opposing it and the Contra Costa County Development Association i
endorsing it. 1
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Opponents argue t <at an increase in ship traffic -- spec!ficMly ]
Linkers -- would increase the chances of a collision and a subsequent \
oil s p i l l The opposition claitrs that supertankers would pass through i
•>
I he channel, and should one of them be damaged a catastrophic ecology ]i
disaster could take place. i
One argument for the proposal is that it would induce '
i
"ore heavy industry into the Bay Area and particularly Contra Costa -
i
County. I
The Association also claims that most large ships now murr anchor
I in the Bay off Treasure Island and transfer their cargo the smaller ships.
i *
The increase in smaller ships through the channel today becomes more of a
1 " |
hazard than one larger ship, the Association maintains. ,'
' i
Industrial pollution does not represent the largest form of I
! pollution Statistics relate that industry orly contributes to 14 percent
of air pollution, and with new restrictions and increased air and water
 (
standards, the association claims the pollution factor is not a major
| problem for the channel. -j
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is responsible for an onviron- J
1
mental impact study to determine whether or not salt intrusion would j
j
destroy the Delta ecology and if other ecological bases would be dis- ^
i ,j
rupted. 3
1
' The economics of this project were based principally on benefits j
to present traffic, the Corps states. It says tankers would be limited ^
! to 100,000 dead weight tons (DWT) — the largest entering the area now \
is about 10^ ,000 D.W.T. i
I
With the increase in industry possible, opponents fear a reflected '
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growth in the population of the area. With this increase, the argument
continues, w i l l be an increase in pollution and associated diseases.
Another main argument, which has concerneJ Rep Jerome R. Wai die i
7
(D-Antioch) as well, is that salt intrusion may change the ecological
balance of the Delta. They also maintain that breeding grounds, marshes, j
t
and other f a c i l i t i e s vital to the ecology of the area /jou\d he destroyed j
,1
through dredging. j
The Contra Costa Coonty Development Association has endorsed '.he \
i
proposal on the basis that it would be economically feasible ana rould j
keep the Bay Area in competition with other major seaports around the '*ii
world. If Contra Costa were considered a separate port, the Association ,
i
states, it would be the seventh largest .n the United States based on !
volume of traffic j
The Association rejects the idea that supertankers would be used i
i
in the channel because the Golden Gate would not accommodate that size of j
tanker. ': ;
i
The Corps naintains that the economic advantages in tne channel rest •
1
on six factors affecting today's traffic.
- Reduction or elimination of lightering and tidal delays for,
and increased use of, tankers en route to refineries located along the
channel;
- Elimination of tidal delay and inefficient loading and fueling j
for special carriers and general cargo vessels calling at die Piilsburg- 4
Antioch area and at the Port of Stockton;
- Increased use of tankers and large dry cargo carriers as far
inland as Stockton.
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- Reduc'ion IP the threat of collision and disaster ir^osed by '
inadequate laneuvcring room in certain reaches, particularly near Port
t
Chicago,
- Reductions in travel time for deep and shallow draft vessels 1
1
between 6r>tiocK. and Stockton resulting from a shorter, less tortuous false
river route, '
1
- Substantial reduction of vessel grounds and underwater damages.
Studies conducted by the Corps and other groups involve toxicity of spoils, 1
1
effect of temporary high turbidity during dredging, means of disposing |
1
of spoils, possible penetration of fresh water aquifers; atmospheric re- |
!
aeration, photosynthesis and temperatures, s a l i n i t y intrusion; flow pat- ]
terns and velocities, marshland ecology, levee appearance ano vegetation, )|
recreation ii
*
11.8 MEASURED TO COH."GL SEWAGE DUMPING INTO SAN FRANCISCO BAY I
A v i r t u a l prohibition of dumping of sewage wastewater and all ]
ii
toxicants into San Francisco Bay has been ordered by the Ca l i fo rn ia J
Regional Water Qua l i ty Control Boari. !
In a move tc implement a state policy to su f f i c ien t ly restr ict
waste discharges into Cal i fo rn ia water systpms, the board has issued a i
set of waste discharge prohibitions in protected areas. i
The board's policy, as outlined in a preliminary interim water
quality management plan for the San Francisco Bay basin, seoks to protect
tidal and non-tidal surface waters.
The policy seeks to protect waters of beneficial use in domestic,
agricultural, irrigational and recreational spheres.
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In augmenting restrictions of this severity, the board hopes to
either implement a broad scope of waste treatment plants throughout the
area 01 fc^mulate o system of transporting waste material to central
locations where waste can be treated.
Requirements for waste discharges were bcsed almost exclusively
upon protection of the benefits that man could derive from the direct and
consKnptive use of the waters. The board charges, in the report, that- in
adequately treated municipal wastes are discharged into freshwater steams
above domestic water intakes; reridential and recreational developments
have degraded mountain lakes and streams by siltation and inadequate sewage
disposal systems, industrial wastes have toxified ceit^m estuaries to
levelb that are harmful to aquatic organisms, and beaches have been closed
to recreation due to bacteriological contamination from domestic waste
discharges.
The board aomits that many past efforts to protect and manoge
California's waters have averted catastrophes and abuses, but frequently
have lacked general application and force.
Recognising the costs of ifplemcnting a drastic revision in waste
discKarge standards, the board has prepared its interim plan in an effort
to satisfy federal and state requirements for consfuction grant programs
for water q u - I i t y control plans. Under present federal-store construction
grant progra.r.3 a community may receive up to 55 percent of the capitol
costs of a ''astewater treatment project from the federal Environmental
Protectic'i Agency (EPA) and an additional 25 percent from the state Water
Resources Control Board, leaving as l i t t l e as 20 percent of the cost to
be met by local funding.
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The EPA has required each state to prepare and approve water quality J
control plans for drainage basins as a condition for future receipt of 1
construction grants by communities. It has required a fully developed j
I
plan for each basin by July 1, 1973- '
i
The interim report indicates the board intends to prohibit all !
]
wastf discharges into any embayment, slough, creek or other water body '
or onto tidal flats where the waste would not be diluted at all tinci by 1
I
a nininum o' ICO 1 with receiving water as it reached the water surface i
It also intends to consider, in the fully developed bas;n plan,
prohibition of discharges on reclaimable wastes to ti d a l waters and
prohibition of all wastewater discharges to the bay v stem, both to j
I
becowe effective January I, 1985- |
t
11.9 WHAT SHOULD CALIFORNIA AND OTHER STATES DO ABOUT DETERGENTS |
i
The five b i l l i o n pounds of laundry detergents used in American '
I
hones each year are under attack as a prime source of contamination in j
lakes and streams. j
" -1
Sut noxv -- nionths after the controversy began -- the only t^ing ~j
i
researchers seem to know for sure abojt detergents is that they don't 1
know anything for sure about th?m. ' ]
I
Just as It looked as if phosphate detergents had been found guilty 1
1
and sentenced to certain death, more and more researchers began to have 1
i
doubts about the whole "phosphate pollution" theory.
Ar.d the detergent industry voluntarily discontinued use of the most j
promising substitute it had found for phosphates after the U.S. Surgeon
General and other federal officials indicated more studies were needed
"to assure that the alternative does not pose equal or greater hazards
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to the environment or to human health (than phospahtes)."
i
TKe outcry against the phosphates in detergents began when numerous
researchers developed the likely, but as yet unproven, hypothesis that phos-
phates are the ciucial nutrient in a type of water pollution known as accel-
erated eutrophication.
Eutrophication is actually a natural process which involves the
• enrichment of waters with a whole variety of nutrients, one of them phos-
phates. In combination these nutrients are essential to the growth of
plant life.
j But cutrophication today is being acclerated at a dangerous rate in
many lakes and streams due to the excess nutrients entering the water
from a variety of sourcrs, mcludiri human waste, certain i-.dustrial pro-
I
cesses, K.nd erosion and agricultural run-off, as well as phosphate deter-
u
gents
i When the excess algae and other plant life dies and decays, it then
consumes the oxygen in the water and inhibits the growtn of other life
i forms, including many plants and fish. The ecological balance of the water
1
is destroyed and it becomes unfit for human use. i
Probably the greatest evidence against phosphates came when an •*
Internationa? joint comnission studied algae growth in two of the Great i
I
Lakes and concluded that phosphates are indeed the key factor to accel-
erated eutrophication there.
Other researchers, however, suspect the important element may be
*
carbon in some regions. And detergent manufacturers w i l l point out that "
even if all phosphates are removed from detergents, enough phosphates re-
V
main in nondetergant sources, most notably human waste, to continue the
i
pollution problem. !
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j
In questioning \/hy the detergents had been singled out for c r i t i -
cism, the president of one major detergent company said "We can only con- j
elude that it is because it is diffi c u l t and unpopular to try to control .
other nutrients or other sources of pnosphates " " .
"It is simple, easy, and apparently rather popular tc lay the blame i
on a relatively few large detergent companies,1' he said. '
Nevertheless some government officials and numerous conservation ,
j
groups have urged legislation to force the removal of nil phosphates from j
detergents. And some states are requiring that detergent packages be
labeled with phosphate content so shoppers can buy the low-phosphate
brands.
V
The v a l i d i t y of legislation setting specific deadlin's tor eli.nma-
tion of phosphates w i l l have to be decided in court. A test case is already '
I
under way between the Soap and Detergent Association and the City of j
Akron. '_
Those who urge complete elimination of phosphates from detergents
charge that about one-half of the phosphate content of municipal sewerage -- )i
probably the single greatest threat to the nation's water supply -- comes <
-i
from dettrgent residue. '
The reduction in phosphates, the theory goes, should reduce eutrr;- ^
phi cat ion end algae growth. <
Others point out that better disposal systems to eliminate more of
the nutrients, including phosphates, whatever their source, is a more j
i
logica1 solution to pursue. Ji
|
jii
i -i1
i
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The Federal Water Quality Adminstration ,estimated in a 1968 :>.. J^ ]
i
that it wou'd cost about $35 to'$^0 annually per person For t i vc years, to J
>
construct and operafp the municipal /aste-treatTient f a c i l i t i e s needcc1 J
to catch the pol lutants (including nutrients) no-/ gett ing through the ]
1
ti'atment plants. J
.]
Meanwhile, detergent manufacturers continue to search for o b^ti- j
lute for phosphate. But it's not easy.
 (<t
Manufacturers wi1 I point out chat phosphates are not a pollutant
i
in the normal sense of the word. They are non-tox;c, harmless to the $»Mn,
Jaundry equipment and textiles, compatible v;i th oiher deteirent ingrcdie.ni s
j
and iclatively inexpensive. Moreover, they soften wsccr, and dibperse cr {
suspend d i r t j
Any suhstituces must do all these,things and be environmentally ,'
i
safe at the same time. Any new mqredient may later produce its own form J
of pollution -- even if early studies show no signs of a problem. Often V
early studies v.unnot measure what the effect of years of "build-up" wi I 1
I
be -iu
 I
That uncertainty is one of the major reasons some legislators doubi <•{
the visdom of trying to force the detergent industry to find a phosphate '-;
substitute by setting deadlines ;j
i
"The risk of '. ;ing wrong is great," is tne way the U.S. Attorney ;
Jj
General put it in his report on rhe subject. ",}
j
Soap, most everyone seems to agree, is not the answer Along with ^j
i]
the generally less satisfactory lcunJering lesuHs is the fact that there j
-'j
simply are not enough animal fats ard oils in the world to produce soap ^
enough for everyone. _ ]]
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Until che detergent dilemma is solved -• until cither a saf-.r clean- i
ing agent or new waste -rea:ment methods are found -- consumers w i l l be j
\
•.stigni in a web of indecision on what tlreir responsibilities are. i
i
T! ;se l i v i n g in a soft water area may prefer to use soap, although \
;h« ecological objection to soap has already been mentioned. -]
i
Some consumer:, w i l l prefer to ust detergents wi th as l i t t l e phos-
3*1010 content as possible on the theory thdt every l i t t l e bit helps.
Thos in i hard-water area may use a non-phosphate cype water sofi- j
t
oner and soap, but generally with less favorable cleaning results ,
1 1 . 1 0 WITH A DEMAND FOP. OIL IN CALIFORNIA COMES DEMAND FOR OIL SPILL RESEARCH -
As the Cenand for energy in the Un-teJ States ir-creases dramatically
the th,-'nce of oil s p i l l s from increased tanker traffic and off-shore oil >c
 \i
exploia'ion becc-nes more probable. f
Incidents such as 'che Torrey Canyon and the San , rancisco Bay '
t-inke*" collision, and the blowouts at Santa Barbara and Louisiana, have
1
increased the av^reness of the public, government and oil industries that '
southing mu<.t be done to ensure early cleanup of oil spills to protect
s^oreli.ies and wildlife. j
Oil industries, SOTIC independently and some in cooperation with the i
American Petroleum Institute, have been working on the variables of oil i
<
spills and have spent millions of dollars assessing the value of new and j
old equipment..
Recently one of the more dramatic research developments has been
I
the surface tension modifier, commonly refe.-red to as an "oil herder". ]
based on oil's reaction to it. The chemical, which is similar to the type \
used in seven Western reservoirs, changes the pressure on the oil molecule J
:no oercer t: t: isra-.e- aroursv. ire c i rc'-i'.'er-r re- o* :-e ^-i - - : ' . ' ' . - <
J s - c ? ! l > f -w f a ' •e ' . jc r ter W i c n i r nir.i.'.t'S t.-.e cfer i jj I 'orco? :> o ^-i , j
*
^0 re'.jce :~>e >i ;c- c:" :^e ? 5 i c k j
i
Tes:iro zre tC'xiti;\ o* tne h«,rjcr, roscjrc.- . v.kt-: t-lj^v-.i •....• i
'.-;/•
 2 in solution: -CO tf^es stronyor t.'an trie nor ul -•:roni:tr" ..-1^  ,• ^
a s p i l l , i-'ter fi\.e :IOUTD the Jjcki >noi.oo ro ph\ 11 ._ji I .vir-.i j i<- latv" (
|
prcJuced cffspi'ino u i t h no side efrccc-- F i > h wort- jiso tt".:«.-J v \ i ; l « '
rnc sane so'Lt ion ui jn no harr' occurring ;o J'ioi:>, t^e / > \ £•-: icor^. . ..iiii ,
Pea'jcinc, i"e «i:^ o' an 01 ! s p i l l i> not s u f f i c i e n t to tlr.ii .[ 1
up. fre investigators .also *eek to determine whether some jo«. "t ran j
j
successfully pick jp oil cncc it is contained Polvurethane hj» demon-
i,trated chat it can pick uo 50 times its weight and • i t i i l be SO peicent '
4
effective m reuce. Hay, which has bnen u^ed more common Iv, picks up le. 1
/j
:ha i 10 peicert ci its weight and ho* a tendency to bink" once laiuuiteJ j
- i
Experimental ion with boomb to contain the s l i c k has, not proven ti» i < !
ij
succersful in seas cr beaches with moderate to heavy waves, nor in stream-. • ,jj
with tieav^ currents. Various booms have been demonstrated and each has *1
1
a point which fails. Failure is measured when a wave with oil itu-p., over |
the containing boon. * I
Shell Oil has perfecteu a wave tank to test booms, thus enabling it <
i
to study the viscosity of water and oil under agitation. j
i
Investigators also have developed an oM-on-water detector. ii {
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J
' 1
r J
provides a reliable means for detecting oil long before it assumes an '
i
^n'lvnageablc magnitude. The instrument, operating on the water surface, j
f
is capable of detecting traces of surface oil pollutants oarcly visib.u •
i
to the lumen i-ye •
I
The detector consists of a monitor and a control section The !
!
romtor, in an explosion proof housing, floats on the water surface I
supported by two pontoons. j
To sense the presence of o i I , a beam of light in tne monitor housing j
i« focused th-our)h a lens onto the water surface, the reflected i i q h t i .,
,
;
focused by another lens onto a photoce'l. As an oil s l i c k appears, the re-
•lected ligh' intensity increases by 50 to 100 percent. The measured
stg.ial ic, based on the pncrgy differentia! produced between the reflected
l i g h t ineastiring photoceli and a second photocell measuring the source
laTip intensity. The two cells are used in j bridge circuit, output of !
i/hich is converted to a DC current signal transmitted to the control sec-
j
Lion via a shielded cable. Power is carried to the monitor by this same !(
-able j
i
The control section provides contacts for an audible alarm, as well '
\
as an 0 to 10 volt TC output signal, propoitlonal to the reflected l i g h t '
Iintensity, which can ';t transmitted to a central monitor station or to i
a continuous recorder. j
In another field of endeavor the world's major oil companies have i
'
converted tankers to a "load-on-top" system in an effort to halt large !
scule dumping of oil through ballast a' set. :
j
Prior 10 "load-on-top", oil tankers would put to sea with ballast
comprised of sea water and oil residue — sometimes 200 tons — which re- J
mains in storage tanks after unloading at refineries. ,
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With the "load-on-top" system otI and sea water are pumped lo the
back tanks of a tanker and left to stand until separation. As the oil
sepei^tcs the sea water ii gradually reduced, leaving the oil residue.
When the sea water ballast becomes f i l l e d with oil particles the dumping
process is halted arid the re-natning oil and sea water are retained in the
tanker and delivered to the refineries. The --efineries 'n turn treat
the product and remove t!io sea water.
II II SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Mdny more examples migl't be given to document the dynamic and
multi-faceted nature of California's resource management problems. It is
anticipated that our future remote sensing research relative to such
resources w i l l eventually permit resource managers, not only in California
but elsew'ierc, to obtain a frequent and accurate picture of these resources
and thus facilitate Uie management of them.
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